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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, I address the general question as to whether frequency of the input 

in the ambient language can determine the order of acquisition in phonological 

productions. This issue is addressed through an investigation of two corpora of 

phonological development in twins. I hypothesize that the environment should prevent at 

least some degree of variation between members of each of the twin pairs and, possibly, 

eliminate some of the variation typically observed across non-twin learners. To test this 

hypothesis, I analyse the development ofword-initial branching onsets and sC clusters. 

The results show variation within and across twin pairs. To determine whether frequency 

influences the orders of acquisition attested, I consider frequency on three levels: 

individual clusters, cluster types and onset structures. The results show that only at the 

level of onset structure does frequency correlate with the order of acquisition. This 

suggests that frequency cannot be taken as a strong predictor for phonological 

development. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Studies focusing on early phonological development provide robust evidence that 

variation exists across language learners, both within and across languages. During the 

period in which a child acquires his/her ftrst 50 words, individual differences emerge 

(e.g. Leonard, Mesalam and Newhoff 1980). Variation also exists in the order in which 

the acquisition process unfolds. Despite the variation encountered, acquisitionists of the 

1970's and 1980's have devoted efforts toward finding either a universal order of 

acquisition or universal linguistic operations applicable to particular stages of language 

development (Leonard et al. 1980). 

In this thesis I propose to look at the issue of individual variation between learners 

in a virtually controlled environment. In order to do so, I will study the acquisition of 

language in twins. Indeed, the twinning situation comes closest to offering the right 

context to undertake such a study. As opposed to any other non-twin language learners, 

twins typically share a quasi-identical linguistic environment throughout early language 

development. 

It is widely observed that language learners acquire the structures of their 

phonological systems in a given order. Proponents of models based on statistical learning 

argue that the order of acquisition is driven by statistical tendencies observed in the target 

language. Specifically, the more frequent a structure, the earlier it is predicted to be 



acquired. However, variation is well-attested between learners of a single language. 

Consequently, the sources of the learning paths and of variation observed between 

learners are not clearly understood. Indeed, as argued by Goad and Ingram (1987), 

variation between first language learners exists even after performance and 

environmental factors have been eliminated. 

To date, with the exception of Leonard et al. (1980), most studies addressing 

variation have been comparing data from several children who have similar linguistic 

backgrounds. Similar backgrounds imply that the children are acquiring the same 

language or language dialect, and come from similar social backgrounds. Under these 

circumstances, it is assumed that the children have access to equivalent linguistic input. 

However, to determine whether variation occurs in first language learners who have 

access to a virtually identical input, a longitudinal study of twins is what comes closest to 

ideal. This is the model environment since twins are most likely to receive linguistic 

inputs that are nearly identical. It is from this perspective that I plan to test predictions 

made by statistical models of child language production such as the one proposed by 

Levelt, Schiller and Levelt (1999/2000). 

Following Levelt et al., I hypothesize that the order of acquisition mirrors the 

frequency of the input. I address this issue by comparing the frequency of the input to the 

orders of acquisition attested by the children in both corpora on three levels: individual 

clusters (e.g. [pl] versus [st]), cluster types (e.g. obstruent+lateral versus [s]+obstruent) 

and syllable structures (e.g. branching onsets versus sC clusters). Still following Levelt et 
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al., in cases where variation emerges, I predict the units showing variable orders of 

acquisition to display similar frequencies in the input. 

As we will see, the results show that the orders of acquisition that emerges for 

each child varies in comparison to their sibling. When the order of acquisition of 

individual clusters is compared to the relative frequency of clusters, no correlations 

suggesting frequency as a source for variation can be made. Likewise, when the same 

comparisons are made between cluster types and frequency, the hypothesis that 

acquisition is frequency-driven is again not supported. However, when the order of 

acquisition of syllable structures are compared to the frequency of the input of these 

structures, the results suggest that frequency motivates the order of development. Similar 

results are presented by Lle6 and Demuth (1999), Roark and Demuth (2000), Demuth 

and Johnson (2003), Stites, Demuth and Kirk (2004), and Kirk and Demuth (2005). For 

example, Demuth and Johnson (2003) argue that the high number of words truncated to 

ev forms produced by a young learner of French correlate with the high frequency of 

this syllable type in French. In contrast to this, English learners tend to produce more 

eve forms, again in line with relative prominence, that of eve syllables in English. 

While these studies focus primarily on variation across learners of different languages, 

this study strictly considers individual variation in the course of acquisition of a single 

language, English. I will conclude from the variation observed in the current study that 

environmental factors such as frequency may play a general predictive role, but that 

frequency does not seem to be determining precise details of the developmental paths. 
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The primary focus of this thesis is on variation in learning paths, with a secondary 

interest the rate of acquisition. 

1.2 Thesis Overview 

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I discuss studies which provide 

evidence for variation in language development, as well as a survey of the literature on 

language development in twins. In Chapter 3, I present my methodology and the corpora 

under investigation. The results of my study are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 

The results provide evidence for variation in the order of acquisition of development in 

all four children. Chapter 5 compares the order of acquisition attested for each child to 

relative frequencies for individual clusters, cluster types and syllable structures. The 

results suggest that only the order of acquisition of syllable structures is influenced by the 

frequency of the input. A summary of the results and general conclusions emerging from 

these results are presented in Chapter 6. Accompanying these conclusions are suggestions 

of methods for improving future studies 

In the following chapter, I turn to a survey of the background literature discussing 

current debates on the possible sources for variation in language development. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I discuss examples of variation found in previous studies on 

language development. A survey of studies documenting variation is offered in section 

2.2. Of the sources that are deemed potentially responsible for the variation observed, 

environmental factors, especially the linguistic environment within which acquisition 

generally takes place, are reviewed in section 2.3. I focus mainly on frequency effects in 

section 2.4, which is also considered a source for variation in the literature. While 

discussing frequency effects, I pay particular attention to the study conducted by Levelt et 

al. (1999/2000). In section 2.5, a detailed description of the background literature on 

twins is provided. (As we will see, most studies oflanguage development in twins have 

looked at social-discursive development.) Taking the observations discussed throughout 

this chapter, I formulate research hypotheses and methods of investigation, which I 

discuss in section 2.6. 

2.2 Variation in Language Development 

Goad and Ingram (1987) identify three types of individual variation: performance 

variation, environmental variation and linguistic variation. Performance variation relates 

to general differences found among children, such as their individual rates of acquisition. 

Environmental variation is caused by differences found in the linguistic input, for 



example in the acquisition of frequently- versus rarely-occurring sounds or sound 

sequences. Finally, still according to Goad and Ingram, linguistic variation arises from 

the number of different choices that the language acquisition device (i.e. the child's 

language learning competence 0' Grady ( 1997) ), allows for a particular structure. In the 

following subsection, I provide examples of variation which illustrate additional potential 

sources of variation. 

2.2.1 Examples of Variation in Language Development 

The issue of variation between learners in first language acquisition has been 

widely discussed in the literature. For example, Leonard et al. (1980) describe variation 

among 10 children acquiring English, focusing on the first 50 words acquired by the 

children. Their investigation ofthe word-initial consonant phone classes displayed by the 

10 subjects revealed no systematic correspondence among subjects. While some cross-

child preferences were observed (for example, voiced consonants seemed to have 

dominance over voiceless consonants), none of the subjects produced the same phone 

classes 1• The possibility that the linguistic environment of the children was playing a 

crucial role in the shaping of their initial productions was tested in the second experiment 

conducted by Leonard et al. (1980). I come back to this experiment in section 2.3.1. 

A second example of variation in early child language is provided by Rose 

(2003), who discusses variation in the learning paths of two children learning French 

1 Initial productions of a given word, including variants, are grouped together into the same phone 
class. For example, if a child's production of toe varied from [thou] to [dou], the variants of this 
word would be grouped as Jth--dJ (Leonard et al. 1980). This procedure is from Ferguson and 
Farewell (1975). 
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(Clara and Theo) with respect to their acquisition of word-final [K]. Clara acquired word

final [ E"] later than other word-final consonants, at a stage which coincided with the 

acquisition of word-medial codas (i.e. branching rhymes). As opposed to this, Theo 

acquired word-final [E"] early, along with all word-final consonants, and well before he 

acquired branching rhymes. This variation is explained through properties of segmental 

representations. Rose (2003) proposes that there is a relationship between segmental 

place of articulation and word-final consonant syllabification: Clara's [ E"] acts as a 

placeless consonant, while Theo's [E"] behaves as place-specified (Dorsal). The evidence 

for this variation is derived from analyzing singleton versus branching onsets for both 

Clara and Theo. Unlike Leonard et al. (1980), Rose (2003) explains the variation from 

the phonetics of French /g/ and argues that language learners may utilize different types 

of phonetic evidence to analyze the phonological properties of the target (adult) language. 

A third example of variation in language acquisition comes from Levelt et al. 

(1999/2000), who explain the variation found in their study by considering input 

frequency as a determining factor. This explanation for variation contradicts the 

previously-discussed conclusions made by Leonard et al. (1980) and Rose (2003). This 

study is discussed in greater detail in section 2.4.1. 

2.2.2 Section Summary 

As can be inferred from the quick survey presented above, the source of variation 

in early language acquisition has yet to be determined. In the following section, I discuss 
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environmental factors more in depth. This discussion leads to the issue of frequency, 

addressed in section 2.4. 

2.3 Environmental Factors 

Previous studies of language development in twins provide evidence that 

language delays are often encountered in this population of learners, although this issue 

appears to be controversial. It is important to note in the context of this thesis that some 

of these studies imply that at least part of the delays observed in language development in 

twins may originate from their environment. In addition, certain factors must be taken 

into consideration when studying the language of twins. For example, Costello (1974) 

and Conway and Lytton (1975) agree that the characteristics of the speech adults direct 

towards twins must be taken into account when analyzing the period of time during 

which the twins are delayed. Conway and Lytton observe that parents of twins speak less 

to each twin, which results in the reduced verbal capacity of the twins themselves. 

In contrast to the above, Tremblay-Leveau, LeClerc and Nadel (1999) do not 

observe any delay. They conclude from a study comparing twins and aged-matched 

singleton children that by the end of the second year, twins' language production in a 

triadic interactive context was not delayed at all. In fact, at the 16-month age mark, there 

were no distinctions between the twins and singletons. Also, they found that 23-month

old twins' language production exceeded singletons' in term of quality and quantity, the 

twins producing more than twice as many utterances as singletons, both to the adult and 

to the co-twin, in both declarative and interrogative formulations. In addition, the twins 
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learned more quickly than singletons how to use language in dyads within triads to 

express emotions and desires, and to influence their partner. This is compatible with the 

observation that a triadic environment is one that twins are most frequently exposed to. 

The environment in which a child acquires language thus appears to influence production 

either through enhancing or hindering it. 

Note as well that most studies focusing on variation have been comparing data 

from several children who have similar linguistic backgrounds. Similar linguistic 

backgrounds refer to children who have the same target languages and comparable social 

backgrounds. Therefore, the notion similar is, at best, vague. This assumption is directly 

tested by Leonard et al. (1980), discussed in the following subsection. 

2.3.1 Variation Among Twin Pairs 

Leonard et al. (1980) investigated the role of the linguistic environment in 

language acquisition. They conducted tests on a pair of identical twins, in order to control 

for genetic factors. Their basic assumption was that the twinning context enables what 

comes closest to a controlled environment, since twins have virtually identical linguistic 

environments in the period during which language development takes place. Results from 

these tests were compared with results obtained from the singleton learners in experiment 

one, previously discussed in section 2.2.1. Transcriptions ofword-initial consonants were 

grouped into phone classes. The results showed that the order and point in time in which 

shared consonants emerged differed between the twins. Due to the nature and extent of 

the variability observed in the twins' phone classes, Leonard et al. (1980) concluded that 
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the phone classes of the twins were not much different from those from the singletons 

under investigations. These results suggest that the linguistic environment does not have 

a significant impact on the children's respective developmental paths. 

Evidence to further support this claim comes from Bruggemann (1970). This 

research documents two sets of identical twins. Comparing twins within twin pairs, 

Bruggemann (1970) provides evidence that variation is unique to the children, not to the 

environment. Within each twin pair, Bruggemann found that one twin was more 

linguistically advanced than the other, which implies that they were not at the same stage 

in the development of their language. This undermines any hypothesis that establishes a 

correlation between acquisition paths and environmental factors, at least within a single 

language. 

2.3.2 Section Summary 

This section presents several hypotheses pertaining to environmental factors as a 

source for variation in singleton and twinning situations. Costello ( 197 4 ), Conway and 

Lytton (1975) and Renznick (1997) suggest that the adult input is an important 

consideration. In contrast to this, Tremblay-Leveau et al. (1999) find variation within 

twin pairs and conclude based on this variation that the environment cannot be a source 

for variation. Leonard et al. (1999/2000), as well as Bruggemann (1970) also find that the 

environment of the children cannot fully explain the variation found. 

In the following section, I focus on frequency effects, which constitute a specific 

type of environmental factor that may account for variation in early child acquisition. 
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2.4 Frequency Effects 

With respect to lexical access in speech production, Dell (1990) states words in 

the mental lexicon either have syntactic representations (lemmas) or phonological 

representations (lexemes). Discussing the phenomenon of homophony, in which two or 

more lemmas may share an identicallexeme, Dell (1990) argues that an item's 

susceptibility to phonological errors is determined not only by its own frequency but by 

the sum of the frequencies of all of the homophones. This suggests that both low-

frequency targets and their high-frequency homophones in the lexicon are projected onto 

the same phonological representation even though they have distinct lemma 

representations. 

Challenging this conclusion, Caramazza, Costa, Miozzo and Bi (200 1) reported a 

series of experiments that demonstrate that the ease of producing a word depends only on 

the frequency of that specific word and not on the frequency of a homophone 

correspondent (see also Jescheniak, Meyer and Levelt 2003 and Jescheniak and Levelt 

2004). Caramazza et al. (2001) conclude from this that homophones have separate word 

form representations and that the absence offrequency-inheritance2 effects for 

homophones prevents full support for the lexical model advocated by Dell (1990). 

In sum, Dell (1990), Caramazza et al. (2001), Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) and 

Jescheniak et al. (2003) all find frequency effects in language production, even if they 

2 The termfrequency-inheritance effect refers to the observation that the ease of producing a word 
is affected by the existence of another word with the same phonological form (Jescheniak et al. 
2003). 
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differ in their interpretation of the effects uncovered by their experiments. Levelt et al. 

(1999/2000) extend this hypothesis by investigating how frequency affects the acquisition 

of phonology. Their argument is based on the order of acquisition of syllable types in 

production. Their findings are discussed in the following subsection. 

2.4.1 Levelt et al. (1999/2000) 

The literature discussed in the previous section generally shows that frequency 

does have an influence on the speaker's performance. The current section discusses an 

example of frequency viewed as a predictor of production patterns in language 

development, as proposed by Levelt et al. (1999/2000). This study is based on data from 

a longitudinal corpus documenting 12 children acquiring Dutch as their first language. 

The study concentrates on primary stressed syllables, excluding syllables with /sf-initial 

clusters. It is thus based on following syllable types: CV, VC, V, CVC, CCVC, CCV, 

CVCC, VCC, and CCVCC. These syllable types are considered acquired when produced 

by the child at least twice during the same recording session. The results are aligned on a 

Guttman scale, to obtain an acquisition order and to determine to what extent an 

acquisition order is followed. The results show that the children can be divided into two 

subgroups (A and B). The variation found between these subgroups is illustrated in 

Figure 2.1 below. 
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Figure 2.1 Variation in the acquisition of syllable types in Dutch (Levett et al. 1999/2000) 

Group A/ cvcc-vcc-ccv-ccvc~ 

cv-cvc-v-vc ccvcc 

Group B~ccv-ccvc-cvcc-vcc/ 

Group A acquired coda clusters before onsets clusters, while the children in Group B 

acquired onsets clusters first, before they acquire coda clusters. Levelt et al. (1999/2000) 

explain this variation by considering frequencies of syllable types in Dutch. They 

establish a close correlation between the frequency and the specific developmental order 

of the syllable types found in the data. High-frequency syllable types are generally 

acquired before lower-frequency ones. The fact that CCV, CCVC, VCC and CVCC 

syllables have relatively similar frequencies of occurrence in the language correlates with 

the variation observed between Groups A and B. Levelt et al. (1999/2000) thus concluded 

that the frequency information of the input is an important predictor of both development 

paths and cross-learner variation. 

2.4.1.1 Discussion of Levelt et al. (1999/2000) 

Kehoe and Lle6 (2003), who replicated the Levett et al. (1999/2000) study based 

on a population of German, Spanish, and bilingual German-Spanish learners, did not, 

provide fully supporting evidence for a frequency-only explanation of the acquisition 

paths observed in these learners. They conclude that frequency information may explain 

some but not all of the development paths observed. 
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According to Pan and Snyder (2003), while the Guttman scales utilized by Levelt 

et al. adequately reflect the variation observed in Dutch-learning children, they question 

whether this ordering reflects the sequence of acquisition. For example, the method 

employed in the Levelt et al. study prevented detection of a child's production of eve 

syllables before the time of the first recording session. In addition, if eve syllables have 

a lower frequency than ev syllables in Dutch (and in the child's speech), then the 

researchers are building frequency effects directly into their results, rather than observing 

a cognitively-true acquisition order (Pan and Snyder 2003 :617). According to these 

authors, then, the Guttman scales only display the order of the first recorded occurrence 

of a production. 

The fact that Levelt et al. (1999/2000) did not fully account for the first four 

acquired syllable types was addressed in Pan and Snyder's (2003) reanalysis ofLevelt et 

al.' s (1999/2000) data. They found that the first three syllable types; eve, V, and Ve are 

acquired together, instead of in a sequence, a conclusion that contradicts Levelt et al. 

(1999/2000). Pan and Snyder (2003) claim that any variation in the order of acquisition 

among eve, V, and ve simply reflects their relative frequency of use, rather than the 

frequency in the input. 

Finally, it is important to notice that only two patterns emerged in the data 

(illustrated in Figure 2.1 ), while many more learning paths are possible. Two of the 

attested patterns are shown as Groups e and D in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Two additional paths of variation which are predicted but not attested 

Groupe eev-evee-eeve-vee 

Group ~cvcc~vcc~ccv-ccvc~ 
cv-cvc-v-vc ccvcc 

Group~ ccv~ccvc-cvcc-vcc/ 
Group D vee-eev -evee-eevc 

Any principled approach to development should be able to account for the absence of 

these unattested developed patterns, all of which are predicted through a frequency-based 

account. 

2.4.2 Section Summary 

Variation clearly exists in child language, but the sources of the variation are 

difficult to determine. Leonard et al. (1980) consider the linguistic environment as a 

source of variation, but cannot empirically support this hypothesis. Rose (2003) explains 

the source of variation by considering the types of segmental representations that children 

can attain from the phonetics of the ambient language. Levelt et al. (1999/2000) consider 

input frequency as a source for variation. The results discussed in the current section 

show that the issue of variation in language acquisition must be investigated further, 

perhaps by investigating each source individually using clear criteria for determining the 

effect of each potential source of variation. Meanwhile, in the recent literature, one of the 

leading hypotheses takes input frequency as a crucial factor in early child acquisition 
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(e.g. Kirk and Demuth 2003 and Demuth and Johnson 2003). This predicts, in line with 

Levelt et al. 's (1999/2000) hypothesis, that frequent units will be acquired first, while less 

frequent units will be acquired later. Moreover, units of relatively equal frequency are 

predicted to be acquired in a variable fashion, but within closely-related acquisition 

stages. 

The remainder of this chapter focuses on language development in twins. These 

discussions provide background literature on twins, including delays found in twins, and 

research on their phonological development. The current hypothesis is then formulated in 

section 2.6, which builds on the leading hypothesis discussed in this chapter. 

2.5 Background Literature on Twins 

This section provides a survey of the background literature on language 

acquisition twins. As we will see, this is a relatively small field of study that calls for 

further research, especially from the perspective of phonological development. 

2.5.1 Overview of Studies of Language Development in Twins 

Studies on language development in twins have been conducted since at least the 

mid 1930's. These studies investigated a variety of topics through investigations of Mean 

Length of Utterance (MLU) (Day 1932, Davis 1937, McEvoy and Dodd 1992), sentence 

construction (Day 1932, Davis 1937 and Liibbe 1974), the development of speech parts 

(Day 1932 and Davis 1937), the development of speech articulation (Day 1932 and Zazzo 

1960), the use of socialized speech (Day 1932, Keenan 1975 and Waterman and Shatz 
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1982), the use of egocentric speech (Day 1932, Davis 1937, Zazzo 1960 and Liibbe 

1974), autonomous speech (Liibbe 1974, Luria and Yudovich 1959, McEvoy and Dodd 

1992 and Dodd and McEvoy 1994), and unintelligible speech (Matheny and Bruggemann 

1972). These topics were discussed in relation to factors such as birth order (Day 1932, 

Davis 1937 and Mittler 1970), gender (Day 1932, Davis 1937 and Zazzo 1960), genetic 

factors and zygosity (Mittler 1974, Munsinger and Douglass 1976, Rice 1996, 

Stromswold 1998,2004, Dionne, Dale, Boivin and Plomin 2003, McGregor and Capone 

2004 and Kovas, Hayiou-Thomas, Bishop, Dale and Plomin 2005) and mental disorders 

(Levy 1997). 

2.5.2 Language Delays in Twins 

In most of these studies, the twins are reported to be slightly delayed in their early 

language development. However, the authors did not agree on issues such as the 

importance of the delays observed or when the delays were resolved during the process of 

language acquisition. For example, Day (1932) observed that twins lagged behind 

singletons. She concluded that a twin child at the age of five is at the same level as a 

three-year-old singleton. She also suggested that the delays observed increase in 

importance as the twins grow older. In contrast to this, Mittler (1969) argued that four

year-old twins are approximately six months behind singletons. Both Day and Mittler 

correlate these delays to socioeconomic factors. Another example comes from Dionne et 

al. (2003) who assessed 1,505 same-sex twin pair cohorts at two years of age and another 

cohort of 1,049 at three years of age. Results showed that when compared to singletons, 
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the two-year-old cohort showed a three-month delay, while the three-year-old cohort 

showed a three-to-four month delay. Dale, Dionne, Eley and Plomin (2000) also suggest 

that twins develop language two to three months later than singletons. Similarly, Matheny 

(1973) found that twins were markedly delayed in the development of articulation when 

compared to singletons. Results found by Arnold and Landau (1980) show that twins 

have language delays at 18 months but are comparable to singletons by age three. This 

provides counter-evidence to the conclusions made by Day (1932), stated above, that 

language delays increase as the child grows older. Finally, offering a meta-analysis based 

on a large number of studies of language development in twins, Wilson ( 1977) argued 

that 44.5% of the twins in his sample scored at least as high as their non-twin siblings on 

verbal IQ. 

In addition to disagreeing on the incidences of language delays in twins, the 

authors listed above debate the factors responsible for the delays observed, more 

specifically whether the delays are innate or acquired. On the one hand, researchers such 

as Luria (1936) and Zazzo (1960) claim that the twin situation yields a special context, 

namely one in which two children of the same age share the same environment, which is 

considered detrimental to language acquisition. On the other hand, many studies also 

investigate the importance of genetic factors in the development of the speech of twins. 

For example, Luria (1936) proposed that the relationship between genetic and 

environmental factors must be considered, even if it cannot be constant over the period 

when the twins are growing up. In contrast, Munsinger and Douglass (1976:49) put forth 

a much stronger claim: they assess the hereditary capacity for language at around 80%, 
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and claim that the total environmental influence cannot exceed 10%. The remaining 10% 

encompasses the parents' misclassification effects on their children's language skills. 

Since the issue of genetic influences lies beyond the scope of my thesis, I focus 

more specifically, in the next section, on phonological development in twins. 

2.5.3 Studies of Phonological Development in Twins 

Studies of language acquisition in twins from the perspective of phonological 

development are virtually non-existant. In one of the rare studies, Levy ( 1997) states that 

both healthy and brain-injured twins follow a normal developmental course. The data 

presented by Levy suggest that the notion of complexity in language acquisition needs to 

be defined. Instead of viewing young children's difficulties as emanating from formal 

linguistic systems, the data suggests that it is in the semantic and pragmatic aspects that 

the most pronounced difficulties seem to reside. This implies that environmental effects 

may not be very prominent for the acquisition of phonology. 

In a previous study by McEvoy and Dodd (1992), 19 sets of twins were studied 

and the results showed that the twins performed more poorly than singleton controls from 

both syntactic and phonological perspectives. Semantic and pragmatic abilities were also 

tested; the results did not suggest a delay in the sets of twins. Additionally, while the 

twins had shorter MLU than the singletons, they performed within the normal range. 

Furthermore, within each set, the twins shared an atypical phonological process, which 

was typically not displayed by normally-developing children. For example, they deleted 

the initial consonant, producing 'oat' for 'boat' (McEvoy and Dodd 1992:84). In a later 
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study, Dodd and McEvoy (1994) focused on the phonological abilities of 19 sets of twins. 

Their study provided evidence against 'twin language', i.e. against the development of a 

special language between twins unique to each twin pair, since the phonologies of the 

siblings were not identical. 

Most of the existing twin studies are based on English-speaking twins. One 

exception to this comes from Zhu and Dodd (2000) who investigate the phonological 

systems of a set of Mandarin (Putonghua)-speaking twins. Using quantitative and 

qualitative measures, they discuss whether twins have two lexical representations for 

some lexical items or if the Mandarin twins would develop phonologically on the same 

path as singletons. The two general questions addressed by Zhu and Dodd (2000) are, 

first, whether the phonological systems of the co-twins display the characteristics of 

delayed or disordered development and, second, whether the co-twins understand both 

the adult and their sibling's phonological forms. The phonologies of two twin boys were 

observed as they participated in a picture-naming task and a single word comprehension 

task, during child-child interaction and during child-adult interaction. The results show 

that the twins make more speech errors than singletons of the same age. These errors 

were not typical of chronological age and were rarely produced by normally developing 

singletons. However, delayed singletons do produce these errors. 

2.5.4 Section Summary 

Based on the few phonological studies of twins that exist, the overall 

generalization appears to be that when the phonological systems within twin sets are 
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investigated, the results show that the twins are not identical. This corresponds with the 

range of variation that has been observed across the studies discussed throughout this 

chapter. 

As already mentioned, my thesis has as its central focus variation between twins 

during language acquisition from the perspective of phonological development. The 

patterns of development and variation observed will be discussed in light of statistical 

properties of the general linguistic environment. 

The following section discusses my hypothesis, which builds on the literature 

discussed in this chapter, and provides a brief description of how I plan to test my 

hypothesis. 

2.6 Hypothesis 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, Leonard et al. (1980) analyse frequency 

effects in relation to segment development in twins, while Levelt et al. (1999/2000) 

analyse frequency effects in relation to prosodic development in a non-twin population. 

In the current thesis, I analyse prosodic development similarly to Levelt et al. 

(1999/2000) but using the rigorously controlled environment offered by twinning 

situations, as did Leonard et al. (1980). Building on the fmdings from the previous 

literature on language development in twins, I hypothesize that variation is interpersonal. 

However, if the results show no variation, this will be taken as supporting evidence for 

the role of frequency in setting developmental paths in early child language acquisition. 

To test my hypothesis, I analyze the development of both branching onsets and 
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[s]+consonant (sC) clusters for two corpora documenting phonological development in 

twins. I discuss these corpora and the method of analysis in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

To discuss issues such as the ones outlined in the previous chapter, I use, in this 

thesis, data collected from two sets of twins. Both corpora originate from previous 

empirical studies. I will refer to them as the Goad corpus and the Cruttenden corpus. Both 

corpora are described in the following two sections respectively. These corpora provide 

data for the development of branching onsets and [ s ]+consonant ( sC) clusters for all four 

children under investigation. The target clusters are described in Section 3.4. The criteria 

for data inclusion and exclusion are presented in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 introduces the 

method used to compile and code the data. This is followed by a discussion of some of 

the specific goals of the current research. 

3.2 The Goad Corpus 

The first corpus, collected by Dr. Heather Goad of McGill University, who was, 

at the time, a student at the University of British Columbia, documents the productions of 

two monozygotic (identical) twin boys, David and Mark (Goad 1984). At the time of the 

first recording session the boys were 3 ;3 .21. Each child was recorded individually once a 

month for four months, with the exception of the second session, during which both 

children were recorded together, and the fourth session, which was recorded two months 

following the third session. All sessions are limited to approximately one hundred 



utterances. Table 3.1 includes the dates of the recording sessions and the age of the child 

at the time of the session, as well as to the number of utterances recorded from each child 

in each session. 

T bl 3 1 B akd a e . re owno fth R d. S e ecor mg . h G dC esstons m t e oa orpus 
Session Date Age David's Tokens Mark's Tokens 
1983-09-22 3;3.21 101 103 
1983-10-27 3;4.26 52 48 
1983-11-27 3;5.26 100 100 
1984-01-14 3;7.13 100 100 

These utterances were captured using a diary method whereby productions are directly 

transcribed at the time of recording. I entered the data into Phon (Rose, MacWhinney, 

Byrne, Hedlund, Maddocks, O'Brien and Wareham 2006), a database program designed 

specifically for the compilation and analysis of child language phonological data. These 

data have already been used in analyses presented in Goad (1984) and in Ingram and 

Goad (1988). However, neither of these works discusses the acquisition of branching 

onsets or sC clusters. My thesis will thus be the first to document this topic using these 

data. 

3.3 The Cruttenden Corpus 

Dr. Alan Cruttenden, from the University of Manchester, collected the second 

corpus, also following a diary methodology with no audio or video recording. This 

corpus documents dyzygotic (fraternal) twin girls, Jane and Lucy (Cruttenden 1978). I 

accessed the corpus through the CHILDES website (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/). At the 
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time of the first session, the children were at age 1 ;5 .17. The study continued until the 

twins were 3;7.18. A total of 85 and 86 sessions for Jane and Lucy, respectively, have 

been documented. Table 3.2 below gives the number of utterances produced by each 

child in the Cruttenden corpus per session;·'---' indicates a session date in which the child 

does not have utterances recorded. 

T bl 3 2 B akd a e re owno fth R d' S e ecor mg 'thC esswns m e d c rutten en orpus 
Session Date Age Number of Session Date Age Number of 

utterances utterances 
Jane Lucy Jane Lucy 

1968-10-12 1 ;5.17 7 28 1969-10-19 2;5.24 10 11 
1968-10-15 1;5.20 2 1969-10-23 2;5.28 6 5 
1968-10-16 . 1;5.21 ---· 14 1969-10-24 2;5.29 3 ---
1968-10-19 1;5.24 3 30 1969-11-02 2;6.8 24 12 
1968-10-22 1;5.27 --- 20 1969-11-05 2;6.11 --- 4 
1968-10-23 1;5.28 6 10 1969-11-08 2;6.14 20 21 
1968-10-24 1;5.29 4 26 1969-11-13 2;6.19 7 18 
1968-10-31 1;6.6 . 13 5 1969-11-14 2;6.20 2 2 
1968-11-02 1;6.8 3 l . 1969-11~16 2;6.22 5 ---
1968-11-07 1;6.13 14 1 1969-11-19 2;6.25 --- 78 
1968-11-18 1;6.24 15 41 1969-11-25 2;7.0 12 9 
1968-11-29 1;7.4 22 22 1969-12-06 2;7.11 45 31 
1968-12-06 1;7.11 12 16 1969-12-18 2;7.23 75 61 
1968-12-10 1;7.15 2 12 1969~12-31 2;8.6 13 23 
1968-12-20 1;7.25 10 7 1970-01-01 2;8.7 34 52 
1968-12-27 1;8.2. 15 14 1970-01-02 2;8.8 6 10 
1969-01-03 1;8.9 10. 7 1970-01-11 2;8.17 14 6 
1969-01-11 1;8.17. 1 1 . · 1970-o 1 ~2s 2;9.0 --- 5 
1969-03-19 1;10.22 10 12 1970-02-01 2;9.7 13 27 
1969-03-28 . 1;11.3 3 2 1970-02-07 2;9.13 . 1 ---
1969-04-07 1;11.13 9 33 1970-02-12 2;9.18 58 49 
1969-04-10 1;11.16 49 74 1970-02-14 2;9.20 4 114 
1969-04-13 1;11.19 58 101 1970-02-16 2;9.22 16 7 
1969-04-22 1;11.28 27 35 1970-02-17 2;9.23 6 ---
1969-04-27 2;0.2 5 --- 1970-02-28 2;10.3 4 4 
1969-04-29 2;0.4 3 11 1970;.03-07 2;10.10 24 26 
1969-05-03 2;0.8 2 3. ··1970-03-15 2;10.18 13 26 
1969-05-04 2;0.9 12 23 1970-03-23 2;10.26 39 39 
1969-05-05 2;0.10 13 19 1970-04-02 2;11.8 10 9 
1969-05-ll 2;0.16 2 2 1970-04-10 2;11.16 36 10 
1969-05-12 2;0.17 . 3 2 1970-04-25 3;0.0 7 2 
1969-05-13 2;0.18 6 14 1970-05-08 3;0.13 --- 3 
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1969-05-24 2;0.29 7 13 1970-05-29 3;1.4 3 1 
1969-05-26 2;Ll 18 43 1970-06-16 3;1.22 3 5 
1969-06-01 2;1.7 21 19 1970-07-05 3;2.10 22 18 
1969-06-05 2;1.11 3 3 1970-08-16 3;3.22 20 4 
1969-06-16 2;1.22 33 37 1970-09-08 3;4.14 1 1 
1969-06-21 2;1.27 7 4 1970-09-13 3;4.19 --- 2 
1969-07-02 2;2.7 20 19 1970-09-24 3;4.30 3 8 
1969-08-07 2;3.13 34 23 1970-10-10 3;5.15 --- 1 
1969-08-20 2;3.26 82 75 1970-10-24 3;5.29 --- 3 
1969-08-30 2;45 36 27 1970-11-22 3;6.28 2 7 
1969-09-13 2;4.19 24 9 1970-12-05 3;7.10 3 ---
1969-09-21 2;4.27 6 30 1970-12-26 3;8.1 3 ---
1969-10-04 2;5.9 8 8 1971-01-11 3;8.17 4 ---
1969-10-07 2;5.12 29 17 1971-02-27 3;10.2 --- 2 
1969-10-10 2;5.15 34 31 1971-02-28 3;10.3 2 ---
1969-10-17 2;5.22 27 18 

I formatted and imported the origitial trans¢riptions of the Cruttenden corpus into 

Phon. Phon was used to identify each ofthe target structures from each of the four 

children. These target structures are presented in the following section. 

3.4 Target Structures Under Investigation 

The current research focuses on the development of word.,.initial branching onsets 

and sC clusters within morphologically simple words. Only underived words have been 

chosen, in order to avoid any issues that may arise from the acquisition of morphology or 

from potential morpheme boundary effects. Both of these onset structures are discussed 

in the following two subseCtions. Examples from the data are presented for each onset 

structure. 
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3.4.1 Branching Onsets 

According to Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1990), the adult inputs of 

branching onsets are illustrated as follows .. 

Figure 3.1 Structure of a branching onset 

C1 

~. 
On. 

~ 
b r 

Branching onsets are onset clusters containing an obstruent followed by a sonorant 

continuant. The branching onsets under investigation in my thesis include 

obstruent+ lateral and obstruent+rhotic clusters. Examples of these cluster types are 

provided in Table 3.3. 

T bl 3 3 E a e 1 fB xampJes o ranc ng nse s 
Cluster Name Orthography IPA Target IPAActual 
obs+lat David that is a black cat I Oret'lz:;, 1hlrek1kret dretis:;,blrekkret 

obs+rho Mark he bringing tiger up 1hi:1bliiJIIJ 1ta1g:;,i Ap ?i 1bliiJQIIJ
1taig~lAp 

In the following section, I introduce the tYpes of sC clusters that will be the focus of my 

investigation. 

3 Column labels are provided for this data table only; the cluster in question is underlined. This 
presentation strategy applies in all relevant contexts in subsequent tables. 
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3.4.2 sC Clusters 

In this thesis, sC clusters refer to all word-initial clusters that begin with the 

strident consonant [ s] followed by a consonant. The sC clusters analyzed in my thesis 

include [s]+glide, [s]+lateral, [s]+nasal and [s]+obstruent clusters.4 Following Levin 

(1985), I assume that the syllable structure involved in these clusters contain an appendix 

position followed by a singleton onset. In line with Goad and Rose (2004 ), I assume that 

this holds true no matter whether the cluster presents a rising or a falling sonority profile 

between the two consonants, as presented below in Figure J.2a and 3.2b. 

F. 3 2 Ad lt . t f C 1 t tgure . u mpu so s c users 
a) Rising sonority b) Falling sonority 

0 0 

ff· rr· 
s n s t 

Table 3.4 provides examples of these cluster types. Note that there are no [s]+rhotic 

clusters in the native vocabulary of English (see Rice 1992 and Goad and Rose 2004 for 

further discussion of onset clusters in this language). 

4 [s]+glide and [s]+lateral clusters can also be classified as obstruent+liquid clusters, or clusters 
with branching onset structure. For the purpose of this thesis they will however be analyzed as 
[s]+glide and [s]+lateral clusters, in order to account for their behavior, which often contrasts 
with that of other obstruent+liquid clusters (see, e.g. Goad and Rose, 2004 for a survey of the 
literature on this topic). · 
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T bl 3 4 E a e 1 f C Cl t xamp:es o s users 

[s] + gli Mark see it goes on my 1si:1It1gouz1an1mru siitgozanmai 

sweater 1S,1YEt~l swred~l 

[s] + lat Jane baby to sleep 1be1betu:1sli:p be1bi t~ sli:p 

[s] +nas Jane can smack you 1kren1smrek1ju:~ 1gEn kren [*] .smrek u 

again ~gEn 

[s] +obs David little spoon 1 ht~l 1sp_u:n -- ht£12un 

Using Phon, I extracted all of the branching onsets and sC clusters from both corpora. 

The results extracted with Phon were then compiled and analyzed. The method of 

compilation is discussed in section 3.6. Before I address this issue in more detail, I 

discuss, in Section 3.5, the criteria for iliClusion and exclusion of data. 

3.5 Data Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

As mentioned above, only word-initial consonant clusters are discussed in this 

thesis. Clusters that appear in other positions, i.e. word-medial and word-final, have been 

excluded from the analysis, as well as clusters that occur at morphological boundaries. 

Exclusion of these clusters is based on a number of considerations. First, due to the 

limited size of the corpora (especially, the Goad corpus), the non-initial clusters we not 

found in sufficient numbers to enable a syst~matic assessment of their patterning. Second, 

elimination of clusters that occur at morphological boundaries also eliminates a series of 

problematic issues. For example, this enabled us to avoid complications related to how 

these clusters are syllabified. Also, in the particular case of word-final clusters, because 

such clusters may be formed through morphological operations, for example in the word 
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closed, ['klouzd], it is impossible to determine whether reductions of this cluster, for 

example through deletion of the final consonant, originates from a phonological problem 

or from a lack of acquisition of word-final verbal inflection. 

Word~initial clusters containing more than two consonants have also been 

eliminated from the analysis. For example, [skr] in screws could in theory be analysed as 

a combination to an [s]+obstruent cluster ([sk]) and an obstruent+rhotic cluster ([kr]). 

However, the evidence suggests that the situation is not that simple. Indeed, the sub

portions of the clusters containing more than two consonants actually do not pattern the 

same as clusters that have two consonants. Moreover, because of the limited number of 

attempts at these clusters, there is insufficient evidence to provide a reliable interpretation 

of the data. 

In the following section, I discuss the method of data compilation used for the 

current study. 

3.6 Data Compilation 

Upon completion of searches within Phon, the data were compiled on 

spreadsheets using NeoOffice 1.2. Five different codes were used to characterize the data. 

These are illustrated using the word blue in the Table 3.5 
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Table 3.5 Examples of Each Type of Realization for the Word blue ['blu:] 

Actual Code · Description 
Cluster 

a) 'blu: Target-Like Target-like production 

b) 'plu: Target-Like Modification of the first consonant, Target-like 

c) 'bwu: Target-Like Modification of the second consonant, Target-like 

d) 'lu: C1 Deletion Del~tion of the first target consonant 

e) 'hu: C2 Deletion Deletion of the second target consonant 

f) 'u: Complete Deletion Deletion of both target consonants 

g) 'yu: Fusion Consonant output is not identical to either of the 
input consonants, but contains elements of both 

In the table above, (a) through (c)illustra:te clusters which are coded as target-like. As 

can be seen from the examples, the primary constraint is whether a target cluster is 

produced with both consonants irrespective of whether the consonants undergo 
. . . 

modifications in their surface realizations. Example (d) shows a cluster that has 

undergone C1 deletion, while example (e) shows C2 deletion. Ofthe two remaining 

examples presented above, example (f) is of a cluster that has both of its consonants 

deleted. Finally, example (g) illustrates the process of fusion, when the consonant 

produced retains properties of both of the consonants in the target cluster. An exhaustive 

list of the data compiled using this method is provided·in Appendix A. 

The results provided from the searches made using Phon are analyzed 

independently for each child. The children's respective behaviours are subsequently 

compared within each twin set, from the perspective of the development of each cluster 

type across time. 
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Since there is no access to the original audio or video recordings of these data, the 

transcriptions cannot be verified. I acknowledge that this constitutes a limitation to my 

study. However, because my investigation focuses primarily on the presence versus 

absence of segments within onset clusters, the data are well suited for this study. 

Arguments supporting this claim can be found in studies such as Ingram (1989), Pater 

(1996, 1997), Rose (2000) and Inkelas and Rose (2006). 

The following chapter provides a detailed description of the data compilation for 

the Goad corpus and the Cruttenden corpu,s. 
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Chapter 4 

DATA COMPILATION 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the acquisition of word-initial 

branching onsets and [s]+consonant (sC) clusters for both corpora under investigation. In 

order to provide a general idea of the relative importance of each onset structure 

considered in this chapter, I provide in Table 4.1 the total numbers of target forms 

attempted by all four children. 

T bl 4 1 S a e ummaryo fA ttempte dF fi E hCh'ld orms or ac 1 

Goad Corpus Cruttenden Corpus 
Cluster Type David Mark Jane Lucy 

Branching obs+lat 16 13 52 72 
Onsets obs+rho 9 14 80 105 
sC Clusters s+gli 0 1 15 14 

s+lat 4 1 6 22 
s+nas 1 1 8 8 
s+obs 5 10 36 39 

Given these numbers, which are rather low in some of the categories of clusters, 

especially in the Goad corpus, conclusive results could be attained only for a subset of the 

data. 

In the following sections, the developmental path for each child is presented 

separately. For example, in the Goad corpus, the results for David's clusters are presented 

first, followed by the results found from Mark's. Similarly, in the Cruttenden corpus, the 



results for Jane are presented first, followed by those for Lucy. Comparisons are then 

performed within twin pairs. The Goad corpus is discussed in section 4.2, followed by the 

Cruttenden corpus in section 4.3. Within each corpus, the acquisition of branching onsets 

and sC clusters are discussed in turn. Whenever relevant, these cluster types are further 

divided into specific clusters as outlined in Table 4.1 above. In addition to a quantitative 

analysis, representative forms are provided throughout the chapter, to illustrate the 

production patterns from a qualitative perspective. Exhaustive lists are also provided in 

Appendix A, at the end of the thesis. Following the data compilation for each structure, a 

brief discussion comparing the siblings is presented. Section 4.4 provides a summary of 

acquisition paths per twin pair accompanied by a timeline that illustrates each child's 

order of cluster acquisition. In section 4.5, I offer a general discussion, based on a 

timeline illustrating the children's learning paths. 

4.2 Goad Corpus Data Compilation 

In this section, I present the data found in the Goad corpus. I discuss branching 

onsets in 4.2.1 and sC clusters in 4.2.2. Each of these subsections is divided into two 

further subsections focusing on David and Mark's productions, respectively. 

4.2.1 Acquisition of Branching Onsets 

The acquisition of branching onsets encompasses both the acquisition of 

obstruent+lateral clusters and obstruent+rhotic clusters. I address the development of 

these two types ofbranching onsets in turn. 
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4.2.1.1 David's Development of Obstruent+ Lateral Clusters 

David attempts 16 word-initial obstruent+ lateral clusters. Of these 16 attempts, 

the first five recorded proquctions are produced at 3 ;3 .21. Three of these productions are 

listed in Table 4.2 below. 

T bl 42D 'd' Ob a e av1 s L lCl t A struent+ atera user ttempts: C D 1 . 5 
2 e et10n 

Orthography IPA Target · IPAActual Age 
clothes 1klouoz 1goz 3;3.21 

clothes 1klouoz 1koz1 3;3.21 

play 1ple1 1bej 3;3.21 

As shown in Table 4.2, the second consonant in the cluster has been deleted in all 

attempts. This process will be referred to as C2 deletion for the remainder of this chapter. 

This process, observed in David's corpus oply at 3;3.21, is representative of Stage 1 in 

his development of obstruent+ lateral onsets. 

At 3;4.26, David did not attempt any obstruent+lateral clusters. However, at 

3;5.26, target-like productions are foundin the majority of the cases documented. Of the 

seven attempts in this session, only two display C2 deletion. These reductions come from 

the words play ['ple1] and clock ['klak], which were produced as [be] and [kak]. The five 

remaining examples during this stage are produced as target-like. A subset of these 

productions is exemplified in Table 4.3 .. 

5 Column labels are provided for this data table only; the subsequent tables all follow the same 
data presentation order. 
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T bl 4 3 D . d' Ob t t+L t 1 Cl t P d t' a e av1 s s ruen a era user ro uc IOns:. T t L'k arge- 1 e 

played 1pleid · pled 3;5.26 

play 1plei ple 3;5.26 

play 1ple1 ple 3;5.26 

Even though the target-like productions in this session all originate from a single 

morpheme, play, I hypothesize that this situation is due to the limited corpus size and that 

despite some variation in his productions at age 3;5.26, David has reached the mastery 

stage for obstruent+ lateral clusters. This hypothesis is confirmed by the data in Table 4.4 

below, in which David's four attempts at obstruent+lateral clusters are all successful in 

the session following. 3 ;5 .26. 

T bl 4 4 D 'd' Ob tru t+L t al Cl t P d f a e . a vi s s en a er user ro uc Ions: T t L"k arge- 1 e 

black 1blrek blrek 3;7.13 

black ·
1blrek blrek 3;7.13 

. 

close 1klous . kloz 3;7.13 

black 1blrek blrek 3;7.13 

In the following section, I discuss the.development of obstruent+lateral clusters in 

Mark's productions. 

4.2.1.2 Mark's Development of Obstruent+Lateral Clusters 

Mark attempts a total of 13 obstruent+lateral clusters between 3;3.21 and 3;7.13. 

From 3;3.21 to 3;4.26, Mark is at his first stage of acquisition for these word-initial 
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clusters. During this stage, similar to David, obstruent+ lateral clusters undergo C2 

deletion. Three attempts are made, all of which are listed in Table 4.5. 

T bl 4 5 M k' Ob t t+L t 1 Cl t Att t C D 1 f a e ar s s ruen a era user emp1s: 2 e e wn 
clothes 'klou5z khoz 3;3.21 

closed 'klouzd khozd 3;3.21 

closed 'klouzd kozd 3;4.26 

At 3;5.26, Mark's first target-like productions emerge. Six attempts are made in 

total, four of which undergo C2deletion while the remaining two are target-like. These 

examples are presented in Table 4.6a and b, respectively. 

Table 4.6 Mark's Obstruent+Lateral Cluster Attempts 
a) C2 Deletion 

playing 'pleiiiJ beiJ 3;5.26 

closed 'klouzd kozd 3;5.26 

blue 'blu: 
· .. 

bu 3;5.26 

play 'ple1 be 3;5.26 

b) Target-Like 

place 'ple1s pies 3;5.26 

place 'pleis ples 3;5.26 

As illustrated above, target-like productions of obstruent+lateral clusters are beginning to 

surface at 3:5.26. Because both Cz deletion and target-like productions are found during 

this session, and because no systematic documentation is available for an initial stage 

during which all clusters underwent consonant deletion, I posit that the inter-stage 
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observed here represents a step forward from the initial stage. I thus interpret the data 

from this session as representative of an inter-stage, during which the child is starting to 

produce target-like clusters but has yet to gain a better control on these clusters. 

By 3;7.13, Mark has unquestionably gained this control and produces only target-

like clusters in four out of the 13 attempts recorded in the corpus. This mastery stage of 

obstruent+lateral cluster productions is illustrated in Table 4.7~ 

T bl 4 7 M k' Ob a e ar s L 1 Cl struent+ atera uster p d ro uctwns: T arget-L'k 1 e 

closed 'klouzd klozd 3;7.13 

closed 'klouzd klozd 3;7.13 

please 'pli:z pliz 3;7.13 

climb 1klaim klmm 3;7.13 

In the following subsections, I turn to the acquisition of obstruent+rhotic clusters. 

4.2.1.3 David's Development of Obstruent+Rhotic Clusters 

David attempts nine obstruent+rhotic clusters. His word-initial clusters undergo 

C1 deletion, then Cz deletion, before target-like productions are produced consistently. At 

3;3.21, five attempts are made. First, David attempts press [1ples], which undergoes C1 

deletion attd is pronounced as [ w~s]. 1 address whether this process is fusion below. Two 

more attempts are made, both of which undergo C2 deletion. These cases come from the 

words from [1flAlll] and dry ['dla1], which are pronounced as [fAlll] and [dm]. The two 

remaining productions in this session are of broke [1blouk] and broken [1bl0ubn], which 
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display target-like clusters, [b.IAk] and [bwoken]. Approximately one month later, at 

3;4.26, two more attempts are made. Both attempts at drawing ['dmiiJ] undergo C2 

deletion and are pronounced as [damg]. At 3;5.26,present [1p1ez.:mt] is produced as 

[wes:mt] as it undergoes Ct deletion. Based on these observations, I propose that the 

period between 3;3.21 to 3;5.26 consists of an inter-stage, since cluster productions 

during this period can undergo Ct deleti()n,C2 deletion or be realized as target-like. In 

line with the reasoning proposed above .for the incomplete attestation of the initial stage 

when all clusters typically undergo deletion of a consonant, I label this inter-stage Stage 

2. 

At 3;7.13, one target-like production of try ['tlai] is attained. Even though this 

cannot be verified conclusively, due to a lack of data, I hypothesize that this marks the 

beginning of the mastery stage; Stage 3 in David's development. 

The only two examples that undergo Ct deletion in the data presented above are 

of press and present. These are the only cases in which [pr] ha:s been attempted in 

David's corpus. These data are thus suggestive of a peculiar production pattern (Ct 

deletion as opposed to C2 deletion) that occurs only with [pr] branching onsets. One 

could explain such a pattern through the fact that both [p] and [w] (David's surface 

realization for target [r], as illustrated in Table 4.8) are labial, which triggers some type of 

segment fusion (coalescence). 
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Table 4.8 David's Production of [r]-+ [w] 

broken 1bl0uk~n bwoken 3;3.21 

rain 1lem wen 3;5.26 

resting 1lestiiJ westiiJ 3;5.26 

However, a fusion analysis would fail in this context because of the fact that it cannot 

extend to [br] clusters (cf. first example in Table 4.8 above). This suggests that [p] is in 

some way weaker than [b] when followed by a labial approximant, which in turn supports 

the idea that that the [pr] cluster attempts above have in fact undergone Ct deletion, as 
. . 

opposed to fusion. The issue of the relation between this process and voicing is however 

left for further research. 

In the following section, I discuss the development of Mark's obstruent+rhotic 

branching onsets. 

4.2.1.4 Mark's Development of Obstruent+Rhotic Clusters 

14 attempts to produce obstruent+rhotic clusters were made by Mark. Of these, 12 

are realized as target-like. Representative examples of such productions are presented in 

Table 4.9. Note that no obstruent+rhotic clusters were attempted at 3;4.26. 

T bl 4 9 M k ' Ob tru t+Rh f Cl t P d f a e ar s s s en 0 lC user ro uc tons: T t L'k arge- 1 e 
broke 1bl0uk blAk 3;3.21 

bringing 1bliiJIIJ bliiJ91IJ 3;3.21 

drawer ld.rol dlo 3;7.13 
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The remaining two clusters attempts are found in Table 4.1 0. Both of these 

display deletion of the second consonant. 

T bl 4 10M k' Ob t t+Rh f Cl t Att t C D 1 f a e ar s s ruen 0 lC user emp1s: 2 e e ton 

brown 1bJaun 'davn 3;3.21 

drawer 'd.roJ doJ 3;7.13 

Because only two clusters out of 15 undergo C2 deletion, I conclude that by 3;3.21 Mark 

had already acquired word-initial obstruent+rhotic clusters. This is further supported by 

the fact that both of these clusters ([br] and [ dr]) were in fact successfully produced in 

other attempts at 3;3.21 (Table 4.9), which-suggests that the reduction examples are not 

representative of the child's grammar at that age. 

4.2.1.5 Summary of Development of Branching Onsets 

Both David and Mark follow the same order of acquisition for branching onsets. 

Initially, the clusters undergo C2 deletion, followed by an inter-stage, which precedes the 

mastery stage. The first stage in development for obstruent+lateral clusters occurs from 

3;3.21 to 3;4.26 for both children~ This is followed by an inter-stage at 3;5.26. Both boys 

are producing target-like obstruent+lateral clusters at 3;7.13. Concerning 

obstruent+rhotic clusters, Mark produces target-like productions consistently at 3;3.21. 

On the other hand, David's clusters are not target-like unti13;7.13, almost four months 

later than Mark's. These data thus suggest that Mark has acquired obstruent+rhotic 

clusters before David. These data are summarized in Table 4.34. 
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In the following section, I turn the focus to the acquisition of sC clusters. 

4.2.2. Acquisition of sC Clusters 

As mentioned above, the sC clusters under investigation in my thesis include 

[s]+glide, [s]+lateral, [s]+nasal, and [s]+obstruent clusters. Due to the limited number of 

attempts made by the children from the Goad corpus, these clusters have been grouped 

into two categories, rising-sonority sC clusters ([s]+glide, [s]+lateral, [s]+nasal) and 

falling-sonority sC clusters ([ s]+obstruent). Each of these duster types is discussed in 

detail throughout the following subsections, beginning with David's productions again 

here. 

4.2.2.1 David's Development of Rising-Sonority sC Clusters 

David attempts four [s]+lateral clusters and one [s]+nasal cluster. The four 

[s]+lateral attempts occur at 3;7.13. At this time, two clusters undergo C1 deletion, both 

in the word sleep ['sli:p], which is produced as [li:p]. Two more attempts are made, for 

the words slide ['sla~d] and slippers ['slrp::uz]. Slide undergoes C2 deletion, producing 

[said], while slippers is realized as target-like, [slip~lz]. From these four attempts made 

by David, I conclude that by 3;7.13, he is at an inter-stage in development. 

The one [s]+nasal attempt made by David, of the word smiled ['smaild], is 

realized as [ma~jud]. This process ofC1 deletion, attested at 3;5.26, is in line with the data 

on [s]+lateral clusters. 
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In the following section, I discuss the development of Mark's rising-sonority 

clusters. 

4.2.2.2 Mark's Development of Rising-Sonority sC Clusters 

Only three attempts at rising-sonority sC clusters are documented for Mark, one 

for each cluster type ([s]+glide, [s]+lateral and [s]+nasal). At 3;7.13, Mark's [s]+glide 

production of the word sweater ['swet;}l] is target-like, produced as[swred;}l]. As well, at 

3;7.13 his [s]+lateral production of slippers ['slip;}lZ] is target-like, [zhp;}l]. This suggests 

that his [s]+glide and [s]+lateral clusters were acquired at that time. The remaining 

rising-sonority cluster, [s]+nasal, undergoes C2 deletion at 3;3.21. This example comes 

from the word snails ['sneilz], which is produced as rz~o~] by Mark. From the results 

presented in this subsection and iri the previous, these data are inconclusive. However, 

one claim can be made: Mark is ahead of David in the development of his rising-sonority 

sC clusters. This is fUrther discussed in section 4.5. 

In the following section, I present the data on David and Mark's [s]+obstruent 

clusters. 

4.2.2.3 David's Development of Falling-Sonority sC Clusters 

David's attempts atword-initial [s]+obstruent clusters occur between3;5.26 and 

3;7.15. At 3;5.26, David's first attempt at scaredy['skeJdi:] is produced as [heli], a 

reduction process thus far unattested in his outputs. In the following session, at 3; 7.13, 
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three further attempts of the word scaredyare made. These are illustrated in Table 4.11 

below. 

Table 4.11 David's [s +Obstruent Cluster Attempts: C1 Deletion 
scared 1skeld qild 3;7.13 

scared 1SkC1d kil 3;7.13 

scardy 1skeldi gil 3;7.13 

All examples in the table above undergo C1 deletion. The two remaining attempts of the 

[s]+obstruent cluster, spoon ['spu:n] and special ['speJ~l], which occur at 3;5.26 and 

3;7.13, respectively, were both target-like ([spun] and [spret1k]). This suggests that David 

is at the mastery stage at 3;5.26 for [sp], meaning that the syllable structure required to 

produce [ s ]+obstruent clusters was acquired by that age. 

If the above hypothesis istrue, then one needs to explain why [sk] clusters still 

undergo reduction at that stage. A possible explanation comes from articulatory facts that 

may affect the production of clusters. From an articulatory perspective, [sk] involves two 

articulators, which are both reached with a single organ (the tongue). As opposed to this, 

[ sp] also involves two articulators, which however relate to two independent organs, 

namely the tongue and the lips. According to Inkelas and Rose (2003) and Rose and dos 

Santos (to appear), contrasts between consonants articulated with the tongue may be 

difficult to attain, because of factors such as the immature shape of the vocal tract of 

children (Crelin 1987) and the imperfect motor control that characterizes child speech 

(Goodell and Studdert;.Kennedy 1993). 
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For example, Rose and dos Santos (to appear) introduce data from Marilyn, a 

child acquiring French, who can only produce coronal and velar consonants 

independently, but never within the same word. Representative examples of this 

asymmetry are listed below. 

Table 4.12 Maril•rn's Coronal and Dorsal Productions (Rose and dos Santos, to appear) 
Articulator Orthography Target ActualiPA Gloss Age 

IPA 
Coronal tout tu tu all 1;11.13 
Dorsal corps k:)B" k:): body 2;00.25 
Dorsal+Coronal gateau gato kako cake 1;11.13 
Dorsal+Coronal cadeau kado kako present 1;11.28 

These examples demonstrate the fact that Marilyn can produce both coronal and velar 

consonants when these are the only lingual consonants in the word. However, when both 

a coronal and a velar consonant occur within the same word, no articulatory distinction is 

produced and the form surfaces as velar-harmonized. From this observation, Rose and 

dos Santos (to appear) propose that an articulatory sequence with multiple. lingual 

articulations is more difficult to produce for a child than a sequence with repeated 

articulators (see, also, Pater 1996, 1997) or physiologically independent articulators. This 

hypothesis is supported by the data from David's [sp] versus [sk] clusters. While David 

has no apparent difficulty producing a cluster involving two independent organs of 

articulation ([ sp ]), he cannot perform the same with clusters whose consonants share the 

same organ. 

Taking the above into consideration, I thus conclude that David has mastered 

(s]+obstruent clusters at age 3;5.26, despite difficulties in phonetically realizing all 
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occurrences of such clusters, namely those requiring two independent articulations 

realized by the tongue. 

Mark attempts at [s]+obstruent clusters are discussed in the following subsection. 

4.2.2.4 Mark's Development of Falling-Sonority sC Clusters 

Mark attempts 10 word-initial [s]tobstruent clusters, all of which are realized as 

target-like. No attempts are made during the first session at 3;3.21. A subset of these 

productions is presented in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13Mark's [s]+Obstruent Cluster Productions: Target-Like 

scary 1skeJ ske 3;4.26 

screws 1slau:z skuz 3;5.26 

stop •stop stop 3;7.13 

From the data presented in this subsection and in the previous subsection, it 

appears that for [ s ]+obstruent dusters, Mark has • acquired these clusters at least one 

month before David. 

4.2.2.6 Summary of Development of sC Clusters 

As discussed in the sections on David and Mark's development of rising-sonority 

sC clusters, the results are inconclusive. I proposed in section 4.2.2.2, that Mark is ahead 

of David. This suggestion is speculative, however. 

Each child attempts [s]+obstruent clusters more frequently than the rising-

sonority cluster structures. The data for David suggest that these clusters are acquired at 
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3;5.26 despite independent issues which, I hypothesized, relate to articulatory factors. On 

the other hand, Mark has acquired sC clusters by 3;4.26, approximately one month before 

David, and does not seem to be affected by articulatory considerations. 

Overall, based on the limited data for sC clusters, it appears that Mark's 

acquisition is ahead of David's for both branching onsets and sC clusters. These data are 

summarized in Table 4.34. In the following section, the results from the Goad corpus are 

summarized. 

4.2.3 Goad Corpus Summary 

By comparing the attempts made by each child in the Goad corpus, it can be 

concluded that the acquisition paths for the twins are similar; however the times in which 

the children pass through the stages do vary. A comparison of the acquisition of 

branching onsets reveals David is faster than: Mark at attaining the mastery stage of 

obstruent+lateral clusters by two months, while Mark acquired obstruent+rhotic clusters 

four months prior to David. Similarly, Mark acquired [s]+obstruent clusters one month 

before David. 

4.3 Cruttenden Corpus Data Compilation 

This section presents the results from the Cruttenden corpus. Similar to section 

4.2, this section is subdivided into branching onsets, in section 4.3.1, followed by sC 

clusters, in section 4.3.2. All subsections include a description of Jane and Lucy's 

productions separately. 
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4.3.1 Acquisition of Branching Onsets 

As previously discussed, branching onsets include obstruent+lateral clusters and 

obstruent+rhotic clusters. These are discussed in sections 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.4. 

4.3.1.1 Jane's Development of Obstruent+Lateral Clusters 

Jane attempts a total of 52 obstruent+lateral clusters. From 1;5.29 to 2;7.11, Jane 

is at Stage 1 of her acquisition of obstruent+ lateral clusters. During this stage, Jane 

attempts 21 such clusters. Out ofthese, .20 undergo Cz deletion. Three examples of this 

type of reduction are provides below in Table 4.14. 

T bl 4 14 J ' Ob t t+L t 1 Cl t Att t C D 1 f a e ane s s ruen a era user emp1s: 2 e e 1on 

please 'pli:z. phli 1;8.2 

climb 'klaffil kam 2;0.9 

blanket 'bheiJbt breiJklt 2;6.19 

The other attempt comes from the word blowing ['blOUIIJ], at 2;10.18, which is produced 

as [v~um]. In this case only, Jane's cluster hasapparently undergone fusion, since the 

resulting [ v] contains the place of articulation of the target [b] and the continuancy of the 

target [1]. The topic of fusion is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2.1. 

At 2;7.23, Jane's first target-like productions begin to emerge. From 2;7.23 to 

2;8.7, five obstruent+lateralclusters are attempted. Three of these productions are target-

like and two attempts undergo C2 deletion. The three target-like productions are closer 
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[ 1klous~u] - [kl~us~ ], black [1blrek] - [b1rek], and glasses [1glres;:>z] - [b1rek]. 

Meanwhile, Jane pronounces plaster ['plrest;:>l] and cleaner [ 1kli:n~l] as [pa:t;:)] and 

[ki:n;:) ], respectively. I propose that the variable results observed during this time frame, 

represent an inter·stage in Jane's development. 

Of the remaining 26 word-initial attempts made by Jane between 2;8.8 and the 

end of the corpus, all except two productions are target-like. Therefore, 2;8.8 marks the 

beginning of Stage 3, the mastery ofword-initial 6bstruent+lateral clusters. Examples of 

Jane's target-like productions are presented in Table 4.15a, while 4.15b provides the two 

exceptions noted during this stage. 

Table 4.15 Jane's Obstruent+LateralCluster Productions 
a) Target-Like 

blue 1blu: blu: 2;8.8 

play 1plei . plet 2;11.16 

glasses 'g1res;:>z gla:stz 3;2.1 

b)E f xcep110ns 

please 1pli:z pi:z 2;9.7 

blowing . 
1b10UIIJ V;:)UID 2;10.18 

In the next section, I move to Lucy's development of obstruent+ lateral clusters. 

4.3.1.2 Lucy's Development of Obstruent+Lateral Clusters 

Lucy attempts 72 obstruent+latera1 clusters. The period from 1;5.28 to 2;2.7 can 

be characterized as Stage 1. 25 attempts at word-initial obstruent+ lateral clusters are 
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made. Apart from one exceptional case, all clusters undergo C2 deletion. A representative 

list is presented below in Table 4.16. 

T bl 4 16 L ' Ob tru t+L t 1 Cl t Att t C D 1 f a e ucys s en a era user emp1s: 2 e e 10n 

flower 'flau~u pau:J 1;5.28 

blue 'blu: bu 1;11.16 

clean 'kli:n ki:n 2;0.29 

The one exception to this stage mentioned above occurs at 1;11.19, approximately half 

way through Stage l.This production is of the word clip ['kl:rp], which Jane produces as 

target-like. However, further target-like productions of this cluster type do not emerge 

until2;3.13, which marks the beginning of Lucy's mastery stage. During this stage, the 

remaining 47 clusters are produced. 44 of these clusters are target-like, while the three 

remaining examples, all attempts at [fl.] clusters, undergo C2 deletion. A representative 

list of Lucy's Stage 3 target-like productions are provided in Table 4.17a, followed by the 

three exceptions, in 4.17b. 

Table 4.17 Lucy's Obstruent+Lateral Cluster Productions 
a) Target-Like 

flies 'flaiz flmz 2;5.4 

glass 'glres . gla:s 2;9.20 

please 'pli:z pli:z 3;2.1 

b) Exceptions 

fly 'flm fm 2;3.26 

floor 1f1Dl fo 2;3.26 

floor 1f1Dl. fo: 2;9.20 
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Note that other [fl] clusters are consistently produced in a target-like fashion in words 

such asjloor,jlewed and fly within the same stage of development. From the evidence 

presented above, I hypothesize that [fl] clusters are of the last obstruent+lateral clusters to 

be acquired by the child. Building on the hypothesis in section 4.2.2.3, that articulatory 

factors may negatively affect some productions of sequences, it is possible here that the 

combination of two continuants especially in a context where the second consonant 

involves a lateral articulation, negatively affects the production of this cluster. In 

addition, [fl] is acoustically problematic. [fJ sounds like [i] or UJ. This issue is however 

left for further research. 

In the following two subsections, I discuss Jane and Lucy's development of 

obstruent+rhotic clusters. 

4.3.1.3 Jane's Development of Obstruent+Rhotic Clusters 

In word-initial position, Jane attempts 80 obstruent+rhotic clusters. The first 24 

attempts, attested between 1 ;5. 7 and 2;3 .13, all undergo C2 deletion. A representative list 

of examples is provided below in Table 4.18. 

T bl 4 18 J ' Ob t t+Rh f Cl t. Att t C D 1 f a e ane s s ruen 0 IC user emp1s: 2 e e Ion 

brush 1blAJ ba 1;5.17 

grapes 1g1e1ps getp 1;11.19 

frighten 1 f1mt~n fattm 2;3.13 
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At 2;3.26, the first target-like productions emerge. From this time until2;9.22, 36 

attempts at obstruent+rhotic cluster are. made. 21 attempts have the second consonant in 

the cluster deleted, and the remaining 15 productions are target-like. This variation 

clearly suggests that Jane is at an inter-stage during this period. Table 4.19 below 

provides an exhaustive list of the number of times each cluster is attempted and whether 

it is reduced or target-like. 

T bl 4 19 J ' Ob tr t+Rh f Cl t Att t I t St a e .. ane s s uen 0 lC user emp1s: n er- age 
Cluster Type Cz Deletion Target-Like 

fr 112 112 

er 3/3 0/3 

br 4/8 4/8 

tr 111 0/1 

dr 10/13 3/13 

kr 2/4 2/4 

gr 0/5 5/5 

21/36 15/36 

In addition, this table provides evidencethat during this inter-stage [Sr, tr, dr,] are not 

target-like, while [gr] is target-like and the remaining three clusters, [fr, br, kr], are target-

like in approximately half of Jane's attempts. Beginning at 2;9.23 until the end of the data 

collection period, at 3 ;8.17, 20 productions are made, all of which are target-like with the 

exception of draw ['elm] at 2;10.10 which undergoes C2 deletion, [d~:]. Table 4.20 

presents a representative list of the target-like productions made by Jane during Stage 3 

of her acquisition. 
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T bl 4 20 J ' Ob tru t+Rh f Cl t P d f a e ane s s en 0 lC user ro uc IOns: T t L"k arge- 1 e 

bread bread bred 2;9.23 

drink 1dm]k dr11Jk 3;3.22 

crisps 1larsps knps 3;8.17 

In the following subsection, I preseq.t Lucy's development of obstruent+rhotic 

clusters. 

4.3.1.4 Lucy's Development of Obstruent+Rhotic Clusters 

Lucy attempts 105 obstruent+rhotic clusters. The first 22 attempts, attested 

between 1 ;5 .17 and 1; 11.28, undergo c2 deletion, with the exception of tree [1t.li:], at 

1 ;6.24, which is target-like. A representative list of Lucy's attempts at Stage 1 is 

presented in Table 4.21. · 

T bl 4 21 L ' Ob t +Rh f Cl a e ucy s s ruent 0 lC uster A ttempts: CD 1 f 2 e e IOn 

brush 1blAJ bes 1;5.17 

truck ·ltlAk thAkh 1;7.15 

grape . 
1glerp ge1p 1;11.19 

An inter-stage follows Stage 1, which occurs from 2;0.2 to 2;3.13. During this 

inter-stage, eight clusters undergo C2 deletion and four clusters are target-like. An 

exhaustive list of the target-like productions for this inter-stage is provided in Table 4.22. 

The pattern of C2 deletion also observed during this time frame is similar to the 

reductions made at Stage 1. 
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T bl 4 22 L ' Ob t t+Rh f Cl t P d f a e ucys s ruen 0 lC user ro uc tons: T t L"k arge- 1 e 

crust 'kiAst knst 2;0.2 

drink 'dlnJk dngk 2;0.9 

bread 'bled bued 2;1.1 

breads 'bledz buedz 2;1.1 

From 2;3.26 until 3;4.30, 71 attempts are made. 60 of the 71 attempts are target-like 

while the remaining 11 undergo C2 deletion. Because the clusters that undergo C2 

deletion account for only 15.5% of the data and are unsystematically scattered across the 

time period, I propose that this period represents the final, mastery stage in her 

development of obstruent+rhotic clusters. In Table 4.23a, examples ofthe clusters that 

are target-like productions are presented, followed by the clusters that undergo C2 

deletion in Table 4.23b. 

Table 4.23 Lucy's.Obstruent+Rhotic Cluster Attempts 
a) Target-Like 

throwing 'emurg fr~UllJ 

drink 'ru1gk dngk 

probably 'plab~bli: pobabli 

Grandad 'g1am,dred grrendre 

throw 'emu er~u 

b) C2 Deletion 

briefcase 'b.ti.:f,keis bi:fkets 

fringe 1flincB fm3 

cries 'klmz katz 
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Table 4.23b shows that Lucy does not have a systematic problem with any particular 

word or cluster. This observation further supports my hypothesis that Lucy has mastered 

word-initial obstruent+rhotic clusters at 2;3.26. 

4.3.1.5 Summary of Development of Branching Onsets 

The evidence presented above suggests that the Cruttenden twins' branching 

onsets generally undergo C2 deletion in early productions, followed by an inter-stage 

characterized by fluctuating patterns before the cluster is acquired. Jane's 

obstruent+lateral clusters are acquired at 2;8.8, while her obstruent+rhotic clusters are 

acquired at 2;9.23, which is approximately one month later. In contrast, Lucy's 

obstruent+ lateral and obstruent+rhotic clusters are acquired at 2;4.5 and 2;3.26, 

respectively. Lucy has thus mastered obstruent+lateral clusters four months before Jane 

and obstruent+rhotic clusters six months before Jane. These stages are summarized in 

Table 4.36. 

In the following section, !describe Jane and Lucy's paths of acquisition for sC 

clusters. 

4.3.2. Acquisition of sC Clusters 

As previously mentioned in section 4.2.2, sC clusters include [ s ]+glide, 

[s]+lateral, [s]+nasal, and [s]+obstruent dusters. These cluster types are discussed in turn 

in the following subsections. I begin this discussion with the development of [ s ]+glide 

clusters by Jane, followed by Lucy's [s]+glide cluster development in section 4.3.2.2. 
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4.3.2.1 Jane's Development of [s]+Glide Clusters 

Stage 1 of Jane's development ranges from 1;8.2 to 2;4.19. During this stage, 

eight clusters undergo a process of fusion. A representative list of the attempts that 

undergo fusion is presented in Table 4.24. Additionally, one attempt undergoes C2 

deletion. Jane produces swimming ['swimiiJ] as [tsmun]. 

Table 4.24 Jane's rsl+GlideCluster Attempts: Fusion 

swimming 1swimiiJ phunm 1;19.11 

swan 'swan fum 2;1.22 

sweetie 'swi:ti: fi:ti 2;4.19 

These examples of fusion, characterized by a segment in the outputproduced by the child 

that has properties of both· consonants forming the attempted cluster, are similar to those 

from a two-year old child acquiring English child named Gitanjali whose data are 

introduced by Gnanadesikan (2004). Some of Gitanjali's productions with consonant 

fusion are presented in Table 4.25. 

T bl 4 25 G"t . 1"' Cl t Att t F . a e 1 atlJa 1 s user emp1s: US10n 
Orthography IPA Target· IPAActual 
sweater 1 swer~ fer:;, 

smell 1smel few 

drink 1drwiiJk bik 

tree 1trwi: pi 

grape 1grwe1p bep 
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In the first two examples above, Gitanjali's productions have retained the sonority and 

manner of articulation of Cr and the labial place of articulation of C2. In the remaining 

three examples, the labial place of articulation that is articulatorily realized with [ r] is 

preserved along with the manner features of the least sonorous consonant. 

In contrast to Jane, Gitanjali displays fusion in both sC clusters and branching 

onsets, as illustrated above where the cluster retains the sonority of Cr and the place of 

articulation of target [r], which she realizes as [w] in singleton onsets (e.g. room [ru:m] 

- [wum]; Gnanadesikan 2004:94). 

From 2;7.0 until3;8.1, Jane produces only target-like clusters. Examples ofthese 

six target productions are provided below in Table 4.26. 

Table 4.26 Jane's [s]+Glide Cluster Productions: Target-Like 

swimming 1SWimiiJ SWim In 2;7.0 

swings 1SWIIJZ SWllJZ 3;3.22 

switch 1swi1f SWitJ 3;8.1 

Note that there is a period of three months between Stage 1 and Stage 2. While it is 

possible that during these three months Jane went through an inter-stage where both C1 

deletion and target-like productions were made, this cannot be verified empirically. In the 

following subsection, Lucy's development of [ s ]+glide clusters is presented. 
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4.3.2.2 Lucy's Development of [s]+Glide Clusters 

14 attempts at [ s ]+glide clusters are attested in Lucy's data. The ftrst 10 attempts 

occur between 1;5.29 and 2;1.11. Four of these clusters undergo C2 deletion, while the 

remaining six attempts undergo fusion, which is similar the pattern of reduction presented 

above for Jane. Recall that Jane also uses fusion for [s]+glide clusters at Stage 1, as 

exemplified in Table 4.24. A representative list of Lucy's Stage 1 word-initial [s]+glide 

cluster attempts is presented in Table 4.27. 

Table 4.27 Lucy's [ s ]+Glide Cluster Attempts 
a) C2 Deletion 

sweetie 'swi:ti: ~iJi 1;6.24 

sweetie 'swi:ti: ~ipi 1;8.2 

swimming 'swimiiJ ~1mm 1;11.19 

b) Fusion 

swimming 'swimiiJ ftmiiJ 1 ;11.3 

swimming 1SWimiiJ ftmm 2;0.18 

swimming 'swmiiiJ ftmm 2;1.11 

During Stage 1, only the words sweetie and swimming are attempted. From the data 

presented above, there appears to be progression within the stage. Between 1 ;6.24 and 

1; 11.19 the clusters undergo C2 deletion. Between ages 1; 11.3 and 2; 1.11, they undergo 

fusion. Overall, in Stage 1 clusters are reduced to one consonant. 

No more attempts are made unti12;4.19, which is when the ftrst target-like 

production emerges. From 2;4.19 to 2;9.7, a total of four productions are made, all of 

which are target-like. These target-like productions are swimming ['swimiiJ] .- [swtmm], 
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swans [1swanz]- [swonz], sweet [1swi:t]- [swi] and sweetie [1swi:ti:]- [swi:ti]. 

4.3.2.3 Jane's Development of [s]+Lateral Clusters 

There are only six attempts at [s]+lateral clusters recorded in Jane's corpus. These 

occur between 2;5.15 and 2;5.22. At Stage 1, sleep rsli:p] undergoes fusion, producing 

[fi:p], at 2;5.15. At 2;5.22, Jane attempts sleep three additional times. One of the attempts 

undergoes fusion, as previously shown ([1sli:p] - [fi:p ]); The remaining productions are 

target-like ([1sli:p]- [sli:p]). This suggests that Jane was at an inter-stage during this 

period (minimally between2;5.15 and 2;5.22). Two months later, at 2;7.23, sleepy 

rsli:pi:] undergoes C2 deletion and surfaces as [si:pi:]. This example is followed by one 

target-like production at 2;8.6 of the word slippers [1slip;:uz], which minimally suggests 

the beginning of the mastery stage. 

4.3.2.4 Lucy's Development of [s]+Lateral Clusters 

22 [s]+lateral clusters are attempted by Lucy. The first seven attempts undergo C2 

deletion. These data are grouped together as Stage 1, which occurs from 1;11.3 to 2;1.22. 

A representative list of these attempts is provided below in Table 4.28. 
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Table 4.28 Lucy's [s]+Lateral Cluster Attempts: C2 Deletion 

sleep 'sli:p §i:p 1;11.3 

slip 'shp Slp 1;11.28 

slide 'slard satd 1;11.28 

One cluster undergoes fusion during this stage. This example comes from the word 

sleeping ['sli:piiJ] produced as [fi:fiiJ] at 2;1.7. No more clusters undergo C2 deletion or 

fusion in the data. Between 2;3.26 and2;9.20 only target-like productions are made. All 

14 of these productions come from attempts at the word sleep ['sli:p]. 

In the following subsections, 1 discuss Jane and Lucy's development of [s]+nasal 

clusters. 

4.3.2.5 Jane's Development of [s]+Nasal Clusters 

Jane attempts eight [s]+nasal clusters. At 2;3.26, three attempts are made, all of 

which undergo fusion. These examples are representative of Stage 1. An exhaustive list 

of these clusters is presented in Table 4.29 below .. 

T bl 4 29 J ' [ ]+N 1 Cl t Att t F . a e ane s s as a user emp1s: USIOn 

Smarties 'sma.rti:z fa:tiz 2;3.26 

Smarties 'sma.rti:z fa:ti 2;3.26 

Smartie 'smaiti: fa:ti 2;3.26 

Following Stage 1, from 2;8.7 until2;10.10, cluster productions are either reduced or are 

realized in a target-like fashion. During this second stage, two of the four attempts have 
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C1 deleted. These two cases, small and snow~ are produced as [m:J:l] and [v.~u].6 The two 

target-like productions are of the words smack ['smrek]- [smrek], at 2;8.7 and smaller 

['smol~J]- [sm:J:l~], at 2;9.18. Based on these data, I conclude that Jane is at Stage 2, an 

inter-stage in her development. Four months later at 3;2.10, Jane produces a target-like 

production of the word small ['smol]- [sm:J:l]. 

4.3.2.6 Lucy's Development of[s]+Nasal Clusters 

Lucy produces eight [s]+nasal clusters between 2;2.7 and 3;5.29. All eight of 

these clusters are target-like, A representative list of these productions is presented in 

Table 4.30. 

Table 4.30 Lucy's [s]+Nasal Cluster Productions: Target-Like 

snake 'sne1k sne1k 2;2.7 

small 'smol sm:J:l 2;9.18 

smoke's 'smouks sm~uks 3;5.29 

In the next subsections, I turn to Jane and Lucy's development of [s]+obstruent 

clusters. 

6 The devoicing of [n] in snow suggests fusion. However, this cannot be verified for the data 
available. Also, the absence of the devoicing on the [m] of small does not support that fusion, if 
any, was generalized across all examples. 
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4.3.2.7 Jane's Development of [s]+Obstruent Clusters 

Jane attempts 36 [s]+obstruent clusters. From 1;5.20 to 3;7.10, all but three 

occurrences of these clusters undergo Cr deletion. A representative list of these 33 

attempts is presented below in Table 4.31. 

Table 4.31 Jane's [s]+Obstruent Cluster Attempts: C1 Deletion 

spoon 'spu:n pu 1;5.20 

stuck 'stAk: tAk 2;5.12 

school 'sk:u:l k:u:l 3;3.22 

These· data suggest that fusion only occurs in rising-sonority clusters because, as opposed 

to what was seen above with rising sonority sC clusters, no [ s ]+obstruent clusters 

undergo fusion. The three exceptions to Stage 1 are presented below in Table 4.32, all of 

which surface as target-like. 

Table 4.32 Jane's [s]+Obstruent Cluster Productions: Target-Like 

school 'sku:l sk:u:l 2;7.23 

school 'sk:u:l sk:u:l 2;8.17 

stay · 'stei . stet 2;11.16 

Since these examples account for 8.3% of the data only, I conclude that Jane is at Stage 1 

from 1;5.20 to 3;7.10. I concludefrom this that Jane's acquisition of [s]+obstruent word-

initial clusters took place at a much later time than all other cluster attempts discussed in 

this corpus. 
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4.3.2.8 Lucy's Development of [s]+Obstruent Clusters 

Lucy attempts 39 [s]+obstruent clusters. 10 out of 11 clusters are reduced during 

Stage 1. These clusters undergo C1 deletion from 1;5.21 to 2;1.7, with the exception of 

the word stop ['stop] at 2;0.9, which is realized as target-like. A representative list of 

these attempts is presented in Table 4.33. 

Table 4.33 Lucy's [s]+Obstruerit Cluster Attempts: C1 Deletion 

spoon 'spu:n b~um 1;5.28 

starlings 'stwliiJz ta:lll]ks 1;11.19 

skin 'skm . km 2;1.7 

From 2;3.26 to 3;6.28, 29 of30 productions are target-like. I propose that this is 

Stage 2 in Lucy's development of [ s ]+obstruent clusters, characterized by mastery of 

these clusters. The remaining attempt made is of an [sk] cluster, which undergoes C1 

deletion. This attempt comes from the word school ['sku:l] at 2;9.0, which is produced as 

[ku:l]. School was also produced as target-like during the same session as above. These 

data suggest that [sk] clusters are amongthe last of the [s]+obstruent clusters to be 

acquired. Recall in section 4.2.2.3, David also showed difficulty with this cluster as well. 

The evidence in this section further supports the hypothesis by Rose and dos Santos (to 

appear) that contrasts between consonants articulated with the tongue may be difficult to 

combine within words or clusters. 
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4.3.2.9 Summary of Development of sC Clusters 

Overall, Jane's rising-sonority clusters undergo fusion before they are target-like, 

while Lucy's clusters undergo Cz deletion before they are mastered, with few examples 

of fusion. In all cases of rising-sonority clusters, Lucy attains the mastery stage before 

Jane. Lucy acquired [s ]+glide clusters three months before Jane, [ s ]+lateral clusters four 

months before Jane and [ s ]+nasal clusters one year prior to Jane. 

Focusing now on the falling-sonority clusters, both Jane and Lucy's attempted 

clusters undergo Ct deletion in early productions. This is different from their rising

sonority clusters. However, their acquisition for rising-sonority clusters is similar to their 

falling-sonority clusters in that Lucy has mastered these clusters prior to Jane. Lucy's 

[s]+obstruent clusters are target-like at 2;3.26 while the evidence suggests that Jane is 

still at the first stage in her development at 3; 7.10. This implies that Jane's acquisition of 

falling-sonority clusters is at least 16 months behind that of Lucy. These data are 

summarized in Table 4.36. 

In the following section I provide a summary of the Cruttenden corpus. 

4.3.3 Cruttenden Corpus Summary 

Overall Jane and Lucy's branching onsets develop in a similar order: however 

Lucy's clusters are mastered before Jane's in all c~ses. On the other hand, their 

acquisition does vary for sC clusters. Beginning with rising-sonority clusters, Jane's most 

dominant form of reduction is fusion prior to her mastery stage, while Lucy's clusters 

typically undergo Cz deletion. Similar to the twins' branching onsets, Lucy's clusters are 
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acquired before Jane's. Concerning their falling-sonority sC clusters, Jane and Lucy both 

reduce clusters through Ct deletion and Lucy's masters this cluster before Jane. In 

general, Lucy is thus the fastest learner of the pair. 

In the following section, tabies are provided to illustrate each child's order and 

time of development. 

4.4 Discussion 

The data presented throughout this chapter suggest that the children in both 

corpora follow the same path of development for branching onsets. Their clusters 

undergo C2 deletion before they are produced as target-like. Although all of the children 

follow the same developmental path, the time of acquisition varies within twin pairs. 

In contrast to branching onsets, the children vary in their respective development 

of sC clusters. They show variation in theirrates of acquisition as well. To clearly 

illustrate these findings I have devised timelines for each twin pair, which summarize and 

compare their path of development. Table 4.34 summarizes the stages of development for 

David and Mark, and Table 4.35 illustrates Jane and Lucy's stages. The legend for these 

tables is found below each table. 
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The above table illustrates that for branching onsets both children reduce clusters through 

a C2 deletion strategy before the mastery stage. Variation does emerge in the time of 

acquisition, however, for obstruent+lateral clusters David's clusters are target-like two 

months before Mark's. However, Mark acquires obstruent+rhotic clusters almost four 

months before David. As previously discussed, the results from the Goad corpus for 

rising-sonority clusters are largely inconclusive. The orders of acquisition of cluster types 

for both children are summarized in Table 4.35. 
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Table 4.35 Order of Acquisition of Cluster Types7 

a David's Order of Ac uisition 
obstruent+lateral, s +obstruent >> obstruent+rhotic 

Mark's Order of Ac uisition 
obstruent+rhotic >> s ]+obstruent >> obstruent+ lateral 

In Table 4.36 below, Jane and Lucy's paths of development for word-initial 

consonant clusters are illustrated. 

7 Comma-separated clusters were acquired during the same time period; clusters separated by 
'>>' are acquired during distinct time periods . 
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The table on the previous page provides evidence that Jane and Lucy show 

variation in the order of acquisition of cluster types. Jane acquires obstruent+ lateral 

clusters before her obstruent+rhotic clusters, while Lucy acquires obstruent+rhotic 

clusters at the same time as her obstruent+lateral, [s]+lateral and [s]+nasal clusters. The 

general order of acquisition for both children in the Cruttenden corpora is presented 

below in Table 4.37. 

Table 4.37 Order of Acquisition of Cluster Types 
a) Jane's Order of Ac uisition 

b) Luc 's Order of Ac uisition 
[s +nasal>> obstruent+lateral, obstruent+rhotic, [s]+lateral, [s]+obstruent >> 

In addition, Lucy consistently acquires her clusters before Jane throughout the data. 

The evidence presented in this section, especially that from the Cruttenden 

corpus, suggests that relatively little variation emerges in the order of acquisition of 

cluster types within twin pairs. However, the more detailed descriptions in previous 

sections show that tremendous variation can be found when each individual cluster is 

considered independently. 

In the following chapter, I discuss these acquisition paths from the perspective of 

input frequency. 
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Chapter 5 

FREQUENCY OF THE INPUT 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to determine whether the frequency of the linguistic 

input that a child receives from the ambient language reflects the order of acquisition that 

the child follows. In the previous chapter, variation was characterized in terms of order 

and time of development as well as in the type of strategy used by the children during the 

stages when cluster reduction was observed. In this chapter, I address these topics from 

three perspectives, namely, the relative frequency of (a) individual clusters (e.g. [pl] 

versus [kl]), (b) cluster types (e.g. obstruent+ lateral versus obstruent+rhotic ), and (c) 

onset structures (e.g. branching onset versus sC clusters). The results provide evidence 

that neither the acquisition of cluster or cluster type is frequency-driven. However, when 

relative frequencies for branching onsets and sC clusters are compared to order of 

acquisition, the evidence suggests that there is a correlation between acquisition and 

frequency of onset structure. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the frequency 

information used in my thesis as well as the sources from which it has been derived. In 

section 5.3, relative frequencies of word-initial consonant clusters, as found by Roberts 

(1965), are presented and compared to the results derived from the Goad and Cruttenden 

corpora. Section 5.4 provides a comparison of the relative frequency of cluster types to 

both corpora. Relative frequencies for each structure are compared to the children's order 



of acquisition in section 5.5. These three categories offer a continuum on the degree of 

detail included in the units compared. For example, while [pl] and [kl] are separate units 

where individual clusters are concerned, they are part of the same category in the cluster 

type and onset structure categories, by virtue of both being obstruent+ lateral branching 

onsets. A reference to these three degrees of phonological detail will enable us to 

determine where correlations between the acquisition paths evidenced in the children's 

corpora and relative frequency exist. Finally, section 5.6 offers a discussion of the 

relevant findings. 

5.2 Source for Frequency Data 

To determine whether the frequency of the input correlates with order of 

acquisition, I begin with a presentation of the relative frequencies of word-initial 

consonant clusters as found by Roberts (1965). Roberts' corpus was built from the 

recorded speech of a native speaker from Minnesota, United States. This speaker 

produced, in what was considered normal sentences, words taken from Hom's list (Hom 

1926). Hom's list is based on 5,136,816 words found in the vocabulary of American 

English (written) correspondence (Zettersten 1969). The words produced were 

phonemically transcribed following the system used in Francis (1958). A total of 

15,465,010 tokens were collected. 

Note that this study was published in 1965, around the time when the Cruttenden 

corpus, the basis for most of the comparisons below, was built. I acknowledge that it 

would have been preferable to use a corpus of child-directed speech, or a corpus of 
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spontaneous speech. This however was not possible due to time constraints. Another 

criticism could come from the fact that while the Cruttenden corpus documents the 

acquisition of British English, Roberts' frequency compilations are based on American 

English. However, one must keep in mind that the current study does not focus on the 

fine phonetic details of different dialects of English but rather on phonological properties 

of its onset structure, the essential aspects of which are shared by both dialects of 

English. Also, based on the sheer number of words compiled in Roberts's study (over 15 

million), all of which were in spontaneously-produced sentences (only one word from 

each sentence was taken from Hom's list), one can assume that Roberts' compilations do 

provide a relatively reliable estimate of the distribution and frequency of sounds and 

clusters in the language. Zettersten (1978) provides a rank list of the 30 most frequent 

word-initial consonants and consonant cluster graphemes, which are listed in descending 

order from most frequent: PR, ST, F.R, T.R, GR, PL, BR, CL, and SP. Despite some 

variation between Roberts' and Zettersten in a few of the clusters, the overall results are 

similar. This supports the validity of Roberts' compilations, on which the current analysis 

is based. In this respect, the method used in this investigation, despite its limits, is 

deemed sufficient to reveal the main correlations that may exist between input statistics 

and phonological development. 

In the following section, I report on Roberts' (1965) relative frequencies for 

word-initial consonant clusters. I then compare these frequency data with the order of 

acquisition in the Goad and Cruttenden corpora. 
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5.3 Relation between Frequency and the Acquisition of Individual Clusters 

This section provides a comparison of relative frequencies of consonant clusters. 

These data are then compared to the order of acquisition followed by each child. 

In Table 5.1 below, I present a summary of the relative frequency of word-initial 

consonant clusters as found by Roberts (1965). 

Table 5.1 Relative Frequencies of Word-Initial Consonant Clusters (Roberts 1965:398) 
Rank Relative Frequency Rank Relative Frequency Rank Relative Frequency 
Order Order Order 
pr 1.06144564 br 0.20988619 by 0.03829095 
fr 0.94404990 kr 0.20703959 vy 0.02554317 
st 0.79809303 sp 0.20441197 my 0.02437216 
pl 0.76214410 fy 0.20345993 sn 0.01852665 
tr 0.55806534 dr 0.14787998 hy 0.01409968 
gr 0.33747825 bl 0.10551432 ky 0.01106268 
kl 0.27743325 sm 0.06134930 py 0.01084371 
kw 0.26722740 s1 0.05536098 dw 0.00101868 
_gl 0.24307421 fl 0.05326650 sf 0.00043794 
sk 0.23458204 sw 0.04540267 Jr 0.00032369 
er 0.21795946 tw 0.04148979 

The table above illustrates order of frequency of consonant clusters in descending order. 

For example, the most frequent cluster is [pr]. It appears 111492 times in the corpus, for a 

relative frequency of 1.06144564. This number is relative to all other word-initial 

consonants and consonant clusters attested in Roberts' corpus. The least frequent cluster 

is Ur], which appears only 34 times in Roberts' entire corpus, for a relative frequency of 

0.00032369. 

Note however that the information provided by Roberts about the method of 

calculation was fairly minimal. Relative frequency was calculated based on the following 
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fonnula: the number of relevant word tokens from the corpus divided by the frequency of 

occurrence of a given cluster in this set times 100. 

Building on the rank orderings of relative frequencies presented in Table 5.1, the 

tables below illustrate a comparison of these frequencies with the order of acquisition of 

the clusters found in the Goad and Cruttenden corpora. Table 5.2 illustrates David and 

Mark's cluster development orders, while Table 5.3 presents Jane and Lucy's orders. For 

the sake of simplicity, Roberts' (1965) rank orders are provided only for the relevant 

consonant clusters. (Appendix B provides the ages of the children when the clusters were 

acquired.) 
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As this table shows, no apparent correlation between frequency and order of acquisition 

of individual clusters can be found in the Goad corpus. Neither David nor Mark appears 

to follow any frequency-driven pattern in their acquisition of specific consonant clusters. 

Indeed, no identical pattern exists between the children, as was discussed in the previous 

chapter; both children acquire relatively frequent clusters (e.g. [pr]) during fairly late 

stages, and also acquire infrequent clusters (e.g. [br]) during early stages. 

In the following table, I present Jane and Lucy's order of acquisition in 

comparison to frequency ranks. 

8 Clusters that are acquired during the same session have been grouped together, since their rank 
order is the same. This applies to all subsequent tables. 
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Table 5.3 Cruttenden Co us Order of Ac uisition of Word-Initial Clusters 
Jane's Order Rank Roberts (1965) Rank Lucy's Order of 
of Ac uisition Fre uenc Ranks Ac uisition 

sl 

sw 

dr 

kl 

kr 

bl 

gl 

sm 

pl 

sk 

fl 

fr 

pr 

st 

tr 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

br 

sn 

bl 

kl 

pl 

sl 

sp 

st 

Or 

fl 

tr 

sw 

gr 

fr 

pr 

sk 

sm 

gl 

Similar to what we saw with David and Mark, the evidence presented in Table 3.5 for 

Jane and Lucy does not provide supportive evidence for the hypothesis that the order of 

acquisition of individual clusters reflects the frequency of the input. 
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In sum, no correlation between the statistics in Roberts' ( 1965) rank list and the 

development paths uncovered in either the Goad or the Cruttenden corpus could be found 

when specific clusters are considered. I conclude from these results that frequency 

information cannot provide a reliable prediction for the acquisition of individual clusters. 

In addition, recall from the previous chapter that there is variation between twins, a fact 

especially evident from Jane and Lucy's data. This variation alone precludes any relation 

between the acquisition of specific clusters and environmental factors such as input 

frequency. 

In the next section, I reduce the degree of phonological detail involved in the 

categories compared. Instead of looking at individual clusters, I address the relationship 

between order of acquisition and frequency from the perspective of cluster types. 

5.4 Relation between Frequency and the Acquisition of Cluster Types 

Since comparison of input frequency did not mirror the order of cluster 

development in the previous section, I have chosen to investigate whether a more general 

approach would yield correlations between frequency and order of acquisition. In this 

section, relative frequencies of cluster types from Roberts (1965) are compared to the 

order of acquisition of clusters types as attested in the Goad and Cruttenden corpora. 

In the following table, relative frequencies of word-initial cluster types from 

Roberts ( 1965) are presented in descending order. These frequencies were calculated 

through adding, for each cluster type, the frequency of each individual cluster that 

belongs to this cluster type. 
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Table 5.4 Relative Frequencies of Word-Initial Clusters Types (Roberts 1965:398) 
Cluster Type Relative Frequency 
Obstruent+ Rho tic 3.68412804 
Obstruent+ Lateral 1.44143238 
[ s ]+Obstruent 1.23752498 
[s]+Nasal 0.07987595 
[s]+Lateral 0.05536098 
[s]+Glide 0.04540267 

As illustrated by this table, obstruent+rhotic clusters are the most frequent clusters in the 

ambient language, with over twice the relative frequency of obstruent+ lateral clusters. If 

frequency can make any prediction in this context, obstruent+rhotic clusters should thus 

be the first cluster type to be acquired by first language learners of English. As opposed 

to this, [ s ]+glide represents the least frequent cluster type and is predicted to be acquired 

last. 

Following the method of data presentation used in the previous section, I present 

in Table 5.5 the relative frequency of cluster types and compare it to David and Mark's 

order of acquisition. 
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T bl 55 G d C a e . oa orpus 0 d fA r er o cqmsttion o fW d I .. 1 Cl T or - mtta usters _ypes 
David's Order Rank Roberts (1965) Rank Mark's Order of 
of Acquisition Cluster Type Acquisition 

Frequency Ranks 

obstruent+ lateral 

') 
obstruent+rhoti ... :~ 1 obstruent+rhotic 

[ s ]+obstruent obstruent+lateral 

I\ }\ 
obstruent+rhotic 2' [s]+obstruen....... \ 2 [s]+obstruent 

~ 

' 3 obstruent+ lateral 

Based on the evidence discussed in the previous chapter, David acquires obstruent+ lateral 

and [s]+obstruent clusters during the same time period. Note here that these two cluster 

types have fairly similar frequencies, 1.44143238 and 1.23752498, respectively. These 

data thus suggest that the order of acquisition attested by David correlates with input 

frequency. However, David acquires obstruent+rhotic clusters after obstruent+lateral and 

[ s ]+obstruent clusters, contrary to the expectation that the former should be acquired first. 

As opposed to David, Mark acquires obstruent+rhotic clusters first. This is 

followed by the acquisition of [ s ]+obstruent clusters, then obstruent+ lateral clusters. 

While Mark's acquisition path for obstruent+rhotic appears to support a frequency-based 

approach to phonological development, the results from the other cluster types are 

contrary to expectation, unless one assumes that the unexpected order for these clusters 

can be predicted from their similar frequencies. 

However, recall that the patterns of acquisition derived for David and Mark are 

based on a limited set of data. This implies that some of the subtleties that arise from 
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more densely-populated corpora may go unnoticed. This possibility is supported in the 

next table, which provides a basis for discussion of Jane and Lucy's richer data set. 

Table 5.6 Cruttenden Co us Order of Ac uisition of Word-Initial Clusters T es 
Jane's Order of Rank Roberts (1965) Rank Lucy's Order of 

Acquisition Cluster Type Acquisition 
Frequency Ranks 

1 1 
[s]+glide [s]+nasal 

obstruent+ lateral 

obstruent+ lateral obstruent+rhotic 
2 [s]+nasal 2 

[s]+lateral [s]+lateral 
[s]+latera 

[ s ]+obstruent 
[s]+glide 

obstruent+rhotic 3 3 [s]+glide 

[s]+nasal 4 

s +obstruent 5 

As opposed to what was suggested from a portion of David and Mark's data, the data for 

Jane and Lucy do not support a frequency-based approach to acquisition. The richer body 

of evidence from the Cruttenden corpus clearly suggests that no correlations exist 

between input frequency and order of acquisition. Recall from Table 5.4 that the most 

frequent cluster type is obstruent+rhotic clusters, with a relative frequency of 

3.68412804, while the next most frequent type is obstruent+lateral clusters, with a 

relative frequency of 1.44143238. This is a difference of2.24269566, the largest 

difference that exists between all categories of cluster types. However, this observation 
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does not manifest itself in any way in the data from the Cruttenden corpus. Recall that 

none of the children in this corpus acquired obstruent+rhotic clusters first. In fact, neither 

did David in the Goad corpus. Mark is the only child that provides supporting evidence 

for the hypothesis that the order of acquisition of cluster types is influenced by their 

frequencies. 

In the following section, I take one additional step in my investigation, by 

combining all relevant cluster types into only two categories, namely branching onsets 

and sC clusters, each of which is assumed to have a distinctive onset structure, as 

previously discussed in Chapter 3. 

5.5 Relation between Frequency and the Acquisition of Onset Structure 

As opposed to the above two sections, in this section, I provide evidence 

supporting the hypothesis that input frequency plays a role in phonological development. 

In table 5.7 below, I introduce the relative frequencies for branching onsets versus sC 

clusters, which are calculated in a way similar to the frequency data used in the preceding 

section, through adding the frequency of all relevant clusters documented in Roberts' 

compilation for each of the two structures under investigation. As we see in the preceding 

section, the development of certain types of branching onsets may be intertwined with the 

development of sC clusters. In order to cope with this situation, I determined the 

acquisition of a given onset structure based on the first occurrence of an acquired cluster 

type. 
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Table 5.7 Relative Frequencies of Word-Initial Structure Types (Roberts 1965:398) 
Cluster Type Relative Frequency 
Branching Onsets 5.12556042 
sC Clusters 1.41816458 

As this table shows, branching onsets are significantly more frequent than sC clusters in 

English. This order is compared to the order of development of the syllable structures as 

attested by David and Mark, in Table 5.8, and by Jane and Lucy, in Table 5.9. 

T bl 58 G d C a e oa orpus 0 d fA r ero cqulSltiOn o fW d I .. 1 S or - mtta T tructure . ypes 
David's Order Rank Roberts (1965) Cluster Rank Mark's Order of 
of Acquisition Type Frequency Rank List Acquisition 

Branching 1 Branching Onsets 1 Branching Onsets 
Onsets 

sC Clusters 2 sC Clusters 2 sC Clusters 

Table 5.8 suggests that David and Mark's developmental paths were affected by the 

frequency information for each onset structure in their ambient language. Their order of 

acquisition mirrors the relative frequencies of branching onsets and sC clusters if one 

considers the acquisition of the first type of branching onsets relative to the frrst type of 

sC clusters. The same results emerge for Jane and Lucy who, as evidenced in Table 5.9, 

acquired at least one type of branching onsets before sC clusters. 
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Table 59 Cruttenden Co_rpus Order of Acquisition of Word-Initial Structure Types 
Jane's Order Rank Roberts (1965) Structure Rank Lucy's Order 
of Acquisition Type Frequency Rank List of Acquisition 

Branching 
Onsets 

sC Clusters 

1 

2 

Branching Onsets 

sC Clusters 

1 

2 

Branching 
Onsets 

sC Clusters 

The results presented in this section suggest that order of acquisition of structure 

type is in correlation with the frequency of the input. These results are in fact in 

agreement with those from Levelt et al. 's (1999/2000) study on the acquisition of cluster 

types in Dutch. 

While these results from both corpora, and their similarity with Levelt et al. 's 

study, could lead to the conclusion that frequency does indeed play a role in phonological 

development, other observations put these findings in a different light. First, recall from 

Chapter 3 that branching onsets and sC clusters must be syllabified using different 

structures. While a branching onset requires two segments to be syllabified under a single 

constituent, sC clusters require the projection of a left-edge appendix. It is thus possible 

that the projection of this appendix, which makes the overall structure of the cluster 

relatively marked, is inherently more complex than the anchoring of two consonants 

under a single constituent. If this were the case, then the orders of acquisition observed in 

tables 5.8 and 5.9 above could be predicted independently of any statistical information. 

Second, recall that Levelt et al. did not in fact consider sC clusters in their analysis. It is 

thus impossible to claim that the results from their study and the current one can be 

compared in a straightforward way. Given both of these points, I conclude that while the 

results presented in this section appear to lend support to frequency-based approaches to 
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phonological development, this hypothesis cannot be taken as conclusive. Finally, given 

the finding of lack of correlation between individual clusters and cluster types, in sections 

5.3 and 5.4, the data minimally suggest that if frequency does in fact play a role in setting 

developmental paths, it can only be considered as one of the factors driving acquisition, 

rather than as a strong predictor. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, I addressed the general question as to whether input frequency plays 

a role in determining paths of phonological development in production data. The overall 

goal was to determine whether the linguistic environment could be considered as a 

determining source of variation. Based on Levelt et al. 's (1999/2000) conclusions, I 

hypothesized that the environment should prevent at least some degree of variation 

between twins and, possibly, eliminate some of the variation typically observed across 

non-twin learners. 

My analysis was conducted on two previously-collected studies, the Goad corpus 

and the Cruttenden corpus. For each twin pair, I focused on variation between the twins 

during language acquisition, from the perspective of phonological development. More 

specifically, the order of acquisition of branching onsets and sC cluster was analysed. 

6.2 Summary of Results 

The results show that branching onsets follow the same order of development for 

all children in both twin pairs. These clusters undergo C2 deletion before target-like 

productions emerge. sC clusters were separated into two categories, namely rising- and 

falling-sonority clusters. The evidence for rising-sonority clusters for the Goad corpus 

was deemed inconclusive, because of the limited number of attempts made by David and 



Mark. However, variation emerged in the development paths of the twins in the 

Cruttenden corpus. Jane's clusters undergo fusion before they are realized as target-like, 

while Lucy's clusters undergo Cz deletion before she reaches the mastery stage. Turning 

now to falling-sonority cluster acquisition, these clusters are the ftrst sC clusters acquired 

by both David and Mark. This is the same pattern that emerged for Lucy; however 

falling-sonority clusters are the last clusters to be acquired by Jane. Overall, this evidence 

implies that variation does emerge in developmental paths within twin pairs. In addition, 

within each corpus, one child within each pair is more advanced in terms of age at the 

time of acquisition. 

These data support previous findings which found variation between twins (e.g. 

Bruggemann 1970 and Leonard et al. 1980). Based on the few phonological studies of 

language acquisition in twins that exist, the overall generalization appears to be that when 

the phonological systems within twin sets are investigated, the results show that the twins 

do not follow the same learning path. 

Following Levelt et al. 's (1999/2000) hypothesis that the order of acquisition is a 

reflection of the input the children receive, I hypothesized that cluster frequency plays a 

role in the order of acquisition of the branching onsets and sC clusters analysed. To test 

this hypothesis, the order of acquisition of all attempted clusters from the Goad and 

Cruttenden corpora were compared to the relative frequencies of individual consonant 

clusters, cluster types and onset structures reported by Roberts (1965). 

The results show that frequency of the input from the ambient language does not 

mirror the order of acquisition of individual clusters. In fact, there is no correlation 
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between the order of acquisition and the frequencies provided by Roberts. Furthennore, 

there is variation within twin pairs. 

Similarly, when the frequencies of cluster types are compared to the acquisition of 

cluster types, the results do not fully support the hypothesis that acquisition is frequency

driven. Also in line with the results from the first comparison, there is variation within 

twin pairs. 

In a last attempt to test whether frequency influences acquisition, onset structures 

are investigated. The results suggest that the children's acquisition is influenced by the 

overall frequency of onset structures. All four children acquire branching onsets before 

sC clusters. This is predicted by a frequency-based approach since branching onsets are 

more frequent than sC clusters in the ambient language. However, structure is an 

alternative explanation. 

My results thus suggest that only the frequency of the structures can be correlated 

with phonological development, but that frequency cannot enable predictions based on 

more refined units. I conclude from this variation that environmental factors such as 

frequency may play a role but do not enable us to produce very refined predictions with 

regard to specific subsets of clusters that can be syllabified within a single structural 

configuration. 

6.3 Discussion 

In addition to the limitations mentioned in various portions of the thesis, there 

exist two main limitations in the current study, both of which in fact affect several similar 
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studies of phonological development based on production data. The first limitation 

pertains to the respective orders of acquisition of the different units discussed in this 

thesis. Recall that the developmental orders observed for each child are based on the ages 

of the children at the time when their first consistent target-like productions of a given 

cluster were recorded. As pointed out by Pan and Snyder (2003) in their criticism of the 

Levelt et al. (1999/2000) study, this method does not directly assess the orders of 

acquisition but rather the orders in which the units appear in the corpus. Similar methods 

show similar limitations. For example, the phone trees used by Leonard et al. (1980), as 

discussed in Chapter 2, suffer from the same limitations. Indeed, Goad & Ingram ( 1987) 

deem the information coming from such methodologies to be inconclusive at best. 

The second limitation relates to the method used to determine the frequency 

relations in input that the child is receiving. Many frequency studies are based on 

combinations of genre types of written language (Kucera and Francis 1967, Carroll, 

Davies and Richman 1971 and Zettersten 1978), of spoken language (Voelker 1937, 

Hayden 1950, Roberts 1965 and Higginbottom 1962, The British National Corpus 

(http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/)), and, more recently, of child-directed speech, which can 

be obtained from the CHILDES database.9 Each of these types of studies has its own 

negative aspect. For example, it is plausible that the corpora of written language contain 

more formal language than everyday spoken language. Frequencies based on spoken 

language, although slightly more informative for phonological studies, are usually 

recorded from on a limited number of speakers. Consequently, it is the speakers' idiolects 

9 Frequencies of child-directed speech are based on corpora of recorded adult speech documented 
during recording sessions with children. 
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or regional varieties that are being documented, not actual data on the overall population 

of speakers. As opposed to these, studies that use child-directed speech as their corpora 

provide the most accurate accounts for the linguistic input that the child receives. 

However, while the frequency information gathered from one such study should be 

relevant to study the phonological development of the child whose caregiver is being 

recorded, it is not clear to what extent the frequency data can be extended to studies of 

other children's language development. 

The limitations discussed above are, in some ways, inherent to all naturalistic 

studies of phonological development. To circumvent the first limitation, one would need 

a new method incorporating an experimental component whereby the child being 

recorded would be probed for all cluster types in his/her language during every recording 

session. For example, for every recording session, the children could be asked to identify 

picture cards containing words in which all of the branching onsets and sC clusters 

possible in the language are represented, if possible with multiple words for each cluster, 

in order to avoid, or to be able to minimally detect, lexical effects. 

Concerning the second issue discussed above, a method is required to document 

the speech to which the child under investigation is exposed. Such a study would result in 

two corpora, one of child language and another of the ambient language, which would 

include both child-directed speech and some notion of the overall properties of the 

language spoken in the child's environment (see van de Weijer (1998) for such a study in 

Dutch). Each of the corpora could then be analysed simultaneously for consonants, 

consonant clusters, word forms and so on. These results could then reveal more subtle 
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effects than what can be revealed from the methods used in the published literature. A 

study of this type would provide a better evaluation of the frequency properties in the 

input that the child is exposed to, which would help answer some of the questions left 

open by the existing studies on the topic (e.g. Barrett, Harris and Chasin 1991, Hart 1991, 

Leonard et al. 1980, Leve1t et al. 1999/2000 and the current one). 

6.4 Conclusion 

This thesis offers a contribution to an area of research in phonological 

development that relates to on-going debates concerning the sources of the variation 

observed in child language. It provides insight into how frequency may or may not affect 

phonological development in production. The results emerging from this research suggest 

that frequency cannot be taken as a strong predictor for phonological development. 

However, the relationships between frequency and the development of particular onset 

structures should not be overlooked. Indeed, frequency and markedness often enter into 

an inverse relation, namely, high-frequency items tend to be unmarked across languages 

(e.g. contributions to Paradis and Prunet 1991). This relationship, if it were fully 

understood, would potentially shed additional light on the nature of the representation 

and constraints that regulate the acquisition and use of linguistic units. 
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Legend 

Cluster Type 

APPENDIX A 
Data Compilation 

obs+lat-I word-initial obstruent+lateral clusters 
obs+lat-M word-medial obstruent+lateral clusters 

obs+rho-I 
obs+rho-M 

s+gli-I 
s+gli-M 

s+lat-I 
s+lat-M 

s+nas-I 
s+nas-M 

s+obs-I 
s+obs-M 
s+obs-F 

Realization 

word-initial obstruent+rhotic clusters 
word-medial obstruent+rhotic clusters 

word-initial strident+glide clusters 
word-medial strident+glide clusters 

word-initial strident+lateral clusters 
word-medial strident+lateral clusters 

word-initial strident+nasal clusters 
word-medial strident+nasal clusters 

word-initial strident+obstruent clusters 
word-medial strident+obstruent clusters 
word-final strident+obstruent clusters 

1 Target-Like 
2 C1 Deletion 
3 Cz Deletion 
4 Complete Deletion 
5 Fusion 

Clusters containing more than 2 clusters 
[*] CHAT code that flags a speech error detected in the child's production 
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David 

Date Orthography IPATarget IPAActual ClusterType Real Age 

1983,.09-22 talk < of > clothes 1tok1AV1klou6z 1tab1god obs+ lat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 I talk about clothes 1ai1tok::)1baut1klou6z A1talmbAt1goz obs+ lat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 clothes 1klou3z 1kozx obs+ lat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 yea < I > talk about clothes 1jex1 ax1tob 1baut1klou3z je?e1dakbAt1goz obs+ lat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983'-09-22 play at beach 1pldret1bi:tf. 1bejret1bitJ obs+ lat-I · 3 3;03.21 

1983-11-27. clock 1klak kak obs+ lat-I 3 3;05.26 

·. r want play that 1ai1want1pld3ret 
•)f 

1983-11-27 ::)Wantbedret obs+ lat-I 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 • play the rain 1plei3::)1Jem pleooren obs+ lat-I 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 play 1plei pie .obs+ lat~I 1 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 played it on back and for 1plexd1rt1ari1brek1rend1fi>l · 
\0 

plede?anbrek::)nfol obs+lat-I 1 3;05.26 
\0 

1983-11-27 play 1plei ple obs+ lat-I ,J 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 · play rain 1ple111em plewen obs+ lat~I 1 3;05.26. 

1984-01-14 now let close it 1nau'let'klous1rt naul::)tklozrt obs+ lat-I 3;07.13 

1984.:01-14 red and black 1Jed1rend1blrek leOOnblrek obs+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 that is a black cat 13ret'Iz::) 1blrek1kret dretJs::)b lrekkret obs+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 red and um black 1Jed1rend1
Ain

1blrek reoon::)mblrek obs+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1983-09-22 umbrella am1bJel::) 1aumbelo obs+rho-M 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 umbrella ::)m1blela 1aumbe1lio obs+rho-M 3 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 why you bought new umbrella ? 1 wax1ju: 1bat1nu:~m1blel::) waxyubatnUAinblelA obs+rho-M 3;04.26 



David 

1983-10-27 why umbrella 1Wai:lm 1blel::~ waiAmbn:l obs+rho-M 1 3;04.26 

1983-09-22 cause where < > the dots from 'koz'w£.Io:l'dots'£rAm'rt kAzwE.IedrebdidAtsfAIDrt obs+rhol 3 3;03.21 

it 

1983-09-22 hanging out dry 'hreiJIIJ1aut' dlai h£I]Il)OUtdru obs+rhol 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 < I press > button down 'ai1ples1bAt::ln 1 daun AW::!SbAt::~ndaU obs+rhoi 2 3;03.21 

1983-09~22 it < broke· off > 'rt'b1ouk'of rtblAkAf obs+rhol 1 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 it got broken 'rt'got'b1ouk::~n rtgotbwokm obs+rhoi 1 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 I drawing my fingers 'ax'dmiiJ'max'fiiJQ::llZ · aidamgmaxdmg::~lZ obs+rhoi 3 3;04.26 
'• 

1983-10-27 I drawing baby one 'a1' dmnj'beibi:'w An ::~damgbebiwAn obs+rhoi 3 3;04.26 

. 1983-i1-27 that present for her 1 oret1pl£Z:lnt1fu.Ih::ll · d::ltwes::~ntvo.Ih::~l obs+rhoi 2 3;05.26 

1984-01-i4 
\". 

....... let me try them on. 'let'mi:'uax'o~m'an letmitwiu6emon ()bs+rhoi 1 3;07.13 0 
0 

1984-01-14 < slide > it on kitty cat 'slmd'rt' on'krti:'kret smdi?onladikret s+lat-I 3 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 so he cari sleep 'sou'hi:'kren'sli:p soikrenlip s+ lat-I ·' 2 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 so he can sleep at dark time 'sou'hi:'kren'sli:p'ret'druk'taiiD soikrenlipretdOlktaiiD s+ lat-I 2 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 but they don't work with slippers'bAt'oei'dont'wAlk'wx6'shp::~lZ bAtoedontw::~lkWI8shpalZ s+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1983-11-27 and this < small > one on your 'rend'ois'smol'wAn'onjol'hed ?rendis?owAnonyo.Ihed s+nas-I 3;05.26 

head 

1983-11-27 he smiled 'hi:'smaild hima1jud s+nas;.I 2 3;05.26 

1983-10-27 when this get lost , you will 'wen'oxs'get'Iost'ju:'wil'hrev'ois w::~ndisgetlostyuw::~lrevdis s+obs-F 1 3;04.26 

have this 

1983-11-27 you < put > first 'ju:'put'fAJst jupanbal s+obs-F 4 3;05.26 



David 

1983-11-27 you put that in first 'ju:'put'6ret~n'fAlst jub~tdretmb~1s s+obs-F 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 I just wanted her 'a1' c3Ast'wont~dh~J aicl3~swanmdh~1 s+obs-F 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 look Scardy cat · 'luk'skaldi: 'kret ukhalikre s+obs-1 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 little spoon 'lrt~l'spu:n lrtspun s+obs-1 1 3;05.26 

1984-01-14 scared 'ske1d gil s+obs-1 2 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 he got purring so he can't get , 'hi:'gat'pAliiJ'sou'hi:'krent'get igatpowigdoibn 1 g~tqild s+obs-1 2 3;07.13 

scared 'ske1d 

1984-01-14 scared 'ske1d kil s+obs-1 2 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 why they work with special 'wai'6ei'wA.Ik'WI6'speJ~l'bu:ts .· wai6ew~lkwisspretikbuts s+obs-1 1 3;07.13 

boots 
,_.. . 198.3-09-22 a basket ~'bresbt ?mprekrt s+obs-M 2 . 3;03.21 0 .,_. 

1983-10-27 your extra key 'joJ'eksu~'ki: j~1eks~1gi s+obs-M 3 3;04.26 

1983-11-27 rested on her back 'Jesmd'anh~l'brek Jestidan~Jbrek s+obs-M ·1 3;05.26 

1984-01-14 she resting 'Ji:'JeStiiJ 1f~westiiJ s+obs-M 1 3;07.13 



Mark 

Date Orthography IPATarget IPAActual ClusterType Real Age 

1983-09-22 oh you clothes 1ou1ju:1klouoz 1?aju1k"oz obs+ lat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 I closed it 1ar1klouzd1rt 1?aJ'k"oz1drt obs+Iat-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 I closed it 1ru1klouzd1rt rukozdrt obs+ lat-I 3 3;04.26 

1983-11-27 I closed it only little bit 1ar1klouzd1rt1ounli:1lrtal1brt rukozdrtonlihd,lbrt obs+ Iat-I 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 we're playing baseball 1wu1pleniJ1bersbol waJbeiJbesbal obs + lat-I 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 I play 1ar1pler arbe obs+ lat-I 3 3;05.26 

1983-11-27 I got this < navy > blue < too 1ru1gat1(hs1nervi:'blu:1tu: argotdisnivebudu obs+ lat-I 3 3;05.26 

> 

1983-11-27 this a good place for them ·I OJSa I QUd1pleJS1fnl 0€fn drsagudplesfoJoem obs+lat.:.I 1 3;05.26 
...... 
0 1983-11-27 here .a goodplace 1hua1gud'plers hilagudples · obs+Iat-I 1 3;05.26 N 

1984-01-14 .I closed it 1 ar1klouzd'rt aklozdrt obs+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-0l-14 do you want it closed ? 1du:'ju:'want'rt1klouzd djuwrentrtklozd obs+ lat-I '1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 climb up here ? 'klarrn'Ap'hu klarmApu obs+lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 can we take your cat please 'kren'wi:'terk'jolkret'pli:z kenwitekjalkretpliz obs+lat-I 1 3;07.13 

1983-09-22 bounce down on piglet 'bauns'daun1an'prglat 'bauns1daQ:tJ:7An'prgat obs+lat-M 3 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 very gently 1ven:' 4Jentli: velidentli obs+lat-M 1 3;04.26 

1983-09-22 yabrown 'jo'bJaun 'jre'daQn obs+rho-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 <three > 10Ji: ~wi: obs+rho-I 1 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 he bringing tiger up 1hi:1bliiJIIJ1targal Ap ?i,blliJQIIJ'targaJAp obs+rho-I 1 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 he bringing tiger down 1hi:'bliiJIIJ1targal daun hibliiJgiiJtrug;:u' aaQn obs+rho-I 1 3;03.21 



Mark 

1983-11-27 ya these are simple screws 1ja'oi:z1oisrmp~l1sk.ru:z jredi~JZrmp,lskuz obs+rho-I 3;05.26 

1984-01-14 a bottom drawer ~1bot~m1dml ~bo<fumd01 obs+rho-I 3 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 three big ones 18Ii:1brg1wAnz Swibrgw AllZ obs+rho~I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 because you had to bring me br1koz1ju:1hred1tu:1biiJJ1mi:1daun bikAzjuhre<fubwriJmidaunsoarku obs+rho-I 1 3;07.13 

down so I could 1sou1ar1kud 

1984-01-14 three little money and three big 1 8Ii: 1 ht~l1mAI1i:1rend18li:1blg1wAnz 8wilr<fulmAni~n8wibrgwAnz obs+rho-I 1 3;07.13 

ones 

1984-01-14 one two three four five 1WAI11tu:18li:1ful'farv wAntu8wifolforv obs+rho-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 tl:iree little ones 18Ii:1lrt~ l~w AllZ fwilrmlwAnz ' obs+rho-I 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 · hey this came from your cat 1hdors1keunifiAm1joikret hedrskemfwomjolkret obs+rho~I 3;07.13 

- 1984-01-14 three little money and three big . 
18Ii:111ml1mAI1i:1rend1Sli:1brg1w AllZ 8wih<fulffiAI1ian8wibrgw Anz obs+rho.;I 1 3;07.13 

0 
w ones 

1984-01-14 if you want, stop you just press 1r£ju:1want1stap1ju:1<!3Ast'plES1ors rfjuwan? stapju<fusbwesdrs8IIJ~nj obs+rho,.I J 3;07.13 

this thing and you stop 18IIJ1rend1ju:1stap us top 

1984-01-14 no , you didn't want your 1ju:1drd!,J.t1want1joidmioupan nojulrdnwrenj~Idlo.mpm obs+rho-I 1 3;07.13 

drawer open 

1983-09-22 I get up umbrella 1 ar 1gEi'Ap~m1biEla 1?q~gErAp1bElA obs+rho-M 3 3;03.21 

1983-09-22 ya umbrella 1j~m1bJEla jre1be1A obs+rho-M 3 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 only mommy have umbrella 1ounli:1mami:1hrevam1bJela onimamijrevAmbelA obs+rho-M 3 3;04.26 

1983-10-27 we have umbrella 1wi: 1hrevam1bJEl~ WijAV AmbJE}A obs+rho-M 1 3;04.26 

1983-10-27 umbrella ~m1b1el~ Amb1EIA obs+rho-M 1 3;04.26 

1984-01-14 see it goes on my sweater 1 si: 1 rt 1gouz1an1mar1swet~1 sirtgozanmarswreda1 s+gli-I 1 3;07.13 



Mark 

1984-01-14 sometimes I like take my sam'tarmz'ar'lark'terk'mar'shpa.IZ sAmtarmsailarktekmarzhpamf s+ lat-I 1 3;07.13 

slippers off 'of 

1983-09-22 and snails 'rend'snedz ?an'z~o~ s+nas-I 3 3;03.21 

1983-10-27 he just likes be outside 'hi:' <BAst'larks'bi:' aut'sard hi<Baslarlesbiautsard s+obs~F 3 3;04.26 

1983-10-27 he just goirig to go into our back 'hi:'<BAst'gouriJ'tu:'gou,m'tu:'aual i<BasgoiiJtagomurubrekyrud s+obs-F 3 3;04.26 

yard 'brek'jrud 

1984-01-14 if you want , stop you just press 'rfju:'want' stap'ju:' <BAst'ples' ors rfjuwan7stapjudasbwesdrs8riJanj s+obs:-F 3 3;07.13 

this thing and you stop 'OIIJ'rend'ju:'stap ustap 
.. 

1984-01-14 I < must > put it near this 'ar'mAst'put'rt'nu'ors arAsputrtnudrs s+obs-F 3 3;07.13 

1984-01-i4 < why > you want stop , you 'war'ju:'want'stap'ju:' <BAst'puJ' o1s warjuwan 7 stapyudaspusdrsdriJ ·s+obs-F 3 3;07.13 
...... 

just pu8h this thing . 'OII] 0 
..j:::. 

1984-01-14 I just wanted it 'ar'<BAst'woritad'rt ardaswrentadrt s+obs..:F 3 3;07.13 

1984-01-i4 you just push this thing if you 'ju:'<:BAst'puJ'ors'8riJ1rfju:'wana judaspusdrsiiJrfjuwanastap s+obs-F .3 . 3;07.13 

wanna stop 'stop 

1984-01-14 it fit on my wrist 'rt'frt'an'mar'lrst rtfrtanmarwrst s+obs-F 1 3;07.13 

1984-01-14 last one 'lrest'wAn lrestwAn s+obs-F 1 3;07.13 

1983-10-27 scary cat 'skeli:'kret skelikret s+obs-I 1 3;04.26 

1983-10-27 I don't wanna scare her 'ar'dant'wana'skelhal ardowmaskeo s+obs-I 1 3;04.26 

1983-11-27 ya these are simple screws 'ja'oi:z'ru'srmpal'skru:z jrediza.IZrmp1skuz s+obs-I 3;05.26 

1984-01-14 if you want , stop you just press 'rfju:'want'stap'ju:'<BAst1ples'ors rfjuwan 7stapjudasbwesdis8ri]anj s+obs-I 1 3;07.13 

this thing and you stop 18IIJ1rend'ju:'stap ustap 
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1984-01-14 why they have < stamps > on 'wai'oer'hrev'stremps'an'oem wa1derevstrepsano~m s+obs-1 1 3;07.13 

them? 

1984-01-14 you just push this thing if you 'ju:'<BAst'puJ'ois19IIJ1 Ifju:'wan~ ju&spusdiSIIJifjuwan~stap s+obs-1 1 3;07.13 

wanna stop 'stop 

1984-01-14 < why > you want stop , you 'wai'ju:'want1stap'ju:'<BAst1puJ1ois waijuwan1stapyud~spusdisdiiJ s+obs-1 1 3;07.13 

just push this thing 10IIJ 

1984-01-14 if you warit, stop you just press 1Ifju:1want'stap1ju:1<5Ast1pJes1ois · Ifjuwan1stapju&sbwesdis0IIJ~nj s+obs-1 1 3;07.13 

this thing and you stop 10IIJ1rend1ju:'stap . ustap 

1984-01-14 scardy skeldi sk£Jdi s+obs-1 '1 3;07.13 

1984,..01-14 these are water skis 1oi:z'alwnt~lski:z oizruwacklJskiz s+obs-1 1 3;07:13 

1983-ll-27 baseball 'beisbol besbal s+obs-M 1 3;05.26 -0 
1983-11-27 yabaseball · 

1ja'be1sboi jebesbal s+obs-M 1 3;05.26 Vl 

1983-11-27 we're playing baseball 'wu'pleii1J1beisbol w:ubeiJbesbal s+obs-M 1 .3;05.26 

·~ 
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Date Orthography IPATarget IPAActual ClusterType Real Age 

1968-10-24 plane 'plem bet obs+ lat-I 3 1;05.29 

1968-12-27 please 'pli:z phli obs+ lat-I 3 1;08.02 

1969-04-07 glasses 'glresn ga:ga [*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.13 

1969~04-13 God bless 'gad'bles go be[*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 Daddy's glasses 1 dredi:z' glres;}Z dredi gogo [*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 orange clinic 'm~n<B'khmk am kmi [*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-05-04 more climbing over 1moJ'klaiiDIIJ10UV;}.l rna: kamuauo obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.09 

1969-05-04 climb over 'klarm'ouv~.I kam~uauo obs+lat-I 3 2;00.09 

1969-05-05 another fly ;} 111Ao~.t'flar lel;}u fat[*] obs+1at-I 3 2;00.10 

....... 1969-05-26 · another flower ;} 
111AO;}.i1flaU;}.l lEleufau obs+ lat-I 3 . 2;01.01 

0 
~ 

1969-06-01 on a plate 'an~'plert on~ pet[*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;01.07 

1969-06-01 blue one 'blu:'wAn. bu (*) WAID obs+lat-I -,3 2;01.07 

1969-06-16 go away fly 'gou~w'wer'flar g~u wet fa obs+ lat-I 3 2;01.22 

1969-07-02 play pennies Mummy 'plex'peni:z'mAmi: phe1 [*] peme [*] mAmi obs+lat-I · 3 2;02.07 

1969-08-20 got one down the floor 'gat'wAn1 dauno::J'flm got wArn daun;} 6: [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 got a flag 'got::J'flreg got;) ereg [*] obs+lat-I 3 2;04.05 

1969-10-07 please have that a little while 'pli:z'hrev'oret;)1lrt;)l1wad pi:z [*] hrev dret ;} htu wam obs+ lat-I 3 2;05.12 

1969-10-07 Mummy like to blow off it 1mAmi:'lark'tu:'blou'ofrt IDAIDi latk ;} b;)U (*] of lt obs+ lat-I 3 2;05.12 

1969-10-19 climb over again 'klarm'ouv~.I~ 1gen katm ~uv~ ~gem obs+ lat-I 3 2;05.24 

1969-11-13 that's paper blanket 'orets'perp~.I'blreiJbt orets petp~ breiJklt [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;06.19 
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1969-12-06 it's on a plate 1rts'on::>'plert ts un ::> pett [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;07.11 

1969-12-18 put my closer. 'put'mar'klous::>l pu mat [*] kl::>us::> obs+ lat-I 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-31 me got some black ones 'mi:'gat'sAm'blrek'wAnz rna[*] gut sAm blrek wAnz obs+ lat-I 1 2;08.06 

1970-01-01 I want a bit of plaster 'ar'wont::> 'brt' AV1p lrest::>l at wont ::> btt a pa:ta. (*] obs+lat-I 3 2;08.07 

1970-01:..01 that going to dry cleaner '6ret'goul1)1tu:'d.mr'kli:n::>l dre [*] gaum ta dat [*] ki:n::> [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 you nearly knock my glasses · 'jl1!1nuli:'nok1mar'glresn u m::>li nuJ( [*] mat gla:stz obs+ lat-I 1 2;08.07 

1970-01-02. my doesn't like a blue otie 'mar'dAznt'larka'blu:'wAn mat [*] dAzQ [*] lruk a blu: WAn obs + lat-I 1 2;08~08 

1970-01-11 can I piay those when I come · 
1kren1ar1pler'3ouz1wen'ar1kAm kren at ple16auz [*]wen atkAm <ibs+lat-I 1 2;08,17 - back to Sunday school 'brek1tu:1sAII der1sku:l brek ta [*] sAIIdet sk:u:l. 0 I . 

-.....) 

1970-01-11 plAg mau1 m plug mine in 'p1Ag1maman obs+ lat-I 1 2;08.17 

1970-02-01 can !please have a penny to pay 'kren1ar'pli:z1hreva'peni:1tu:1per kren at pi:z [*] hrev ::> pmi ta pet obs + lat-I ·;,3 2;09.07 

1970-02-14 don't put on the floor 1 dont1put1 on3::> 'flDl daun put nn a fl:>: obs+lat-1 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-16 I play with Daddy's briefcase 1ar1pler'wr3'dredi:z1bli:f.kers at plet Wi3 dredtz bi:fkets (*] obs+lat-I 1 2;09.22 

1970-02-16 he want to play with it 'hi:1wont'tu:1pler'wr61rt i: wont [*] t::> plet wr6 It obs+lat-1 1 2;09.22 

1970-03-07 I playing London 1ar1pleiiiJ1lAIIdan at pletiJ lAndan obs+ lat-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-15 that blowing '3ret'b lOUIIJ 6re vaum [*] obs+lat-1 5 2;10.18 

1970-03-23 I playing jig saws 1ar1pleniJ'<Brg'snz at plem d3tgs:>:z obs + lat-1 1 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 there's a blue sky Lulu '6eJZ::>1blu:1skar1lu:1lu: 3eaz ::> blu: kat (*] lulu obs+ lat-I 1 2;10.26 
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1970-03-23 the shops are closed on Sunday 0~ 1JapS1aJ'klOUZd1Gn1SAn1dei ~ Jops ~ kl~uz [*] on sAndet obs+ Iat-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 I playing jigsaws 1ai1plemJ'cf3rg1soz at plenn etgs::>:z [*] obs+lat-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 I want to play jigsaws 1ar1want1tu:1pler1<f}Ig1soz at wont t~ plet otgs::>:z [*] obs+ lat-I 2;10.26 

1970-04-10 I very clean 1ar1veJi:1kli:n at veri kli:n obs+lat-I 1 2;11.16 

1970-04-10. undone these daddy please ~n1dAn1oi:z1 dredi: 1pli:z AndAn (*) oiiz dredi pli:z obs+lat-I 2;11.16 

1970-04.:.10 we play inside cause it's raining 1wi:1pler1m
1sard1kaz1rts1JeimlJ1nau. wi plet msatd kos tts remiiJ nau obs+lat-I 1 2;11.16 

now 

1970-07-0S you've got some big glasses 1ju:v1gat1SAm1brg1glresn1wel1rez u:v got sAm btg gla:stz wei rez obs+lat-I 1 3;02.10 

well as small ones 1smol1
WAUZ sm::>:l wAnz . 

....... 1970-07-05 I did blowed it 1ar1drd1bloud1rt 
0 

at did bl~uwd (*] 1t obs+lat-I 1 3;02.10 . 
00 

1970-07~05 I play play post it 1ai1pldpler1poust1rt at plet plet p~ust tt obsf.lat-I 1 3;0i10 

1970-07-05 Nicky playing 1mki:1plenlJ ·mki pletiJ obs+lat-I 1 3;02.10 

1970-07-:-05 I phiy play post it 1ar1pler1pler1poust1rt at plet ple1 p~ust 1t obs+ bit-I 1 3;02.10 

1970-08-16 I blowed my kite 1 ar1bloud1mar1kart at bl~uwd [*] mat katt obs+ lat-I 1 3;03.22 

1970-0S:-16 you play it with me 1ju:1pldrt1wro1mi: ju plet 1t wro mi obs+lat-I 1 3;03.22 

1970-12-05 like that little blob what's on the 1 lark1oret1lrt~l 1blab1wAts1ano~ latk oret htu blob wots [*]on o~ obs+ lat-I 1 3;07.10 

plate 1plert plett 

1970-02-28 those are his wings cause he 1 OOUZ1 aJ'hiZ1WIIJZ1kaz1hi:1ftarz d~uz ~r tz WIIJZ koz i firuz obs+ lat-1 1 3;10.03 

flies 

1968-11-29 chocolate 1tfokl~t kaki obs+lat-M 3 1;07.04 

1969-04-10 chocolate biscuit 1tfokl~t1brsbt koki [*] bebe (*] obs+lat-M 3 1;11.16 
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1969-04-10 chocolate biscuit ·~uklat'bisbt kula btbl obs+lat-M 3 1;11.16 

1969-10-10 that's Chandley's 'orets'~ rendli:z dres to:ndli:z [*] obs+lat-M 1 2;05.15 

1970-03-07 the tablecloth has nearly corned oa'teibal,klue'hrez'nuli:'uf a tetbukluo [*] ao [*] mali obs+lat-M 3 2;10.10 

off kAmd r*J of 

1970-03-07 the tablecloth has nearly corned oa'teibal,kloe'hrez'nuli:'uf a tetbukluo [*] ao [*] mali obs+lat-M 1 2;10;10 

off kAmd [*]of 

1968-10-12 brush 'bJAS ba obs+rho-1 3 1;05.17 

1968-10-31 pram p1rem pre obs+rho-1 3 1;06.06 

1968-10-31 brush 'bJAS ba obs+rho-1 3 1;06.06 

1968-11-02 brush 'bJAS ba obs+rho-1 3 1;06.08 

- 1968-11-18 train 'uem f'em obs+rho-1 3. 1;06.24. 
0 
1.0 1969-01.:03 crocodile 'kloka,dad kaka obs+rho-1 3 1;08.09 

1969-01-03 tree 'ui: · tli obs+rho-1 ·,3 1;0!~:09 

1969-04-10 Jenny's bread 1 d;3eni:z'b1ed de:ni [*] bea obs+rho-1 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-:-10 Mummy buy grapes 'mAffii:'bai1gieips nwni bai get [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 bread 'b1ed be a obs+rho-1 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-13 prune 'pru:n pu:n [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 tree there 'ui:'oe1 tti dea obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 yes I like grapes 'jes'ai'laik'gieips je<; [*] lat getp obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 Jenny's dressing gown 'd;3eni:z' dleSIIJ1 gaun deni [*] degaun [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 grass 'g1res go: [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 
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1969-04-22 Daddy's crying 1 dredi:z'laaniJ dredJ. kain [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-05-03 crying 1laaniJ kam [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;00.08 

1969-05-26 crusts birdies 11aAsts1bA.Idi:z kA [*] b:}:bi obs+rho-1 3 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 birdie crusts 1bA.Idi:'laAsts b:}:bi [*] kA [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;01.07 

1969-06-01 more bread 1
IDDl

1bJed mam bed[*] obs+rho-1 3 2;01.07 

1969-06-01 more bread 1
IDDl

1bJed rna bed[*] obs+rho-1 3 2;01.07 

1969-06-16 all broken 1ol1bJouk:}n :> betb:}n [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;01.22 

1969-06-21 Lulu's crying 1lu:1lu:z'laaniJ lulukamm· obs+rho-1 3 2;01.27 

1969-08-07 frighten mine 1f.rart:}n1mam fattm [*] mam obs+rho-1 3 2;03.13 

1969.:.08-20 Jenny don't like that crust · 
1Q5eni:1dant1lark1oret11aAst · deni d:}un latk dre kA [*] obs+rho-I 3 2;03.26 - . 1969-08~20 throw:that to sparroW's · 18.iOu1oret1tu:ispeJouz - f:}U dret t:} prernuz [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;03.26 

0 
1969-08-20 throw that to birdies .

18JOU1 oret1tu:1bA.Idi:z f:}U (*] dret t} b:}diZ obs+rho-1 3 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 bring it here 1blir.J1rt1hu · btl) It ht:} obs+rho-1 · 3 . 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 like grape 1lark1gJerp latk gretp obs+rho-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 Jenny don't like some bread 1Q5eni:1dant1lark1sAtn1bJed deni OOUn latk SAID bred obs+rho-1 1 2;04.05 

1969-10-07 going to make a great big 1 gou!IJ1tu:1merk:} 1 gJert1brg1wendi: gum t:} metk gretp btg wendi obs+rho-1 1 2;05.12 

Wendy house 1haus haus 

1969-10-07 there's a green hat 10elZ:} 1 gli:n 1hret de:)z :} gri:n hret obs+rho-1 1 2;05.12 

1969-10-10 like cream on it 1lark1lai:m1an1rt latk ki:m [*] nn 1t obs+rho-1 3 2;05.15 

1969-10-19 my like have a drink of milk 1mar1lark1hrev:} 1 dlriJk' AV
1mrlk mat [*] latk hrev :} dJ.I]k [*] :} obs+rho-1 3 2;05.24 

mmk 
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1969-10-23 Daddy got a brand new pen 1 dredi:1 gata1blrend1nu:1pen dredi gnt a bren [*] nu: pen obs+rho-I 3 2;05.28 

1969-11-02 like have that bridge 1lark1hrev13ret1bn<B latk hrev dret bnd3 [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;06.08 

1969-11-02 my not drawing on the paper 1mar1nat1 droiiJ1 an3a1perpalta1 der mat [*] nnt dr.mn nn a petpa obs+rho-I 1 2;06.08 

today tadet 

1969-11-25 cream on the meringues 1kli:m1an3a1mElWJZ kwi:m [*] nn a wremz [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;07.00 

1969-12-06 I can draw with that 1ar1kren1dro1wt313ret at kren d:l [*] WI3 dret [*] obs+rho~I 3 2;07.11 

1969-12-06 that my new dress 13ret1mai'nu:1rues dre mat nu des [*] obs+rlw-I 3 2;07.11 

1969-12-06 me want to draw Daddy 1mi:1want1tu:1dro1dredi: ma [*] wnntta 3:l [*] dredi . obs+rho-I 3 2;07.11. 

1969-12-06 I want to draw Dad 1ar1want1tu:1dro1dred at wnnt tu 3:l [*] dred obs+rho-I 3 2;07.11 

1969-12-06 I didn't scribble 1ar1 dtdnt1sklrb~l at dtdJ;t ktbu [*] obs+rho:..I 3 2;07.11 
.... 

1969-12-06 Daddy going to take it to 1dredi:1gourg1tu:1teik1rt1tu:1glremaZ dredi gum ta tetk It ta grreinmaz obs+iho:-I 1 2;07.11 
~ ........ Grandma's ....... 

1969-12-18 have that one to try. with 1hrev13ret1w An 1tu:1tiar1wr3 . hrev [*] 3ret wAn ta tat [*] WI3 obs+rho-I ·3 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 I didn't throw the book in the 1 ar1dtdnt1{bou3a1buk~n3a1fam1 at dtdan fau [*] a buk m a fata obs+rho-I 3 2;07.23 

fire 

1969-12-18 some people's bringing my 1sAm1pi:palz1bliiJIIJ1mat1dredi: sAm pi:plz [*] bniJtiJ mat dredi obs+rho-I 1 2;07.23 

daddy home 1houm haum 

1969-12-18 I want to drive the car 1ar1want1tu:1ruarv3a1kru at wnnt tu dratv a ka: obs+rho-I 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 to christmas 1tu:1kliSm:)S t:) [*] knsmas obs+rho-I 1 2;07.23 

1970-01-01 that's scruff 13rets1sklAf 3re [*] kAf [*] obs+rho-1 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 that going to dry cleaner 13ret1 gouriJ1tu:1 dlar1kli:n:u dre [*] gaum t:J dat [*] ki:n:J [*] obs+rho-I 3 2;08.07 
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1970-01-01 dolly must have a drink of milk 1doli:1mAst'hrev;) 1d.m]k1 AV1mllk doli mAst hrev;) dtt]k [*];) mmk obs+rho-I 3 2;08.07 

1970-01-02 you get it from work 1ju:1 get'It1fum1w A.Ik U: (*) Qlt It fum (*) W;):k obs+rho-I 3 2;08.08 

1970-01-02 I want a green one 1 a11wont;) 1 g.rl:n1W An a1 wont a gri:n wan obs+rho-I 1 2;08.08 

1970-01-02 Lulu drinking all her tea up 1lu:1lu:1 d.IIIJkiiJ1olh:u1ti:1 Ap lulu (*] dnt]kiiJ :>1 a ti: Ap obs+rho-I 1 2;08.08 

1970-02-12 I want to draw 1 m1wont1tu:1 d.Io a1 wont tu d:>: [*] obs+rho-I 3 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 I want to draw 1
ai

1wont1tu:1d.Io a1 wont ta d:>: (*] obs+rho-I 3 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 I doesn't want a spoon to break 1ai 1dAznt1wont~ 1spu:n1tu: 1bJeik1rt a dAzn [*] wont a pu:n (*] t:> obs+rho-I 3 2;09.18 

it all up 1ol1Ap be1k (*] It :>1 Ap. 

1970-02-12 Auntie Jack will bring my home · 1 renti:1<Brek1~11bliiJ 1mai1houm o:nti drek (*] wtl bniJ ma1 [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;09.18 

- h;)Uin -N 1970-02-12 my want to draw another one 1mai1wont'tu:1 d.Io:> 1nA6::~l'wAn ma1 (*]Wont ta dr:>: anA6:> wAn obs+rho-I 1 2;09.18 

1970-02-16 I play with Daddy's briefcase 1 ai1plei1WI61dredi:z1bJi:~keis ru ple1 W16 dred1z bi:fke1s (*] obs+rho-I 3 2;09.22 

1970-02-16 Mummy getting some from the 1mAIDi:1getiiJ 1SAm1llA.m6::~ 10Jd::~J IDAIDi (*) QltliJ SAID from a :>:da obs+rho-I 1 2;09.22 

order 

1970-02-17 Daddy wants some more bread Daddy wants some more bread dredi Wonts sAm mo: bred t:> g::~u obs+rho-I 1 2;09.23 

to go to work tomorrow to go to work tomorrow ta w::~:k t::~mornu [*] 

1970-02-28 want a drink of water 1wont;) 1dnt]k1AV1wot::~l wont a dnt]k a w:>:t;) obs+rho-I 1 2;10.03 

1970-03-07 I will draw 1ai1Wil1d.Io ai WIU (*) d:>: (*) obs+rho-I 3 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 that one's broken 16ret1wAnz1bmubn 6ret WAnz brnubn obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 I had that Christmas card 1ai'hred16ret'k11Sm;)S1krud a1 bred 6ret knm;)e [*] ka:d obs+rho-1 1 2;10.10 
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1970-03-07 these are Christmas cards 1oi:z1ru1knsmas1krudz oi:o [*) ::l knsm::lS ka:dz obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 you don't scribble 1ju:1 dant1slmoo I u [*] daun knbu [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-23 can I have some Christmas cards 1kren1ai1hrev1sAm1knsm::ls1krudz kren at hrev SAm knsm::ls ka:dz obs+rho-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 I can draw teddy bear 1 a11kren 1 dro1tedi:1b£.I a1 kren dr:> tedi be::l obs+rho-I 1 . 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 this is a pretty for my birthday 1 OIS1Iza1pllti: 1fol'mai1bAJ81dei o1s tz a pnti b ma1 ba:ede1 obs+rho-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-04-10 you promised me a lolly when 1ju:1pJamast1mi:a1lali:1w£n1mai u prom1 [*] mi a loli wem ma1 obs+rho-I 1 2;11.16 

mycome back from Sunday 1kAm1brek1f.IAm1sAD1dei·1sku:l [*] kAm [*] brek from SAndel 

school ku:l [*] 

1970-04-10 I will cry if you go out 1ai1WI11klai1Ifju:1gou'aut · ai WlU krru1fu gau aut obs+rho-I 1 2;11.16 
.. 

......... •1970-04-10 you promised me a lolly when · 1ju:1pJamast1mi:a1lali:1wen1mai ,.;.... u promt [*] mi a loli wem ma1 obs+rho-I 1 2;11.16 
w my come back from Sunday 1kAm1brek1f.IAm1sAD ddsku:l [*] kAm [*] brek from SAndel 

I 

school ku:l [*] 

1970-04-25 I tried one of Lulu's 1ai1tJaid1wAD1AV1lu:11u:z a tra:d WAD DV luluz obs+rho-I 1 3;00.00 

1970-07-05 I going to have a big pram like 1ai1QOUIIJ1tu:1hreva1big1lruk1li:saz a1 gaUIIJ ta hrev a btg prrem la1k obs+rho-I 1 3;02.10 

Lisa's pram 1prrem lisaz prrem. 

1970-07-05 I going to have a big pram like 1ai1QOUI1)1tu:1hreva 1big1laik1li:saz a1 gaUllJ ta hrev a b1g prrem la1k obs+rho-I 1 3;02.10 

Lisa's pram 1prrem lisaz prrem. 

1970-08-16 I going to drink it now 1ai1QOUI1)1tu:1d.n1Jk1rt1nau at Q::lUllJ ta dnl)k 1t nau obs+rho-I 1 3;03.22 

1970-08-16 oo it dropped the lid u: 1rt1dJaptoa 1hd u: lt dropt oa hd obs+rho-I 1 3;03.22 

1970-09-08 I want Mac to bring me 1ai1Want1mrek1tu:1bliiJ1mi: ru wont mrek ta bnlJ [*] mi obs+rho-I 3;04.14 
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1970-12-05 I didn't know what day the 1ai'dJ:dnt'nou1wAt'dei6a'sti:qJ1keim a1 didn nau wot de1 6a stnt] obs+rho-I 3;07.10 

string came off didn't you 'nf'ju: .ke1m nf didnt [*] ju. 

1970-12-26 how many were the crisps 'hau'mEni:waJ6a 'knsps hau meni [*] wa: da knps [*] obs+rho-I 1 3;08.17 

1969-04-13 umbrella am'b1da Amabela obs+rho-M 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 umbrella am'b1da bela obs+rho-M 3 1;11.19 

1969-10-10 all across there 'nla'kros16EJ :> km [*] dea obs+rho-M 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-17 dolly coming Cambridge 'doli:1kAmi1]1keimbn<B dnli kAmm ke1mb16 [*] . obs+rho-M 3 2;05.22 

1969-10-17 it's a, long way to Cambridge 'rtsa'ln1J1Wei1tu:'keimbn<B 1ts a lnlJ we1 ta ke1mb16 [*] obs+rho-M 3 2;05.22 

1969-10-17 we going to Cambridge · 'wi:'gou:qJ1tu:'keimbJiqs wi gum ta ke1mbn6 · [*] obs+rho-M 1 2;05.22 

1969-10.:17 Barbara's hungry 'brubaJaz'hAt]gJi: ba: braz hAt]gri obs+rho-M 1 2;05.22 
"'""' - 1970-o1:..(n don't go across it .'dant'goua'k:ros'ri daunt gau kms [*] 1t obs+rho-M 1 2;08~07 ..j:>.. 

1970-02-12 I doesn't want a pastry • ax'dAznt'woota 'pe1st.Ii: a dAzn [*] won a pe:ti [*] · obs+rho~M 3 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 all the children's sick already 'nloa'1fddJanz'srknl1JEdi: :>1 a tJlldrnnz [*J s1k :>rEdi [*] obs+rho-M 1 2;09.18 

1970-08:..16 I'll choose them to everybody 'art'1j"u:z'6Em1tu:1EVJi:
1
badi: ad tJu:z 5em tu [*] Evribndi obs+rho-M 1 3;03.22 

1968-12-27 sweetie 'swirti: phi phi s+gli-I 5 1;08.02 

1969-04-13 swimming 1swim:qJ ~1mm [*] s+gli-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 swimming 'sWimilJ f1mm [*] s+gli-I 5 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 swimming 'swimiiJ ph1mm [*] s+gli-I 5 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 sweetie 'swi:ti: pi:pi: [*] s+gli-I 5 1;11.19 

1969-05-05 sweetie cough 'swi:ti:'kaf plpl [*] kn s+gli-I 5 2;00.10 

1969-06-16 swan 'swan fum s+gli-I 5 2;01.22 
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1969-08-30 going my swimming baths 'gomg'max'swxmiiJ1bre8s gum ma1 ftmm [*] boe [*] s+gli-1 5 2;04.05 

1969-09-13 Lulu wont touch my little 'lu:,lu:'wount'tA1j'1max'lrt::Jl1swi:ti: lulu W::lun tA [*] mru btu fi:ti [*] s + gli-1 5 2;04.19 

sweetie 

1969-11-25 policeman going swimming p::l1li:sm::Jri1gouiiJ1SWimiiJ pli:emren [*] gum sw1mm s+ gli-1 1 2;07.00 

1969-12-18 can I have a sweetie now 'kren 1 ax'hrev::J'swi:ti:'nau kren o hrev ::l swi:ti nau s+gli-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 me want sweeties 'mi:'wont'swi:ti:z rna [*] wont swi:ti:z s+gli-I 1 2;07.23 

1970-02-01 where's a sweetie 1WE.IZ::l1 swi:ti: W£::lZ ::l swi:ti s+gli-1 1 2;09.07 

1970-08-16 I like the swings the roundabout 'ax'laxko::J'swxgzo::J'.mund::l,baut a1 la1k O::l SWliJZ o::l raund::Jbout Q. s + gli-1 · 1 3;03.22 

and the seesaw 'rendo::J'si:,sn o::J sis::> 

1970-1i-26 tell Daddy not to switch the 'tel' dredi:'Iiut'tu:' sWitj'o::J'lrendiiJ . tel <Jredi nnt t::l SWitJ o::J lrendm ·. s+ gli-:-1 1 3;08.01 

landing ·light off every tinie he 'lart'nf ev:uj:'tann 'hi!'kAmz'Ap la1t nf £V::l [*] tann hi kAmz Ap. · -- comes up 
Vl 

1969-10-10 going to sleep in a minute 1 gouiiJ'tu:1sli:p::ln::J1mmat gmg ta fi:p [*] m a m1mt s+ lat-I 5 2;05.15 

1969-10-17 teddy going to sleep 1t£di:'gouiiJ'tu:'sli:p tedi gwm ta fi:p [*] s+lat-1 5 2;05.22 

1969-10-17 baby to sleep 1bexbi:1tu:'sli:p be1bi ta sli:p s+ lat-1 1 2;05.22 

1969-10-17 like to put those shoes to sleep 'laJk1tu:1put1 oouz1J u:z'tu:1sli:p la1k a put d::luz Ju:z ta sli:p s+ lat-1 1 2;05.22 

1969-12-18 Lulu's not sleepy 1lu:
1
lu:z1not'sli:pi: luluz nnt si:pi: [*] s+ lat-1 3 2;07.23 

1969-12-31 my putting my slippers on 1max1pAtxg'max'shpaJZ1on mru [*] putliJ ma1 shpaz no s+lat-1 1 2;08.06 

1970-03-23 I thought you was asleep 'ax'8nt1ju:1woza'sli:p a1 e::>t u: woz [*] asli:p s+lat-M 1 2;10.26 

1969-08-20 Jenny's got Smarties 143eni:z1 got' smruti:z deni gn fa:tiz [*] s+nas-1 5 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 don't like Smarties 1 dont'laxk1smruti:z d::lun la1k fo:ti [*] s+nas-I 5 2;03.26 



Jane 

1969-08-20 Lulu's Smartie box in here 'lu:,lu:z1smruti:1baks:m1hu luluz fa:ti boks m hta s+nas-1 5 2;03.26 

1970-01-01 can smack. you again 'kren'smrek'ju::)'gen kren [*] smrek u ~gen s+nas-1 1 2;08.07 

1970-02-12 I want a small one 'ar'want~'smnl'wAn at wont a m:l:l [*]WAn s+nas-1 2 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 my want one smaller boot 'mar'want'wAn1smnl~l1bu:t mat[*] wont WAn[*] sm:l:l~ s+nas-1 1 2;09.18 

bu:t 

1970-03-15 that's snow I OretS1 SnQU ore [*] tpu [*] s+nas-1 2 2;10.10 

1970~07-05 you've got some big glasses 1jll!v1gat'sAiri'brg'glres~z'wel'rez u:v got sAm btg gla:stz wei rez s+nas-1 1 3;02.10 

well as small ones 1smnl1WAOZ Stil:l:l WAOZ 

1969-U-25 policeman going swimming p~'Ii:sm~n'goUIIJ1SWimiiJ pli:emren [*] gum swrmm s+nasM 1 2;07.00 

1969-12-18 to christmas ... 'tu:'k.usm~s t~ [*] knsm~s s+nasM 1 2;07.23 - at bred 6ret knm:)e [*]ka:d - 1970-03-07 I had that Christmas card 1ar'hred' oret'knsm:)S1krud s+.nasM 2 2;10.10 0\ 

1970-03-07 these are Christmas cards 'oi:z'w'knsm:)s'krudz oi:o [*] a knsmas ka:dz s+nasM 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-23 can I have some Christmas cards 'kreniar'hrev'sAm1knsmas'kwdz · kren at hrev SAm knsmas ka:dz s+nasM 1 2;10.26 

1968-12-27 toast 'toust t:)U s+obs-F 4 1;08.02 

1969~03-19 birdie toast 'bAJdi:'toust b:):bi [*] tau s+obs-F 4 1;10.22 

1969-04-27 more toast 'mm'toust rna: t:)u s+obs-F 4 2;00.02 

1969-05-26 crusts birdies 'laAsts'bAJdi:z kA [*] ba:bi s+obs-F 4 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 toast's gone 'tousts'gnn t:)ut:)u gnn s+obs-F 4 2;01.07 

1969-07-02 just like that '<f)Ast'Iark'oret gtlat da s+obs-F 4 2;02.07 

1969-08-20 butter toast now 'bAt:u'toust'nau bAta tau [*] nau s+obs-F 4 2;03.26 



Jane 

1969-08-20 Jenny don't like that crust 'Q;mi:'dant'laik'oret'kiAst deni daun la1k dre kA [*] s+obs.,.F 4 2;03.26 

1969-08-20. toast's coming 'tousts'kAmiiJ t::mtlt [*] kAmm s+obs-F 2 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 Mummy there first 'mAmi:'oel'fA.Ist mAmi de., f.,:s s+obs-F 3 2;04.05 

1969-08-30 just a little bit 'Q)Ast.,'llt:)l'brt d3As ., btu b1t s+obs-F 3 2;04.05 

1969-08-30 those are wasps 'oouz'ru'wasps daud [*] ., wnpi [*] s+obs-F 2 2;04.05 

1969-10-07 toast burning 'toust'bA.IIliiJ taus ba:miJ s+obs-F 3 2;05.12 

1969-10-07 toast is burning 'toust' Iz'b A.IlliiJ taus 1z b.,:miJ s+obs-F 3 2;05.12 

1969-10-10 don't go too fast 'dant'gou'tu:'frest daun gau tu fa s+obs-F 4 2;05.15 

1969-10-10 Mummy make more toast for 'mAmi:'meik1moltoust1fOJ1mi: mAmi metk m:> taus f:> mi s+obs-F 3 2;05.15 

··.me - .1969-10-10 no finished mytoast . 'nou'fniiSt'mai'toust 11au fmts mat taus · s+obs:..F -3 2;05.15 -.....:) 
1969-12-18 my doesn't finish my toast 'mai'dAznt'fimfmai'toust mat [*] < dAzn fmts > [*] mat s+obs-F 3 2;07.23 

taus 

1969-12-18 can I post the letter dad 'kren'a1'pousto., 'letaldred kren at paut (*] ., leta dred s+obs-F 2 2;07.23 

1970-01-01 dolly must have a drink of milk 'dali:1mAst'hreva1dniJk1Av'milk doli mAst hrev a diiJk [*]a mtuk s+obs~F 1 2;08.07 

1970-01-02 next week my have it 'nekst'wi:k'mai'hrev'rt ne [*] wi:k mat [*] hrev It s+obs-F 4 2;08.08 

1970-02-12 Mummy must buy some 1mAmi:'mAst'bai1sAmba'nrenaz mAmi mAS bat sAm na:naz [*] s+obs-F 3 2;09.18 

bananas 

1970-04-10 you went out last time 'ju:'went' aut'lrest'taim u [*] went aut lao [*] taim s+obs-F 3 2;11.16 

1970-07-05 I play play post it 'a1'p lei'p lei'poust'rt at plei plet p.,ust It s+obs-F 3;02.10 

1970-12-26 how many were the crisps 'hau'meni:waloa'knsps hau meni [*] wa: da knps [*] s+obs-F 2 3;08.01 



Jane 

1968~10~15 spoon 'spu:n pu s+obs~I 2 1;05.20 

1968~11~29 spoon 'spu:n bu: s+obs~I 2 1;07.04 

1968~11~29 spoon 'spu:n bu s+obs~I 2 1;07.04 

1968~12~20 story 'sto1i: d:;):Wi s+obs~I 2 1;07.25 

1968~12~20 spoon 'spu:n bu:n s+obs~I 2 1;07.25 

1969~05~04 spider 'spaid:;)J phatph:;) [*] s+obs~I 2 2;00.09 

1969~05~05 spoon 'spu:n bu:n [*] s+obs~I 2 2;00.10 

1969~05~26 starling 'stwhiJ ta:hn [*] s+obs~I 2 2;01.01 

1969~08~20 going to school 'goUII)1tu:'sku:l gu:tl) t:;) ku:l[*] s+obs~I 2 2;03.26 

1969~08--20 Lulu's not going to School 'lii:,lu:z'nat'goui1)1tu:'sku:l luluz no gu:wuJ~ ku:l [*] s+obs~I 2 2;03.26 - throw that to sparrows . '9Jou'6ret'tu:'spelouz. · f:;)u dret t:;) prernuz [*] - 1969~08~20 s+obs-1 2 2;03.26 
00 

1969~0S:-30 Daddy's going to Stockport 1dredi:z'goUIIJ'tu:'stokport dredi guwm tokp:>:t s+obs~I 2 2;04.05 

1969~09~13 got a story book 'ga~'stDJi:'buk got:;) t:>ri [*] buk s+obs~I 2 2;04.19 

1969~10~07 stuck again 'stAk::;)'gen tAk [*] :;)Q£lfl s+obs-1 2 2;05.12 

1969~11~25 Lulu fall on the stairs 'lu:,luHal'anoo'steJz lulu f:>l on :) t£:) [*l s+obs~I 2 2;07.00 

1969~12~06 I didn't scribble 'ai'didnt'sknb:;)l at dtdt;l klbu [*] s+obs~l 2;07.11 

1969~12-18 on the stool 'ano:;)'stu:l on Q tu:l [*] s+obs-1 2 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 mummy take me to Sunday 'mA111i:'teik'mi:'tu:'sAn,dei1sku:l mA111i tetk ma1 [*] ta sAndet s+obs-1 1 2;07.23 

school sku: I 

1970-01-01 that's scruff 'orets'sklAf ore [*] kAf [*] s+obs-1 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 that's scruff 'orets' sklAf ore [*] kAf [*] s+obs-1 2;08.07 



Jane 

1970-01-11 we going to Sunday school now 1wi:1gOUIIJ1tu:1sAn,ddsku:l1nau wi gaum ta JAndet ku:l [*] nau s+obs-I 2 2;08.17 

1970-01-11 · can I play those when I come 1kren1ai1pldoouz1wen1ru1kAm kren at ple1 oauz [*]wen a1 kAm s+obs-I 1 2;08.17 

back to Sunday school 1brek1tu:1sAn1dei'sku:l brek ta [*] smde1 sku:l. 

1970-02-12 Mummy won't go to night 1mAmi:1wount1gou1tu:1nart1sku:l mAmi waun gau ta na1t ku:l [*] s+obs-I 2 2;09.18 

school 

1970-02-12 we going to Sunday school 1wi:1goUIIJ1tu!1SAn1dei'sku:l wi [*] gaum ta smdet ku:l [*] s+obs-I 2 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 I doesn't want a spoon to break 1ai1dAznt1wonta1spu:n1tu:1bJeik1rt a dAzn [*] wont a pu:n (*]ta s+obs-I 2 2;09.18 

it all up 1ol1Ap belk [*] 1t :ll Ap. 

1970-02-12 you go to night school today 1ju:1 gou1tm1nart1sku:lta 1 de I u: gau ta na1t ku:l [*] tadet s+obs-1 2 2;09.18 

.,:...... . 1970-02~16 take a one story upstairs 1teika1WAn1stmi:ap1ste.ri te1k a WAn t:l:ti [*] Apteaz [*] s+obs-I 2 2;09.22 -1,0 1970-03-07 you don't scribble 1ju:1dont1sknbal · u [*] daun knbu (*] s+obs-I 2;10.10 

1970-03...()7 it is skipping 1rt1IZ1SkipiiJ tt 1z klpm [*] s+obs-L 2 2;10;10 

1970-03-07 we will have shoes on to go 1wi:1wd1hrev1Ju:z1on1tu:1gou'sm wi WlU [*] hrev ou:z [*] on ta s+obs-I 2 2;10.10 

Sunday school I dei's~l gau smde1 ku:l [*] 

1970-03-15 I want a pony tail to Sunday 1ai1wonta1pouni:1ted1tu:1SAn1dei a wont a pauni tell ta [*] sAndet s+obs-I 2 2;10.18 

school 1sku:l ku:l [*] 

1970-03-23 I learning to skip 1ai11Amii)1tu:1sklp at la:miJ ta klp [*] s+obs-I 2 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 there's a blue sky Lulu 1oeJZa1blu:1skai1lu:1lu: oeaz a blu: kat [*] lulu s+obs-1 2 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 this is the sky 1ois1Izoa1skai OlS lZ oa kat [*] s+obs-1 2 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 stay on the pavement Steven 1stei'onoa1peivmant1sti:van te1 [*] on a petvmant ti:vi [*] s+obs-1 2 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 stay on the pavement Steven 1stei1onoa1peivmant1sti:van te1 [*] on a petvmant ti:vi [*] s+obs-1 2 2;10.26 



Jane 

1970-04-02 tomorrow's Sunday school today ta'ma,~ouz1sAD,der'sku:1ta'der tamnrauz sAndet ku:l [*] tadet s+obs-1 2 2;1 1.08 

1970-04-10 you promised me a lolly when 'ju:'plamast'mi:a'loli:'wen'mar u pmml [*] mi a loli wem mal s+obs-1 2 2;11.16 

my come back from Sunday 'kAm'brek'f~m'sAD,der'sku:l [*] kAm [*] brek from smdet 

. school ku:l [*] 

1970-04-10 it will stay in my bib now 'rt'wd'steran'mar'brb'nau 1t W1U stet 1m mat btb nau s+obs-1 1 2;11.16 

1970-08-16 I got a school bag 'ar'gata'sku:l'breg at got a ku:l [*] breg s+obs-1 2 3;03.22 

1970-12-05 I didn't know what day the 'ar'didnt'nou'wAt'der3a'sbiiJ1keimal didn nau wnt det 3a stniJ s+obs-1 3;07.10 

string came off didn't you 'o:fju: kelm of dtdnt [*] ju. 

1969-04-10 biscuit like 'brskat'1ark b1sklt lark .·.s+obs-M 1 1;11.16 

........ 1969-05-05 upstairs. · ap'ste,xz ba dea s+obs-M 2 2;00.10 
N 
0 1969-08-07 supper time doWllstairs ·'sApaltarm,daun'st~ pApa [*] tallil daunteaz s+obs-M 2 2;03.13 

1969-'08;.07 squirrel's doWllstairs too 'skwAJalz,daun'steJZ'tu: kiru daundea [*] tu: s+obs-M 2 2;03.13 

1969-08-30 to Manchester 'tu:'mren,1f esta1 . ta mrenc1ta [*] s+obs-M 2 2;04.05 

1969-08-30 mine's got a rosebud 'mamz'gata'1ouzbad mamz got a rauzbad s+obs-M 1 2;04.05 

1969-09-13 Mummy gone upstairs 'mAmi:'gonap'steJZ ril.Ami gon Apteaz [*] s+obs-M 2 2;04.19 

1969-10-19 take my basket 'teik'mai'breskat tetk ma1 ba:klt [*] s+obs-M 2 2;05.24 

1969-11-02 elastic a'lrestik lretlk [*] s+obs-M 2 2;06.08 

1969-11-08 don't go upstairs 'dant'gouap'st~ daun gau Apteaz [*] s+obs-M 2 2;06.14 

1969-12-06 my go upstairs another day 'mai'gouap'steJZa1M3aldei ma1 [*] gau Aptea [*] Mda det s+obs-M 2 2;07.11 

1969-12-18 that can go in the basket I OaJt1kren1 QOUanOa 1baJSkat dre mukau kren gau m a ba:sklt s+obs-M 1 2;07.23 



..... 
tv• 
;....... 

1970-01-01 

1970-01-11 

1970-02-12 

1970-02-16 

1970-07-05 

I want a bit of plaster 1ar'wont~ 'brt' A v1p lrest~l 

downstairs ,daun'stelZ 

I doesn't want a pastry 1ai1 dAznt'wont;) 'perstli: 

take a one story upstairs 1terb1WAI11stnli:;)p1st£lZ 

hospital 'has,prt::~l 

Jane 

at wont ~ btt :;, po:t~ [*] s+obs-M 2 2;08.07 

daunte::~o [*] s+obs-M 2 2;08.17 

a dAzn [*] won ;) pe:ti (*] s+obs-M 2 2;09.18 

tetk ;) wAll t::>:ri [*] Apte::~z [*] s+obs-M 2 2;09.22 

hnp:;,t;)l [*] s+obs-M 2 3;02.10 



Lucy 

Date Orthography IPATarget IPAActual ClusterType Real Age 

1968-10-23 flower 1flamu pOUI} obs+lat-I 3 1;05.28 

1969-04-07 Daddy's glasses 1 dredi:z1 gheSI}Z dredtz ga:gtz (*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.13 

1969-04-07 Daddy's glasses 1drediz:1 gh~!SI}Z dredtz ga:stz obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.13 

1969-04-10 blue tit 1blu:1trt bu: tlt obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 blue tits 1blu:1trts bu [*] ttts obs+ lat-I .3 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 blue·tit 1blu:1trt bu tlt obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 . biscuit please 1bi.skl}t1pli:z btsklt pi:s (*] obs+ lat-1 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-13 . please 1pli:z pi:s [*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13' on the floor 1anal}1fl0l nn Ol} [:);} [*] obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 
.. 

,__. 1969-04713 crumbs ori the floor _ 
1loAinz1anal}1flDl · kAmz f:) obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.19 

N 
N 

1969-04-13 .· clip in hair 1klrpan1heJ kltp m he;} obs+iaH 1 1;11.19 

1969-04-22 no playing · 
1nou1pleuiJ nopem [*] obs+ lat-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-22 climb over iklaim1ouv:u kann bl}uva obs+ lat-I 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-27 cleannappy 1kli:n1nrepi ki:n [*] nrepi obs+lat-1 3 2;00.02 

1969-05-05 blue tit gone 1blu:1trt1gnn bu: (*] tlt gon obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.10 

1969-05-05 teddy fly 1tedeflai tedi fat [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.10 

1969-05-05 on the floor 1an6a1flo1 on~ d::>: [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.10 

1969-05-05 another fly 1}
1nAal}iflai lell}u fat obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.10 

1969-05-13 get a flannel 1 get;} 1flrenl} I gtt a frenu: (*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.18 

1969-05-24 clean plate 1kli:n1plert ki:n [*] pett [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;00.29 



Lucy 

1969-05-24 clean plate 'kli:n'plert ki:n [*] pelt [*] obs+ lat-1 3 2;00.29 

1969-05-26 go away fly 'gou~w'we11fla1 g~u wet fat . obs+ lat-1 3 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 fly 'flai pha1 [*] obs+lat-1 3 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 clean them 'kli:n'6em ki:n [*] ::~mz obs+ lat-1 3 2;01.07 

1969-07-02 gone on the floor 'gnn'an6~'flm gnn nn ::~ b [*] obs+ lat-1 3 2;02.07 

1969-08-07 got a blanket 'got::~'blrel]kat got ::~ blreiJktt obs+ lat-1 2;03.13 

1969-08-20 another one's down the floor ::~ 1nA6~l'wAnz' daun6::~'flm nAd~ (*] WAnz daun ~ f:l (*] obs+lat-I 3 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 there's a fly '6E..IZ::~'flai de~z ::~ fat [*] obs+ lat-1 · 3 2;03.26 

·1969~08-20 that's all clean '6rets'nl'kli:n dres ::1 kli:n obs+ lat-1 1 2;03.26 

•1969-08-20 it's not past eight o'clock· 'rts'not'prest'ert'ou'klok Its not plo:st [*] e1t ~kink obs+lat-1 1 2;03.26 . 

~- 1969-'08-20 like it on a plate 'laik'rt'an~'plert latk It nn ~ plett obs+ lat~l 1 2;03.26 
.N 

w 
1969-08-20 make it all clean too 'meik'rt'nl'kli:n'tu: metk It ::1 kli:n tu: obs+lat-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 flies don't come 'flaiz'dant'kAm flatz ~un kAin obs+lat-1 1 2;04.05 

1969~09-21 Mummy's got blue eyes 'mAmi:z'got'blu:'aJz mAmiz got blu: atz obs+lat-1 1 2;04.27 

1969-10-07 mine's not to blow on it again 'mams'not'tu:iblou'on'rt::~'gen mamz not t~ bl::~u nn It ::~gem obs+ lat-1 1 2;05.12 

1969-11-08 that's not dolly's blanket '6rets'not' doli:z'bl!el]k::~t orets not dnhz blrel]ktt obs+ lat-1 1 2;06.14 

1969-11-19 my like one plate 'mru'Iruk'wAn'plert mat latk wAn plett obs+lat-1 1 2;06.25 

1969-12-18 all the clothes are out 'nl6~'klouoz'w'aut ::~1 ~ kl~uz ::~ out obs+lat-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 they flewed 'oei'flu:'::~d oet flu:d [*] obs+ lat-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 Daddy's blowing it 'dredi:z'bloullJ1It dredtz bl::~uwm It obs+ lat-1 1 2;07.23 



Lucy 

1969-12-18 Mummy bringing my clothes 'mAmi:'bn!JIIJ1max'klou5z' daun mAIDi btiJtiJ [*] mat kl:mz daun obs+ lat-I 1 2;07.23 

down 

1969-12-18 it's closed 'rts'klouzd ts kl;)uzd obs+ lat-I 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 dive on the floor 'daiV'onoo 'flnl druv on ;) fl.::>: obs+lat-I 1 2;07.23 

1970-01-01 they going to dry cleaner '5ex' gouiiJ'tu:' dlax'kli:nal· 5et [*] gaU1IJ ta drat kli:na obs+ 1at-I 1 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 catch it with both hands on the 'kretfrt'wx51bou9'hrendz'on5;)1fiol kretJ tt wt5 baue hrenz on a fl.::>: obs+lat-I 1 2;08.07 

floor 

1970-01:.01 you're sitting on my dolly's 'ju:r'srtxg'on 'max' doli:z'blregkat j::>: sttliJ on mat dohz blreiJktt obs+lat-I 1 2;08.07 

blanket 

1970-02-12 that's black · '5rets'blrek 5rets blrek obs+lat-I 1 2;09.18 .. . . .. - 1970~02-14. teddy did fall doWil on the floor 'tedi:'did'fal'daun'cin5a'fiol tedi dtd fo daun on a f::>: [*] obs+ lat-I 3 2;09.20 
N 
.j:::.. 

1970-02.;.14 you close it 'ju:'klous'rt . U kl;)UZ 1t .obs+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970.:.02-14 have to find another glass one 'hrev'tu:'famda'nA5;)l'glres'wm hre tu famd anA5a glo:s wm obs+lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 can my tissue go in please 'kren 'max'txsju:' gouan'pli:z kren mat ttJu: gau m pli:z obs+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 it can't close now 'rt'krent'klous'nau tt ko:n kl;)uz nau obs+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 that one's a fiat one '5ret1wAnza'fl.ret1wAn 5ret w AllZ a fl.ret wAn obs+lat.:I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 go in horse walk in I will close 'gouan'hols'wokan'ax'wil'klous gau m h::>:s, w::>:k m at wm klauz obs + lat-I 1 2;09.20 

you 'ju: u: [*] 

1970-02-14 this one's open that one 's closed '5xs'wmz'oup;)n15ret1wAnz 5ts WAllZ aupan, 5ret wAnZ obs+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 

'klouzd klauzd 

1970-02-14 close it 'klous'rt klauz 1t obs+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 



Lucy 

1970-02-14 ·can I open it again please 1kren1ai1oup:;>n1rt:;>1gen1pli:z kren a1 :;>Up:;>n 1t :;>gen pli:z obs+lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 my take a bag up and clothes 1mai1teik:;>1breg1Ap1rend1klouoz <mal te1k> [*] ::1 breg Ap Q. obs+lat-I 1 2;09.20 

kl:;>UZ 

1970-02-14 open itplease 1oup::~n1rt1pli:z :;>up:;>n 1t pli:z obs+lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-16 Dad might play with my doll 1dred1mart1ple{wio1mai1dal dred ma1t ple1 w1o mal dou obs+lat-I 1 2;09.22 

1970-03-15 can I draw please 1kren1ai1dm1pli:z kren a1 dr:>: pli:z obs+ lat-I 1 2;10.18 

1970-03-15 that one's closed· I Oret1W AllZ1klOUZd oret W AllZ kl:;>UZd obs+ lat-I 1 2;10.18 

1970-03-23 it's on the floor 1rts1ano:;>1flol 1ts on :;> fl:> obs+lat-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 you play Lego please 1ju:1plei1legou1pli:z juple1 leg::~u pli:z obs+lat-I 1 2;10.26 

·. 1970-03-23 it's on the floor Jane · 
1rts1anoa1flol'Q)em 1ts on :;> fl:> d3em obs+lat-I 1 2;10.26 

..._. 
1970-03-23 shops is closed on Sunday today 1faps1Iz1klouzd1an1sAh1dert:;> 1dei Jops lZ [*] kl:;>uzd on SAn<lel obs+ lat-I 1 . 2;10.26 N 

. V1 

t:;>det 

1970-05-08 . we had to not play out 1wi:1hred1tu:1nat1plei'aut wi <hret t:;> not> [*] ple1 aUt obs+lat-I 1 3;00.13 

1970-07-05 he was a fly coming in here 1hi: 1wciz::~ 1flai1kAmiiJ::~n 1hu hi woz :;> flat kumilJ m h1::~ obs+ lat-I 1 3;02.10 

1970-07-05 let me take this down please 11£t1mi:1teik1 OIS1 daun 1pli:z let mi telk o1s daun pli:z obs+ lat-I 1 3;02.10 

1970-07-05 there was a fly coming in my 1 oEJ'WOZQ 1flai1kAmll)Qn1mai oea woz a flat kAmllJ m [*] mat obs+ lat-I 1 3;02.10 

forehead 1fo.Ihed fond 

1970-07-05 there's a fly just on the curtain 1 oeJZ::~ 1flai 1Q)Ast1ano::~ 1kAlbn oe:;>z:;, flat d3::~st on 0::1 b:bn obs+ lat-I 1 3;02.10 

1970-11-22 please may I have a straw 1pli:z1mei'ai1hrev::~ 1 stiD pli:z mel a1 hrev :;> str:>: obs+ lat-I 1 3;06.28 

1968-12-27 chocolate 1t;fokl:;>t Sj::~k" obs+lat-M 3 1;08.02 

1969-04-10 chocolate biscuit 11j"okl:;>t1hisbt koki btsklt obs+lat-M 3 1;11.16 
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1969-04-10 chocolate wipe 11fokbt1wa.Ip koki [*] watp obs+lat-M 3 1;11.16 

1969-04-13 chocolate 11Jokl;}t koki [*] obs+lat-M 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-22 chocolate biscuit 11foklat1bxskat koki btsklt obs+lat-M 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-22 Chandley's 11frendli:z to:nhz [*] obs+lat-M 2 1;11.28 

1969-04-27 cornflakes 1kom1flexks ko:nfetks [*] obs+lat-M 3 2;00.02 

1969-08-20 like chocolate biscui 1lalk11foklat latk koki [*] btski obs+lat-M 3 2;03.26 

1970-01-01 probably won't 1plobabli:1wount pobabli [*] w:mt obs+lat-M 1 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 where's the aeroplane gone 1wE.Izoa1eJouplem•gon weaz a £;}raplem gon obs+lat-M 1 2;08.07 

1968-10-12 brush lbJAJ bes obs+rho-I 3 1;05.17 

1968-10-16 pra.Ill prrem ph rem obs+rho-I 3 1;05.21 

1968-10-19 tree 1tii: thi: obs+rho-I. 3 1;05.24 
........ 

1968-11-18 •t.ii: Jei obs+rho-I 3 ('...) tree 1;06.24 
0\ 

1968-12-10 pram prrem phrema obs+rho-I 3 1;07.15 

1968-12-10 truck ltlAk thAIC' obs+rho-I 3 1;07.15 

1969-01-03 crocodile· 1kloka1dad kaka obs+rho-I 3 1;08.09 

1969-03-19 broken dolly 1bJoukan1doli: bo~n [*] doli obs+rho-I 3 1;10.22 

1969-04-07 train •uem t~em obs+rho-I 3 1;11.13 

1969-04-07 train •uem tem [*] obs+rho-I 3 1;11.13 

1969-04-07 baby's pram 'bexbi:z1plrem bebts prem [*] obs+rho-I 3 1;11.13 

1969-04-13 more grapes •mol'glexps rna getps [*] obs+rho-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 tricycle dear dear 1tnsikal1du'du tatstkl [*] dta dta obs+rho-I 3 1;11.19 
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1969-04-13 like cream 'laxk'Iai:m latk ki:m [*] . obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 crumbs on the floor 'krAmz'onog'flm kAmz f::~ obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 more prunes 'mo.r'p.ru:nz rna: pu:nz [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 grapes 'g.reips getps [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 prune 1pru:n · pu:n [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 Grandpa 'g.rrend,pa gagg [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 grape 'g.Iexp ge1p [*] obs+rho-1 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-22 crusts to birdies 'krAsts'tu:'bA.Idi:z kAs (*] tg bgdiz obs+rho-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-22 drink of milk 1dm]k'Av1mdk dink [*] g mgk obs+rho-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-27 ice cream over . · · 'rus'k.ri:m'ouvg.J · aiS ki:m [*] OUVa obs+rho-I 3 2;00.02 - 'bA.Id' i:z'krAst .N 1969-04-27 · birdies crust bgdizknst . obs+mo.:I 1 2;00.02 
-....) 

1969-05-03 nose drops 'nouz'd.Iaps nau [*] dops [*] obs+rho-I 3 2;00.08 

1969-05-04 drink of milk 1d.IJDk1AV1mdk dni]ka mauk obs+rho-I 1 2;00.09 

1969-05-26 drink of milk 1 d.IJDk' A v'mrlk diii]k [*] a miuk obs+rho-I 3 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 crusts the birdies 'krAstsoa 'bA.Idi:z kAsts [*] a ba:di:z obs+rho-I 3 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 Lulu bread 'lu:,lu:'b.red lulu hued obs+rho-I 1 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 breads 'b.redz buedz obs+rho-1 1 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 crusts to the birds 'krAsts'tu:oa'bA.Idz kAst ta badiz obs+rho-I 3 2;01.07 

1969-06-16 drink a cup of tea 1WIIJb1kAp1AV1ti: dii]k [*] a kAp a tii obs+rho-I 3 2;01.22 

1969-06-16 dropped it again 'd.Iapt'rta'gen dopt 1t agem obs+rho-I 3 2;01.22 

1969-08-07 there's a tractor I OE.IZa 1Urekta.I deaz a trekta [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;03.13 
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1969-08-20 there's Daddy's briefcase 1 OeJZ1 dredi:z1bli:f,keiS den dredtz bi:fkets [*) obs+rho-1 3 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 an ice cream man 'ren1axs'bi:m1mren :m ats kri:m mren obs+rho-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 mine's a throwing down 'mamz~ 1fboUIIJ1daun mamz ~ sth btlt fr~UIIJ [*] daun obs+rho-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 bye bye ice cream man · 'bai1bax'axs'kli:m'mren bat bat ats kri:m mren obs+rho-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 like to go on the train 'Iaik'tu:'gou'ano~'uem latk ~ g~u on ~ trem obs+rho-1 1 2;04.05 

1969.;10-07 me like a drink of water 'mi:'laik~' dlxt]k1A v'wot~l m~ [*] latk~ dni]k ~ wot:) obs+rho-1 1 2;05.12 

1969~10-10 me like through there 'mi:'laxk'9ru:'oel rna [*] Huk ::~ g~u fiu: [*] oe::~ obs+rho-1 1 2;05.15 

. 1969-10-10 me like that Grandpa 'mi:'Iark'oret'g1rend,pa rna [*] latk oret grampa obs+rho-1 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-10 those are crabs 'oouz'ru'klrebz o::~uz ::~ brrebz [*] obs+rho-1 1 2;05.15 
,.:.... 

1969-10-10 feed the grass to buriny rabbits 'fi:do::~' g1res'tu:1bAni:' jre;brts'tu: · fi:d ::~ gra:s tu bA11i rrebtts tu ._ obs+rho-1 2;05.15 N 1 
00 

. too 

1969-10-10 that's a crab 'orets::~'klreb ores [*] ::1 krreb obs+rho-1 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-10 those are breads 'oouz'ru'b1edz oouz [*] ::1 bredz obs+rho-1 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-17 press that for mine 1p1es'oret'fol'mam pres oret fo mam [*] obs+rho-1 1 2;05.22 

1969-10-17 like to get a pram 'Iark'tu:'geta'prrem latk a gtt a prrem obs+rho-1 1 2;05.22 

1969-11-02 not too bright to Daddy 'nat'tu:'b1art'tu:' dredi: not tu bratt t::~ [*] dredi obs+rho-1 1 2;06.08 

1969-11-08 Mummy's getting dressed 1mAmi:z1 getii]1 west IDAmlZ getm drest obs+rho-1 1 2;06.14 

1969-11-19 shall we cut the fringe 'Jrel'wi:'kAto::~'fliD<B sre [*] wi kAt a fm3 [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 do Lucky's fringe in a minute 'du:'lAki:z'f.un<Bana 'mmat du IAktz fm3 [*] m a mtmt obs+rho-I 3 2;06.25 
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1969-11-19 to do it back to front 'tu:' du:' rt'brek'tti:1f.IA11t 6ret ka:nt ratt ta du: tt brek ta obs+rho-1 1 2;06.25 

frAilt 

1969-11-19 dolly's back to front 'dali:z'brek'tu:'fJAnt doliz brek ta frAnt obs+rho-1 1 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 dolly is back to front 'dali:'xz'brek'tu:'fiAnt doli tz brek ta frAilt obs+rho-1 1 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 bring a potty for dolly 'bll1Ja 'pati:'ful doli: bnJ [*] apotif:> doli obs+rho-1 3 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 my haven't got fried egg 'max'hrevnt'gat'fiaid'eg mat [*] hrevant got fratd eg obs+rho-1 1 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 push dolly back to front again 'puS' dali!'brek'tu:'fiAnta 'gen puJ doli brek tu frAnt agem obs+rho-1 1 2;06.25 

1969-11-25 Jenny did broken it 1 <J3eni:' did'bJoukan'rt d3eni < dtd brauk:m > [*] tt obs+rho-1 1 2;07.00 

1969-12-06 Lulu want to draw 'lu:,lu:'want'tu:'dro lulu wont t~ d:l [*] . obs+rho-1 3 2;07.11 

. 1969-12-06 can I draw 'kren'a1'dro kren at d:> [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;07.11 

...... .1969-12-06 my like to draw 'mai'laik'tu:'dJD rna [*] latk ta d:> [*] obs+rho:..I 3 2;07.11 
N 
\0 1969-12-06 let my pram go up there 'let'max'prremgou1Ap'6eJ let mat prrem gau Ap dea obs+rho-I 1 2;07.11 

1969-12-06 not on my bread 'nat' an'max'bJed not on mat bred obs+rho-1 1 2;07.11 

1969-12-18 make a bridge 'metka'bn<:B metka bnd3 obs+rho-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 we're going crossing the road . 'wi:J'gouiiJ1kroSIIJ6a1JOud wta gaum krnsm a raud obs+rho-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-18 hello ice cream ha'Iou'ais'kli:m helau ats kri:m [*] obs+rho-1 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-31 my had a drink of water upstairs 'mai1hreda'dni]k'Av'wotaJap1steJZ mat[*] bred a dniJk a w:>ta obs+rho-I 1 2;08.06 

Apsteaz 

1970-01-01 probably won't 'pJObabli:'wount pobabli [*] want obs+rho-1 3 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 very precious 1VEJi:1pleJas ven preJas obs+rho-1 1 2;08.07 

1970-01-01 they going to dry cleaner '6e1' gouiiJ'tu:' dlai1kli:naJ 6et [*] gamiJ ta drat kli:na obs+rho-1 1 2;08.07 
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1970-01-02 that one can't be dry to long 1 oret1W An1krent'bi:1 d.Jai1tu!1}0IJ oret WAn ka:nt bi: drat ta loiJ obs+rho-I 1 2;08.08 

time 'tann ta1m 

1970-01-02 she'll draw on that boardie 'Ji:I'd.In'an'oret Jl dro: on oret b6:di obs+rho-I 1 2;08.08 

1970-01-02 can I have another drink 'kren'ai'hreva'nAoaidiiiJk kren .a1 hrev aOAoa dniJk obs+rho-I 1 2;08.08 

1970-01-11 beat his bottom if he cries 'bi:t'hiZ'batam 'Ifhi:'laaiz bi:t 1z bo~ tf i katz [*] obs+rho-1 3 2;08.17 

1970-01-11 it's my crayon 'rts'mar'laei,an 1ts mat kre1an obs+rho-1 1 2;08.17 

1970-02-01 you got a pretty hair 'ju:' gata 'p1rti:'he.~ u got a. pnti hea obs+rho-1 1 2;09.07 

1970-02-01 cause it's very precious for mine 'kaz'rts'veJi:'pleJas'fuimam kns 1ts veri preJas f~ [*] mam obs+rho-I 1 2;09.07 

[*] 

1970-02·:14 my will drink all my tnilk 'mru'wd'~IJk'ol'mai'n'ulk rna [*] wll dniJk ~u mat mwk obs+rho-I 1 2;09.18 

1970-02-12 my can draw it 'mar'kren'd.In'rt mat [*l kren dror 1t obs+rho-I 1 2;09.18 - 1970-02-12 draw small one . 'd.In'smol'wAn dr:J smo:l wAn obs+rho-I 1 2;09.18 w 
0 

'ar'hrevnt'gat'wAn'rend'tu:'rend 1970-02-14 I haven't got one and two and at breVI]. got wAn ren tu: ren eri: obs+rho-1 1 2;09.20 

three '9.ri: 

1970-02-14 and it breaked 'rend'rt'b1e1kt n: 1t bretkt [*] obs+rho-I I 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 my did cry to teddy bear 'mar' did'Iaar'tu:'tedi:'beJ mat [*] dtd krat ta [*] tedi bea obs+rho-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 this is Grandpa's 'ors'rz'g1rend,paz ots tz grrempa:z obs+rho-1 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 you will press my bag 'ju:'wd'ples'mru'breg ju wll pres mat breg obs+rho-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 Jenny's crayon '<Beni:z'laei,an d3emz kretan obs+rho-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 it's too many things to drop 'rts'tu:'meni:'8IIJZ1tu:'d.Iap tts tu: meni.etiJZ ta drop obs+rho-1 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 can I have one and two and 'kren'ar'hrev'wAn'rend'tu:'rend'8Ji: kren at hrev WAD ren tu: ren eri: obs+rho-I 1 2;09.20 

three and four 'rend'fu1 renf:J: 
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1970-02-14 look after these crayons 'luk'reft:doi:z'Iaer,anz luk a:fta oi:z kreu;tz [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-16 there's one broken wheel 'oeiZ1WA111bJoukan'wi:l oeaz WAll brnukan wi:l obs+rho-I 1 2;09.22 

1970-03-07 it's not drawed 'nat'dmd Its not dr:lwad [*] obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 that one's from Daddy 'oret'wAnz'fiAm'dredi: oret W AtlZ from dredi obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 can I draw 'kren'ar'dm kren at dr:l obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 under the bridge 1AtldaJoa'bn4J Anda oa bnd3 obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 draw on this page 'dm'an'ors'per<!J <it:l.r on OIS peld3 obs+rho-I 1 2;10.10 . 

1970-03-15 draw Phil again 'dro'fda'gen d:l [*] ful [*] agen obs+rho-I 3 2;10.18 

1970-03-15 can I draw please 'kren'ar'dm'pli:z kren at dr:l: pli:z obs+rho-I 1 2;10.18 

1970-03-23 I say scream .· 'ar'ser'skii:m at set ski:m [*] obs+rho-I 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 with this try it 'wro'ors'u~n'rt WlO ois tral It obs+rho-I 1 2;10.26 ,__ 
you're not cross with me w 1970-03-23 ju:l'nat'kros'W!o'mi: j:l not kiDs wto mi obs+rho-I 2;10.26 ,__ 

1970-03-23 I didn't draw Jenny . 'ar'drdnt'dm'<!Jeni: ai drdt,l dr::l d3eni obs+rho-I I 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 I want to draw Jenny 'ar'want'tu:'dm'<!Jeni: at wont ta dr:l d3eni obs+rho-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-07-05 I drinked it very carefully 'ar'driiJkt'rt'veJi:'kelfali: at driJkt [*] It veri keafuli obs+rho-I 3 3;02.10 

1970-07-05 Grandad give me this 'gJren,dred'grv'mi:'ors grrendre gt [*]. mi ots obs+rho-1 3;02.10 

1970-09-24 don't throw it down 'dant18Jou'rt' daun daun emu tt daun obs+rho-1 1 3;04.30 

1970-11-22 please may I have a straw 'pli:z'mer'ar'hreva'stlo pli:z met at hrev a str:l: obs+rho-1 3;06.28 

1969-04-13 umbrella am'blela Ambela [*] obs+rho-M 3 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 umbrella am'blela Ambrela obs+rho-M 1;11.19 

1969-08-20 Andrew's a big boy 'rendru:za'brg'b:lr rendru:z a btg b:li obs+rho-M 2;03.26 
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·~·, 

1969-10-10 John's getting a toothbrush out '<Banz1getiiJa1tu:O,b.IAfaut d3onz gltliJ a tu:abrAJ aut obs+rho-M 1 2;05.15 

1969-10:-10 toothbrush 1tu:01b.IAJ tu:sbrAJ [*] obs+rho-M 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-17 mine's going to Cambridge 'mamz•gomu'tu:'keimbn<B mamz [*] gaum ta ke1mbnd3 obs+rho-M 1 2;05.22 

1969-11-05 my go to Africa to long time 1mai1gou'tu:'ref.nk:}1tu:1
1D1)

1taim rna1 [*] gau tu refuka ta [*] lolJ obs+rho-M 1 2;06.11 

ta1m 

1969-11-19 thai's a big library book 'orets:}1big'lrub,le.ri:'buk orets a blg lalbi [*] buk obs+rho-M 3 2;06.25 

·1969-11-19 mine is hungry today 1mrun'Iz1hAl)gli:ta'dei · < mam 1z > hAl)gri t:}del obs+rho-M 1 2;06.25 

1969-12-18 those are my library books I 00UZ
1 
Ol

1niai1laib1leli:1bUks oauz :} mal lalbri buks obs+rho-M 1 2;07.23 

1970-02-01 lunc)l time everybody 11Antftaim1evli:,badi: lAntJ ta1m evribodi obs+rho-M 1 2;09.07 

·1970-02-16 I can see everybody here . 
1ai'kren1si:1evli:,badi:'hu a1 kren si: evribodi h1a obs+rho-M 1 2;09.22 

....... 
1968-10-24 'swi:ti: UJ ·sweetie tlsi · s+gli-I 5 1;05.29 

N 

1968-11-18 sweetie 'swi:ti: ~i!i s+gli-I 3 1;06.24 

1968-12-27 sweetie 'swi:ti: Jipi s+gli-I 5 1;08.02 

1968-12-27 sweetie 'swi:ti: ~ipi s+gli-I 3 1;08.02 

1968-12-27 sweetie 'swi:ti:. ~ipi s+gli-I 3 1;08.02 

1969-03-28 swimming 'swimilJ flmll) [*] s+gli-I 5 1;11.03 

1969-04-13 swimming 'swrmilJ ~lmlll [*] s+gli-I 3 1;11.19 

1969-05-13 swimming 'swimilJ fimm [*] s+gli-I 5 2;00.18 

1969-06-05 swimming 1SWimi1J p1mm [*] s+gli-I 5 2;01.11 

1969-06-05 swimming 1SWimi1J f1mm s+gli-I 5 2;01.11 

1969-09-13 there's the swimming 'oelZoa'swimilJ oeaz a SWimm s+gli-I 1 2;04.19 
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1969-10-10 my did feed swans 1mai1did1fi:d1swanz mat [*] dld fi:d swonz s+gli-1 1 2;05.15 

1970-01-01 sweet talk to dolly •swi:t1tDk1tu:• dali: swi tok ta dnli s+gli-1 1 2;08.07 

1970-02-01 my got my sweetie to put in •mm1gat•mai1swi:ti:1tu:1putan rna [*] gnt mat swi:ti ta put m s+gli-1 1 2;09.07 

1969-12-18 getting a tissue out •getiiJa1tisju:1aut getm a ttJu aut s+gli-M 3 2;07.23 

1970-02-14 can my tissue go in please 1kren1rilai1tisju:1gouan1pli:z kren mat ttJu: gau m pli:z s+gli-M 3 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 she hasn't got one tissue •sehreznt• gat•w An 
1t1sju: Ji: hrezn gnt WAn tt.fu: s+gli-M 3 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 Jenny's tissues 1<lJeni:z1tJsju:z d3emz ttJu:z s+gli-M 3 2;09.20 

1969-03-28 sleep 1sli:p ~i:p s+ lat-1 3 1;11.03 

1969~04-13 Teddy go to sleep •tede godtu:1sli:p tedi ~i:p [*l s+lat-1 3 1;11.19 
"i 

1969-04-22 slip off 1shp1nf stp [*] nf s+ lat-1·· 3 1;11.28 

-· 1969-04-:22 sleep on Daddy no · · 
1sli:p1an1dredi:1nou ~i:p [*] nn dredi n5iJ s+lat•l 3 1;11.28 w 

w 
1969-04-22 slippers 1shpaJZ ~tpaz [*] s+ lat-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-22 slide 1slmd satd [*] s+ lat-1 3 1;11.28 

1969-06-01 sleeping Daddy 1sli:piiJ1dredi: fi:fliJ [*] dredi s+ lat-1 5 2;01.07 

1969-06-16 good night go to sleep 1 gud1nart1 gou1tu:1sli:p gud natt gau ta si:p [*] s+ lat-1 3 2;01.22 

1969-08-20 go to sleep •gou1tu:1sli:p gu: [*] b sli:p s+ lat-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 two dollies sleeping now 1tu:1dali:z1sli:pn)'nau tu dnhz sli:ptiJ nau s+lat-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 two little dollies sleeping here 1tu:1lrtal1dali:z1sli:piiJ1hu tu btu dnhz sli:ptiJ hta s+ lat-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-10-17 Lucky's going to sleep 1lAki:z•gouiiJ1tu:1sli:p lAktz gaum ta sli:p s+lat-1 1 2;05.22 

1969-11-13 Lucky's going to sleep on his 1lAki:z1QOUIIJ1tu:1sli:p1an1hiz1pdou lAktz gaum ta sli:p nn tz ptlau s+ lat-1 1 2;06.19 

pillow 
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1969-11-13 Lucky's going to sleepy 11Aki:z'gouiiJ1tu:1sli:pi: lAla.z gaum ta sli:pi s+ lat-I 1 2;06.19 

1969-11-13 Lucky's going to sleep 'lAki:z'gouriJ1tu:'sli:p lAkiz gaum ta sli:p s+lat-I 1 2;06.19 

1969-11-13 Lucky like to go to sleep with a '1Aki:'laik1tu:'gou'tu:'sli:p'wr6a lAki latk ta gau ta sli:p wt6 a s+lat-I 1 2;06.19 

pillow 'prlou pilau 

1969-11-19 my dolly's sitting go to sleep 'mar' dali:z'srtil]1 gou'tu:'sli:p rna dohz stttl] gau ta sli:p s+ lat-I 1 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 like to go to sleep quick . 'lark'tu:'gou'tu:'sli:p'kwlk latk ta gau ta sli:p kwtk s+ lat-I 1 2;06.25 

1969-12-18 Jenny's a little baby to go to • <tJeni:za 'lrta l'beibi:'tu:' gou'tu: deniz [*] a htu betbi ta gau ta s+lat-I 1 2;07.23 

sleep 'sli:p sli:p. 

1969-02-01 my will be lost if I go to sleep 'mai'wil'bi:'lost1Ifai'gou'tu:'sli:p mat [*] wtl hi lost tf at gau ta s+ lat-I 1 2;09.07 

sli:p 
,...... 1969-02714 Lucky's having a little sleep '.lAki:z'hreviua'lrtal'sli:p lAkiz revm a htu sli:p s+lat-I 1 2;09.20 w· 
~ 

'Ji:'hreda'lrtal'sli:p'ct3eni:'drd 1969-02-14 she had a little sleep Jenny did Ji hred a htu. slip d3eni dtd s+ lat-I 1 2;09.20 

1969-08-07 Teddy's fast asleep again 'tedi:z'fresta'sli:pa'gen tedtz fa:st asli:ps agen s+lat-M 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Teddy's fast asleep again 'tedi:z'fresta'sli:pa'gen tedtz fa:st asli:ps agen s+lat-M 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Lucky fast asleep in a minute 'lAki:'fresta'sli:pana'mmat lAki fa:st ~sli:p m a mmtt s+lat-M 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Lucky's fast asleep in a bed 'lAki:z'fresta'sli:pana'bed laktz fast asli:p m a bed s+lat-M 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Lucky's fast asleep in a bed 'lAki:z'fresta'sli:pana'bed lala.z fast asli:p m a bed s+lat-M 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-20 Lucky's asleep 'lAki:za'sli:p lAkiz asli:p s+lat-M 1 2;03.26 

1969-09-21 Jenny's asleep 'ct3eni:za'sli:p d3eniz asli:p s+lat-M 1 2;04.27 

1969-12-31 dolly's fast asleep 'dali:z'fresta 'sli:p dohz fast asli:p s+lat-M 1 2;08.06 

1969-07-02 a snake a'sne1k a snetk s+nas-I 1 2;02.07 



Lucy 

1969-08-07 those are snakes Daddy I 00UZ1 OJ'Sneiks1 dredi: d:mz ::~ sneiks dredi s+nas-1 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Mummy's sneezing 1mA1Ili:z1sni:ziiJ mAIIliZ sni:ziiJ s+nas-1 1 2;03.13 

1970-02-12 draw small one 1dro1smol1wAn dr~ sm~:l WAll s+nas-1 1 2;09.18 

1970-02-14 make a big smaller one 1meik::> 1big1smol::~lw An metk ::~big sm~:l::~ WAn s+nas~l 1 2;09.20 

1970-02-14 a long big smaller one :l1lDIJ1bxg1smoblwAn ::> lo1J big sm~:l::~ wAn s+nas-1 1 2;09;20 

1970-03-15 it's smaller 1rts1smol::>l Its sm~:l::~ s+nas-1 1 2;10.18 

1970-10-24 the smoke 's coming out isn't it 0::>1smouks1kA1lliiJ1aut1IZnt1It o~ sm~uks kAmiiJ aut Iznt It s+nas-1 1 3;05.29 

1969-04-10 more toast. 1mol'toust rna: t~ust s+obs-F 1 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 toast 1toust tost s+obs-F l 1;11.16 - 1969-04~10 toast another 1tousb 1nAO::>l t~ust 1£1~u s+ohs-F 1 1;11.16 . w 
Vl 

1969-04-22 crusts to birdies 1klAsts1tu:1bAJdi:z kAs [ *] t~ b::~dtz s+obs-F 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-22 all gone pen last time 1ol1gon1p£n1lrest1taim ::> gon pm las taim s+obs-F 3 1;11.28 

1969-04-27 Jenny toast 1 <!)eni:1toust g£ni [*] bu s+obs-F 4 2;00.02 

1969-04:.27 toast 1toust t::~ust s+obs-F 1 2;00.02 

1969-04-27 toast back 1toust'brek bust brek s+obs-F 1 2;00.02 

1969-04-27 birdies crust 1bAld1i:z1klAst b~diz knst s+obs-F 1 2;00.02 

1969-05-03 Lucy's first now 1lu:si:z1£s1fAlst1nau luluz f::~st nau s+obs-F 1 2;00.08 

1969-05-04 more toast 1moltoust m~: t~utau s+obs-F 2 2;00.09 

1969-05-24 more toast 'mol1toust mn t~u tau s+obs-F 4 2;00.29 

1969-05-24 piece of toast 1pi:s1 A v1toust pi:s ~bust s+obs-F 1 2;00.29 



Lucy 

1969-05-26 more toast 'mnitoust rna: tautauz s+obs-F 4 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 crusts the birdies 'kiAsts5a 'bAJdi:z kAsts [*] ~ ba:di:z s+obs-F 1 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 nest 'nest nast s+obs-F 1 2;01.07 

1969-06-01 crusts to the birds 'kiAsts'tu:oa'bAJdz kAst ta badiz s+obs-F 1 2;01.07 

1969.:.07-02 Lulu has marmalade ori her toast 'Iu:,lu:'hrez'mo.una,leid1onhaJ lulu momletd nn a tautau s+obs-F 4 2;02.07 

'toust 

1969-08-07 Lucky fast asleep in a minute 'IAki:'fresta 'sli:pana 'mmat IAki fo:st asli:p m a mtmt s+obs-F 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Teddy's fast asleep again 1tedi:z'fresta'sli:pa1gen tediz fa;st asli:ps agen s+obs-F 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-07 Lucky's fast asleep in a bed 11Aki:z'fresta1sli:pana1bed lalaz fast asli:p in a bed s+obs-F 1 2;03.13 

1969-08-20 just those 1<f3Ast'oouz · das [*] dauz s+obs-F 3 2;03.26 
......... 

1969-08:..20 it's not past eight o'clock 'rts'not'pre~t· ert' ou'kl<ik tts not plo:st [*] ett aklok s+obs-F 1 2;03.26 w 
0'1 

1969-10-07 toast is not burning · 'toust1Iz1not1bAmiiJ taus tz nnt ba:miJ s+obs-F 3 2;05.12 

1969-10-10 like to get some toast for Daddy 'Iatk'tu:'gEt'sAID1toust'fuJ:'dredi: Iatka gtt sAm taus f:> dredi s+obs-F 3 . 2;05.15 

1969-10-10 Daddy's got a piece of toast 1 dredi:z' gota 1pi:s1 AV1toust drediz got a pi:s a taust s+obs-F 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-23 like a piece of toast 'Iatb 1pi:s' AV1toust latk a pi:s a taust s+obs-F 1 2;05.28 

1969-11-08 I had a bug to last night 1m1hreda1bAg1tu:'Irest1nart at hred a bAg ta la:s natt s+obs-F 3 2;06.14 

1969-11-08 put that story book away first 'put'6ret'stDJi:'bukaw'wet'fAJst put dret [*] st:>ri buk awet fast s+obs-F 1 2;06.14 

1969-11-19 dolly must have a 1 doli:1mAst'hreva dnli mAS hrev a wiwi s+obs-F 3 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 can I have buttered toast Mum 'kren'at'hrev'bAtaJd1toust1mAm kren at hrev bAtad taus mAID s+obs-F 3 2;06.25 

1969-11-19 can I have some buttered toast 1kren'at'hrev1sAm1bAtaJd'toust kren at hrev SAm bAtad tausti s+obs-F 1 2;06.25 



Lucy 

1969-11-19 don't take my vest off 'dant'terk'mar'vest'of d:mn te1k ma1 vest of s+obs-F 1 2;06.25 

1969-12-06 Mummy's got waste paper more 'mAllli:z'got'werst'perp:u'mm mAllliZ got we1s pe1po m::> s+obs-F 3 2;07.11 

1969-12-06 my lost it 'mar'lost'rt ma1 [*] lost It s+obs-F 1 2;07.11 

1970-01-02 mine did one fast 'mam'drd'wAn'frest mam [*] d1d wAn fast s+obs-F 1 2;08.08 

1970-02-01 my will be lost if I go to sleep 'max'wrl'bi:'lost'rfar'gou'tu:'sli:p ma1 [*] wd hi lost 1f a1 g:m ta s+obs-F 1 2;09.07 

sli:p 

1970-07-05 I just losted it under the chair 'ar'<BAst'rt'AttdoJoa'lj"E.I. a1 d3ast lostld [*] 1t Anda oo tJeo s + obs-F 1 3;02.10 

1970-07-05 there's a fly just on the curtain 'omo'flar'Q3Ast'ano~'kAlton OeOZ :} flat d30St on oa ka:ton s+obs-F 1 3;02.10 
....... 

'ax'<!>Ast'gouod'houm --w 1970-09-24 I just goed home at d3ast gaud [*] bourn s+obs~F 1 . 3;04.30. -.....l• 

1968-10-16 stairs 'ste.Iz deo s+obs-I 2 1;05.21 

1968-10-23 spoon 'spu:n bourn s+obs-I 2 1;05.28 

1968-10-31• spoon 'spu:n bu:n s+obs-I 2 1;06.06 

1968-11-07 scarf 'skwf go: s+obs-I 2 1;06.13 

1969-04-07 spoons 'spu:nz pu:nts s+obs-1 2 1;11.13 r~ 

1969-04-13 starlings 'stwhuz to: hgks [*] s+obs-I 2 1;11.19 

1969-05-04 starlings 'stwhgz ta:hgs [*] s+obs-I 2 2;00.09 

1969-05-04 combing stop now 'koumrg'stop'nau koumm stop nau s+obs-1 1 2;00.09 

1969-05-26 another starling a'nAoal'stw'h!J lelou to:hn [*] s+obs-I 2 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 look starling 'luk'stmh!J lAk tohn [*] s+obs-I 2 2;01.01 



Lucy 

1969-06-01 skin on it 'skm'on'rt km [*]on it s+obs-1 2 2;01.07 

1969-08-20 got sticky hand 'gat'stiki:'hrend got sttla hrend . s+obs-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 those going to Stockport I oouz' goUIIJ1tu:'stak:'po.rt oauz gaum ta stokp:J:t s+obs-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 spilled a little bit here 'spdcla'lrtal'brt'hu spiut a htu b1t h1a s+obs-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 that's going to Stockport 'orets'gou11J'tu:stokp:J:t dres gaum ta stokp:J:t s+obs-1 1 2;03.26 

1969-10-10 there's a spade 'o~'spe1d . oeaz a spetd s+obs-1 1 2;05.15 

. . 1969-11-08 put that story book away first 'put' oret'stoli:'bukaw'wei'fAJst put dret [*] st:Jri buk awe1 fast s+obs-1 1 2;06.14 

1969-11-08 my going to get my story book 'mai'gou11J'tu:'get'mai1stoli:'buk ma1 [*] gtltiJ ta get mat st:Jri buk s+obs-1 1 2;06.14 

1969-11-19 have a spoon · 'hreva'spu:n .. hrev a spu:n s+obs-I .· 1 2;06.25 
..... 

'k~n'ste1 w 1969-12-18 can stay kren stet s+obs-1 1 2;07.23 
00 

1969-12-31 don't let it stop 'dont'let'rtistap daunt let 1t stop s+obs-I 1 2;08.06 

1969-12-31 let it stop . 'let'rt'stap let 1t stop s+obs-I 1 2;08.06 

1970-01-02 squeeze and a cuddle 'sk:Wi:z'renda'kAdal kwi:z [*] t;t a kAd,l s+obs-I 2;08.08 

1970-01-11 we going to Sunday school 'Wi:'gomg'tu:'sAn,dei'sku:l wi [*] gaum ta SAndet skau" s+obs-1 1 2;08.17 

1970-01-25 Mummy going to school on 'mAmi:'goull]'tu:'sku:l'on'mAndi: mAmi gum ta ku:l [*]on mAndeis+obs-I 2 2;09.00 

Monday 

1970-01-25 Mummy wents to school 1niAmi:'wents'tu:'sku:l mAmi wents [*] ta sku: 1 s+obs-1 1 2;09.00 

1970-02-14 to nursery school today 'tu:'nAJSali:'sku:lta' delta 'ma,Jou ta na:sri sku:l tade1 tamorou s+obs-1 1 2;09.20 

tomorrow 

1970-02-14 make stairs 'meik'steJZ metk steaz s+obs-1 1 2;09.20 



Lucy 

1970-03-07 I skipped 'ai'sk:Ipt at sk:Ipt s+obs-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 that's not skipping '3rets'nat'sk:IpiiJ 3iets not sk:IpiiJ s+obs-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 watch me skip Mummy 'watfmi:' sk:Ip'mAtili: wotJ mi skip ITIAmi s+obs-I 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-15 and that stays in the middle 'rend'3ret'sterz::lnoo 'mid::l 1 t;t 3ret stetz m ::l mtdu s+obs-I 1 2;10.18 

1970-03-23 I say scream 'ar'se1'slai:m at set ski:m (*] s+obs-I 2;10.26 

1970-03-23 now stay on the pavement 'nau'stdan6::l'pervm::lnt nau stet on 6::l petvm::lnt s+obs-I 1 2;10.26 

1970-04-10 my little sticker's here 'mai'ht::l l'stika.rz'hu rna htu sttbz hta s+obs-I 1 2;11.16 

1970-04-10 you wash your stockings tonight 1ju:'waJ'joJ'stak:Igzta'nart1an1SAn u (*] woJ j:> Jtok:Igz [*] tanatt on s + obs-I 1 2;11.16 

on Sunday .. ,der sAndet 

1970.,04-10 there's a skipping rope here and ~3e.IZa'sk:IpiiJ 1Joup'hu'renda 3e;:,z :) sktptlJ rnup ht::l t;t a sk:IptiJ s + obs:-I 1 2;11.16 
,,_. 

a skipping rope there 'sk:IpiiJ1lOUp16eJ rnup O£:); . w 
1.0 

1970-04-10 there's a skipping rope here and ·'oeJZ:)1Sk:IpiiJ'JOup'hu'renda oe::lz ::l sk:IptiJ rnup ht::l t;t a sk:IptiJ s + obs-I 1 2;11.16 

a skipping rope there 'sk:IpiiJ':roup'6eJ rnup o£:) . 

1970-04-25 can Jenny have a spade . 'kren'<!;eni:'hrev::l'sj>eid kren d3eni <ev a spetd s+obs-I 1 3;00.00 

1970-10-10 oo it's still not dark u:'rts'std'nat'druk u: tts sttl not dok s+obs-I 1 3;05.15 

1970-11-22 please may I have a straw 'pli:z'mdar'hreva'stm pli:z met at hrev a str:>: s+obs-1 3;06.28 

1970-11-22 it might be not muddy where 'rt'mart'bi:'not'mAdi:'wdoouz tt <matt bi not> mAdi WE::l s+obs-1 1 3;06.28 

those steps are 'steps'ru 3auz steps a 

1968-12-27 dustbin man 'dAst,bm'mren dApm mren s+obs-M 4 1;08.02 

1969-04-10 biscuit please 'brskat'pli:z btsktt pi:s (*] s+obs-M 1 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 basket another 'bresbt::l1nA6aJ bo.sktt lelau s+obs-M 1 1;11.16 

1969-04-10 chocolate biscuit 't;foklat'brskat koki btsktt s+obs-M 1 1;11.16 



Lucy 

1969-04-10 upstairs Suki ap'steJZ1 su:ki: Apsteaz su:ki s+obs-M 1 1;11.16 

1969-04-13 Easter egg 'i:st~ieg < i:steg > [*] s+obs-M 1 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 mine's basket 'mamz'bresbt mamz ba:sktt s+obs-M 1 1;11.19 

1969-04-13 more biscuit 'mnibxsk~t rna: bisktt s+obs-M 1 1;11.19 

1969-04-22 chocolate biscuit . 'tfnkl~t'bxsbt knki btsktt · s+obs-M 1 1;11.28 

1969-04-27 another biscuit ~ 'nAo~i'bxsk~t lel~u btsktt s+obs-M 1 2;00.02 

1969-05-11 downstairs ,daun'ste.Iz daundea [*] s+obs-M 2 2;00.16 

.. 1969-05-13 disgusting Daddy· 1dJS1gAStiiJ1dredi: gAstm [*] dredi s+obs-M 4 2;00.18 

1969-05-'13 disgusting Daddy ,dxs' gAstxg' dredi: gAstm [*] dredi s+obs-M 1 2;00.18 

1969-04-27 biscuit 'bxsbt bisktt s+obs.:M 1 2;00.2 

- 1969-05-26 
~ 

like biscuits 'Iaxk'bJ.sbts la1k btsktts s+obs-M · 1 2;01.01 
0 1969-05-26 more biscuits 'mnl'bxsbts rna: btsktts s+obs-M 1 2;01.01 

1969-05-26 see Cynthia yesterday 'si:'sm8i:~'jest~J,dex ~i ~ana1~ jestade1 s+obs-M l 2;01.01 

1969-06-01 like biscuits 'Iaik'bxskats latk btsktts · s+obs-M 1 2;01.07 

1969-06-16 biscuits 'bxsbts btsktts s+obs-M 1 2;01.22 

1969-07-02 downstairs ,daun'ste.Iz daundea [*] s+obs-M 2 2;02.07 

1969-07-02 like gooseberry pie now 'laxk'gu:s,be.Ii:'pax'nau la1 bu:bi [*] pat nau s+obs-M 2 2;02.07 

1969-08-20 downstairs ,daun'steJZ daunteaz [*] s+obs-M 2 2;03.26 

1969-08-20 those are bannisters I 00UZ1 Ol1breniztaJZ dauz a bremst~z s+obs-M l 2;03.26 

1969-08-30 mine's a big girl on Wednesday 'mamza'bxg'gAJl'an'wenzdi: mamz [*] a btg ga:l on wenzdet s+obs-M 1 2;04.05 



Lucy 

1969-09-21 my like to go downstairs 'mar'lark'tu:'gou,daun'stEJZ mat latk a gau daunsteaz s+obs-M 1 2;04.27 

1969-09-21 like to go downstairs 'Iark'tu:' gou, daun'stEJZ lalk a gau daunstEaz s+obs-M 1 2;04.27 

1969-10-07 me like some biscuits 'melruk'sAill'brskats rna [*] latk sam btsktts s+obs-M 1 2;05.12 

1969-10-10 that's a big basket '5retsa 'brg'breskat dres [*] a btg ba:sklt s+obs-M 1 2;05.15 

1969-10-17 my like my basket 'mar'lark'mru'breskat mat [*] lalk mat ba:sklt s+obs-M 1 2;05.22 

1969-11-19 have a teaspoon 'hreva 'ti:s,pu.'D hrev a ti:spu:n s+obs-M 1 2;06.25 

1969-12-18 member where my basket is 'membal'wEJ'mar'breskat'rz mamba [*] wea mat basklt 1z s+obs-M 1 2;07.23 

1969-12-31 my had a drink of water upstairs 'mai'hreda'dJriJk'Av'wotaJap'stEJZ mat [*J hred a dniJka w::~ta s+obs-M 1 2;08.06 

Apsteaz 

.· 1970-01-01 a biscuit now a'brskat'nau a btsktt nau s+obs-M 1 2;08.07 
....... 1970-01~01 getting those newspapers 'getriJ'5ouz'nu:z,peipa.Iz getliJ 5auz nu:zpe1paz ~+obs-M 1 2;08.07 .,J::.. 
....... 

1970.;01-01 mine's not reading those 'mrunz'nat'.IedriJ'5ouz'nu:z mamz[*] not ri:dtiJ 5auz s+obs-M 1 2;08.07 

newspapers ,perpalZ nu:zpetpaz 

1970-0l-02 I did saw it upstairs' 'ar'drd'sn'rtap'stEJZ a1 dtd s::~:r (*] lt ApStE:JZ s+obs-M 1 2;08.08 

1970-01-25 Mummy did go on Thursday 'mAilli:'drd'gou'an'eAJZ,der mAmi drd gau on easde1 s+obs-M 1 2;09.00 

1970-02-01 to do a upstairs 'tu:'du:aap'stEJZ tu du a wiwi Apteaz [*] s+obs-M 2 2;09.07 

1970-02-01 Lucky wants to go to hospital 'lAki:'wants'tu:'gou'tu:'has,prtal IAki wonts ta gau ta hnsp1t' s+obs-M 1 2;09.07 

1970-03-07 Mummy's going upstairs 'mAmi:z' gouii]ap'stEJZ mAmiz gaUllJ ApStEaZ s+obs-M 1 2;10.10 

1970-03-07 I go to the escalator 'ar'gou'tu:5a'eska,lertaJ a1 gau ta 5a reskaletta s+obs-M 1 2;10.10 

1970-04-02 that one's tasty '5ret'w Anz'tersti: 5ret W AOZ tetsti s+obs-M 1 2;11.08 

1970-04-02 take the tasty out 'teik5a'tersti:'aut tetk 5a tetsti aut s+obs-M 1 2;11.08 
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Goad corpus 

David 
Cluster 
br 
pl 
sp 
bl 
kl 
sl 
tr 

APPENDIXB 
Age at Cluster Acquisition 

Mark 
Date of Acquisition Cluster 
3;03.21 br 
3;05.26 tr 
3;05.26 sk 
3;07.13 pl 
3;07.13 dr 
3;07.13 fr 
3;07.13 kl 

pr 
sl 
st 
sw 

143 

Date of Acquisition 
3;03.21 
3;03.21 
3;04.26 
3;05.26 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 
3;07.13 



Cruttenden corpus 

Jane Lucy 
Cluster Date of Acquisition Cluster Date of Acquisition 

gr 2;03.26 kr 2;00.02 
br 2;o4:o5 dr 2;00.09 
sl 2;05.22 br 2;01.01 
sw 2;07.00 sn 2;02.07 
dr 2;07.23 bl 2;03.13 
kl 2;07.23 kl 2;03.26 
kr 2;07.23 pi 2;03.26 
bl 2;08;06 sl 2;03.26 
gl 2;08.06 sp 2;03.26 
sm 2;08.07 st 2;03.26 
pi 2;08.17 er 2;03.26 
sk 2;08.17 fl 2;04.05 
fl 2;09.20 tr 2;04.05 
fr 2;09.22 sw 2;04.19 
pr 2;10.26 gr 2;05.15 
st 2;11.16 fr 2;06.25 
tr 3;00.00 pr 2;08.07 

sk 2;08.17 
sm 2;09.18 
gl 2;09.20 
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